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FORE WORD 
This report by Mr. Hogbin de scribes the results of 
a series of  related surveys undertaken by him in the immediate 
area of the Cupisi rubber project at Ke rema. These surveys 
form a part of a large r three -year research project, generously 
financed by the Rural Credits Development Fund of the Reserve 
Bank of Australia, the object of which is  to enable the extension 
of my South -East Asian research on Land Settlement to the 
Papua -New Guinea re gion. 
The Cupisi  rubber project was included in this re ­
search programme for a number of reasons . First, it is an 
imaginative project of  an experimental nature,  about which 
little has been heard outside the small circle of government 
officers dire ctly concerned with its des ign and implementation . 
Secondly, it is  unusual in its approach in that it use s  a govern­
ment -owned e state as a growth point, introducing the indigenous 
farme r to the techniques of production of the crop, and to the 
advantage s  of  a sizeable cash income,  before any large inve st ­
ment of  labour or money is  required of  him. This ,  together 
with the initial economies  of  scale deriving from a quite sub ­
stantial output from the ve ry be ginning, bypas se s  some of the 
difficulties of  getting a new group of  subsistence farmers started 
on a new cash crop with a long maturation period . Thirdly, 
rubber appears to have many attractions as a potential small ­
holder crop in many areas of  Papua, and the only substantial 
indigenous smallholding in e ffective production in Papua during 
re cent years has been at Kerema . 
In the course of  his surveys and inve stigations in 
the Kerema area, Mr . Hogbin has colle cte d a great deal of  new 
empirical data, much of which will be of  immediate interest to 
research workers  and othe rs unconnected with the large r  re ­
search programme of which this i s  a part . The object of this 
report i s  to make that data generally available to those  in­
terested  as e arly as pos sible . 
E .  K. FISK 
Senior Fellow in Economics  
Research School of Pacific  Studies 
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PREFACE 
Rubber (Hevea brasiliensis )  was first grown in the 
Territory of Papua about 6 0  years ago .  By March 1 9 62 there 
were 2 2 ,  7 4 1  acres of mature rubbe r trees  and 8, 3 1 7  acres of  
immature tree s  growing on more than 5 0  European -controlled 
plantations in Papua . During the year ended 3 1  March 1 9 62 
production from these  plantations totalled 1 0, 088,  609  lb . of dry 
rubber ( P.A .  R., ( 1 )  1 9 6 1 -62 : 2 1 1 )  valued at approximately£ 1 .  2 
million f. o .  b . , Port More sby. For reasons which are not 
clear, rubber has not be come an important crop in the adjoin ­
ing Territory of  New Guinea .  In the financial year 1 9 6 1 -62  dry 
rubber valued at £ 7 ,  OOO was exported from the Bougainville 
District (Oversea Trade , 1 9 62 : 1 8 -9 ) .  Although the re are a few 
experimental blocks of  rubber and s ome small, ne glected  plan ­
tations in other Districts of New Guinea, Bougainville is the only 
District in which rubber is produced commercially. 
Although the rubber industry has made a s ubstantial 
contribution to the cash economy of the Territories of Papua 
and New Guinea - in 1 9 6 1 -62  raw rubber constituted approxi ­
mately 8 .  5 per cent of the total value of the Te rritory ' s  exports, 
excluding re -exports<2 )  - rubber has not yet be come a signifi ­
cant comme rcial crop for the indigenous sector of the e conomy. 
It  is  e stimated that in the year ended 3 1  March 1 9 6 2  indigenous 
growers produced only 53 ,  OOO lb . of dry rubber valued at 
approximately£ 5, 3 00 (P . A .  R . , 1 9 6 1 -62  : 2 1 1 ) .  The physical 
environment is  not a factor limiting the expansion of  the in ­
dustry, for according to Mann ( 1 9 5 3 -54 )  the re are extensive 
areas of land in Papua -New Guinea whe re soils and climate are 
suitable for rubber .  
In recent years the Administration of  the Territory 
of Papua and New Guinea has e stablished a number of proje cts 
in both Papua and New Guinea designed to promote rubbe r as a 
commercial crop for the indigenous sector of the e conomy. 
Ne gotiations for the e stablishment of  one such project at  a site 
(1 ) Throughout the text the abbreviation 11P, A.  R. 1 1  will be substituted for Territory of 
Papua. Annual Reports. 
(2) Source: Oversea Trade. 
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near Kerema were started by the Department of Agriculture in 
1 9 5 9 . This project, which will subsequently be re ferred to as 
"the Cupisi project ", ( 1 )  was based initially on three blocks of 
mature rubber trees  growing on a total of  approximately 1 3 0  
acres of  land. The people from three village s  near Ke rema 
were invited to participate in the project and production started 
in June 196 0 . Since then the yearly output of dry rubber from 
the Cupisi  project has been between 35 ,  OOO lb . and 40, OOO lb. 
or about 70 pe r cent of the total annual output of rubber in the 
indigenous sector of the economy of Papua -New Guinea . (2 ) The 
people associated with the project have expanded it since 1 9 60 
by planting a furthe r 1 5  acre s of  land with high-yielding rubber, 
but this i s  not yet old enough to produce . 
Although substantial areas of land have been planted 
with rubber at othe r project sites in the Central District and at 
Murua in the Gulf District, the tree s  are not yet sufficiently 
mature to be tapped .  The Cupisi project i s  the only project 
whe re indigenes have produced substantial quantitie s  of  rubber 
in recent years . The experience gained by the Department of  
Agriculture in organizing production at  the Cupisi  project should 
there fore be of special value when the rubbe r at other project 
sites is brought into production . 
This report is based on a field -study of  the Cupisi  
project and the villages associated with it  carried out between 
2 5  February and 10 June 1 9 6 3 .  The aim of the survey was to 
study the background of  the project with particular re ference to 
the systems of organization; to study some of the relationships 
between the proje ct and the villages associated with it and to 
( 1) This is a compound of two names , Cupola , the name of the range of low-altitude hills 
on which most of the proJect1s rubber trees are growing, and lpisi, an alternative name 
for one of the villages involved in the proJect. The Department of Agriculture brands 
the rubber produced from the proJect with the name, 1 1Cupisi 11• 
(2) Most of the other rubber produced by indigenes in the Territory came from widely 
scattered plots of rubber trees in the Northern District . These were planted before 
World War II on a village community basis. Production from them has been inter­
mittent and has depended partly on the availability of marketing facilities. Rimoldi 
(1964) in a chapter to be !leaded "The Cash Economy" indicates the extent of rubber 
stands planted by Papuans in the vicinity of Awala plantation in the Northern District . 
He alsogives a resume of the history of production and marketing of rubber in the area. 
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obtain data to indicate the s ignificance of  the project as a 
vehicle of economic change. 
For generous ass istance with the field -study I am 
indebted to the District Commissioner (Mr . J. J. Murphy); to 
officers of the Departments of  Agriculture and Native Affairs, 
especially Mes s r s .  F. X. Ryan, G. R. G. Wearne and T. J.  
Huthnance, all of whom readily dis cussed various aspe cts of the 
project with me and supported and facilitated my work in every 
pos sible way; to Mr . R .  Flahaven, manage r of Epo plantation; 
to the people of Karaeta, Siviri and Uriri village s whose co­
ope ration enabled me to  obtain much unrecorded information; 
to Mr. Haro Eka, my field assistant, who worked tirele ssly 
during our stay at Ke rema and to Turiai Moravila, Kuberi Epi 
and Eka lvarature who helped me with the daily interviewing. 
I wish to acknowle dge also the guidance and helpful assistance 
given by Mr. E .  K. Fisk, Dr .  D. G. Bettison, Dr . R. G. Cro­
combe, Dr .  Paula Brown, Mr . M .  Rimold:j., Miss  Dawn Ryan 
and Mis s  J .  Campbell during the preparation of this report. 
Finally, I am indebted to the New Guinea Research Unit and its 
staff for providing me with field equipment, office facilities  and 
assistance with the publishing of this report. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTORY 
Location of the pfoject  
Kerema is  the administrative centre for the Gulf 
District and is situated on the Gulf of Papua approximately 1 30  
miles north -west of Port Moresby. The people participating 
in the Cupisi  rubber project come from three villages of the 
Kerema Bay census division lying close to Ke re ma. Two of the 
village s,  Siviri(l ) and Karaeta, (with re s ident populations in 
June 1963 ,  of 6 3 2  and 2 1 5 respe ctively) are located side by side 
on the southern shore of Ke re ma Bay about half a mile from the 
Kerema Administration station. The third village, Uriri( 2 )  
(re sident population 1 2 9( 3 ) ) ,  lie s about three miles south -east 
of Ke rema on a small tidal inlet which enters Ke rema Bay. 
Most of the rubbe r tree s  in the project  are growing about 2t 
mile s  south-east ofKere ma station on the north -we ste rn end of 
the low -altitude Cupola range where it abuts the sea.  A road 
runs from the blocks of rubber on the Cupola range to the 
station and then to a jetty which is located between Siviri and 
Karaeta . This jetty is the loading point for rubber produced 
from the project  ( see map pre ceding page ) .  
The social and physical environment 
The people of Si viri, Karaeta and Uriri form part 
of the culture group known as the Elema (see  page 6 1  below) 
which occupies the coastal areas fringing the Gulf of  Papua, 
between Cape Possession and the Purari Delta . Siviri and 
Karaeta people s peak the same language ,  Tairuma, but the 
Uriri people s peak a different language , Laepatati (or Tati) , 
(1) This village is also known as lpisi, but Siviri is the name used by the villagers and 
appearing in the Department of Native Affairs' Village Directory. 
(2) Uriri is one of the Laurabada group of villages. It is sometimes referred to as 
Laurabada or as Tati, but Uriri is accepted by the villagers and the Administration as 
correct. 
(3) All population figures supplied by District Office ,  Kerema. 
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which is  only distantly related to Tairuma.  
The people in  the re gion of Ke rema Bay have a long 
history of contact with E uropeans . They have been under 
government control for ove r s ixty years and under the influence 
of Christian mis sionarie s since the end of the last century. At 
least four religious denominations are at present engaged in 
church work amongst the Kerema Bay people . Europeans from 
local plantations,  European traders and crocodile shooters  have 
helped spread European influence . From the be ginning of this 
century until the late 1 9 3 0s labour for plantations and other 
busines s  enterprises  throughout the Territory was recruited on 
a conside rable scale from the Kerepia Bay area but in the 1 9 30s  
the people became le s s  willing to  unde rtake indenture and both 
the supply of and demand for recruited labour de clined .  How ­
ever  emi gration from the Kerema Bay census division village s 
is  s till taking place and many Kerema people are living in urban 
centre s throughout Papua and New Guinea . In June 1 9 6 3  the 
population of the Kerema Bay census divis ion was 3, 7 2 1 . Of 
these  people , 3 3 4  males  and 12  8 females were absent from their 
village s at place s  outside the Gulf District; 3 6  male s and 1 7  
female s were absent from their villages at places inside the 
Gulf District; and there were 68  students not resident in their 
home village s .  ( 1 )  
The Administration station at Kerema was estab ­
lished in 1 906  on high ground close to the shore ofKe rema Bay. 
The station now has a hospital, primary A and primary T 
schools,  a junior high school and a courthouse . In 1 9 5 6  the 
District headquarte rs of the Department of Agriculture, Stock 
and Fishe rie s was opened in Ke rema and a District Agricul ­
tural Officer and usually one othe r Agricultural Officer are 
permanently stationed there . 
The re are few commercial facilities at Kerema. A 
European has e stablished a retail store near the station and the 
Ke rema Bay Native Society has a re tail store in Siviri village . 
The Native Society also buys copra and there i s  a possibility 
that it will act as the buying agent for rubber produced from 
(1)  Population figures supplied by the District Office , Kerema. 
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the Cupisi project .  Uriri villagers  buy goods from a Native 
Society store at Silo, about five miles east of Kerema . The 
Administration has built a covered market -place in the Kerema 
station area where sago, ve getables, fruit, meat, fish, betel 
(are ca) nut and other products are sold by people from nearby 
village s .  Two small -s cale bakeries ope rated by villagers  in 
Siviri and Karaeta make bread for local consumption and two 
small groups of people from these  village s own motor -powered 
canoes which are hired out wheneve r possible . The Depart ­
ment of Native Affairs  conducts  an agency of the Commonwealth 
Savings Bank at the District Office . 
The only European -controlled agricultural enter ­
prise in the near vicinity o f  Kerema i s  Epo rubber  plantation. 
The Australian company which owns this plantation employs a 
European manage r, generally two European assistants ,  and 
approximately 3 30 indigenous labourers . The labourers are 
now recruited mainly from the New Guinea Highlands ,  though 
in the past  some local labour was employed .  At the time of 
this survey fewer than ten Gulf District people were employed 
there .  Approximately 1, 1 00 acres  of rubber tre e s  are tapped 
and annual production from these  is usually about 6 00, OOO lb . of 
dry rubber of  various grade s .  In addition, the re are approxi ­
mately 600  acre s of immature tree s  on the plantation . 
Modern transport fac ilities in the Gulf District are 
not yet well developed .  Numerous creeks and broad rivers 
cross the swampy coastal plains and the soils covering the 
steeply sloping hills which surround the coastal plains are 
slippery when wet .  Consequently road construction is difficult, 
and aircraft and coastal shipping provide the main means of 
inte r -district and intra -di strict transport.  
The re is  not yet an airstrip at Ke rema, but a weekly 
Catalina flying-boat se rvice provides air transport between 
Port Moresby, Kerema, Baimuru and Kikori . Early in 1 96 3  
the Department o f  Agriculture completed the construction o f  a 
landing strip for light aircraft at the Murua Farmer Training 
Centre which lies approximately nine miles by river from 
Kerema. Some pas sengers and cargo bound for Kerema are 
brought by chartered aircraft to Murua and transported by 
small motorboats or canoes to Ke rema . With the advent of 
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this landing strip movement of people and cargo within the 
District and to and from places outside the District has been 
simplified conside rably. 
Only shallow -draught ve s sels can berth at the 
Kerema jetty because there is  a sandbar across the entrance to 
Kerema Bay.  Small coastal ships owned by an Australian 
company provide two scheduled services  e ach week between 
Port Moresby, Kerema and other ports on the Gulf of  Papua . 
Ships under charter from Port More sby, and the ve ssel "Hiri ", 
which is owned by the Federation of Co -operative Societies ,  
furnish additional uns cheduled shipping services .  At present 
these shallow -draught coastal ships provide the only surface 
transport between Ke rema and Port More sby. Most cargo 
handling at Ke rema is  done by a group of  stevedore s from Siviri 
and Karaeta . 
The indigenous people use canoe s to travel along 
the rivers to fish, and to reach the inland sago swamps and 
gardening land . The beaches ,  which are broad and have a firm 
surface at low tide, provide a natural pathway between the 
coastal villages .  
There is little available information on the physi -
ography and soils of the Kerema Bay area .  Stanley ( 1 9 1 2 )  
states that the Cupola range is composed o f  grits,  sandstones ,  
lime stone s and mudstones c ontaining fossil remains of  the 
Tertiary geological period . The s oils of the range appear to 
be clays and clay-loams which quickly lose their structure when 
cultivated .  They support a heavy natural se condary rainfore st 
(regrowth) except in small areas close to Kerema station which 
have been frequently used for gardening and are now covered 
with tall, coarse grass e s .  Hevea brasiliensis thrives in the 
soils of the Cupola range and artificial fertilizers have been 
used on the Cupisi project rubber areas and E po plantation only 
for experimental purpose s .  The hillsides are steep  and the 
soils of the range are well drained .  Soil ero sion may be a 
problem on cleared land if precautionary measure s are not 
taken. 
Tempe ratures at Kerema are uniformly high 
throughout the year and the station has an average annual rain -
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fall of approximately 1 40 inches .  There is no markedly dry 
month during the year, but rainfall is usually heavier from 
April to October than during the other months of  the year. A 
summary of rainfall statistics  for Kerema s tation is given in 
Appendix 1. This hot, moist  climate appears to favour the 
growth of rubbe r trees . 
Histories of the three blocks of  mature rubbe r tree s 
Ke rema station block : in 1 9 1 3  the acting Resident 
Magistrate for the Gulf District, Mr. L. N. Brown, reported 
that 20 rubber trees  had been planted and were growing ex­
tremely well in heavy red clay in the Kerema station garden . 
"If they can be taken as a criterion of the suitability of the 
district for rubber growing, it must be first class "he wrote 
( P.A.R. 1 9 12 - 1 3 : 84). These  rubbe r trees  were probably the 
first to be planted in the Gulf District .  More rubber was 
planted spasmodically and by 192 8, when planting in the station 
area ceased, the re were 4, 1 7 1  tree s covering 3 9t acres 
(P.A.R. 1 92 7 -2 8 : 2 4) .  Most of the planting and maintenance 
work on this block was carried out by prison labour . 
By 1 92 6  there were 5 32 trees  ready for tapping and 
in the financial year 1 92 6 -2 7 production from the se amounted to 
888  lb . of dry sheet rubber  and 1 3 8  lb . of scrap (P . A. R. 
192 6 -2 7:3 7 ) .  Two men were employed to do the tapping, but 
the proce ssing of the latex to smoked sheet  rubber was carried 
out by prisoners .  Except for production recorded since the 
establishment of the Cupisi  project  in 1 96 0, no records of out ­
put from the station block have been found and it seems likely 
that for most of the period between 192 8 and 1 9 6 0  the trees  
were not tapped .  
Although many of the rubber trees  on the station 
have died or been removed to make way for buildings and roads, 
about 1 ,  OOO were still growing when the Cupisi  proje ct was 
s tarted in 1 9 6 0 .  As they are planted on Crown Land they re­
main the property of the Administration . 
Cupola block: in 1 9 2 6 the Administration purchased 
2 00 acre s of  hilly land on the Cupola range from the Uriri 
villagers  (P.A.R. 1 92 6 -2 7 : 37 ) . People from nearby village s 
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be gan clearing the land under contract to the government . By 
192 8, 1 00 acre s of forest had been felled, of which 45 had been 
burned and the land planted with food crops . The area was then 
being lined and holed in preparation for the planting of the rubber 
tree s ( P.A.R . 1 92 7 -2 8:2 4 ) .  Planting started in 1 92 9 and ceased 
in 1 93 1 when a total of 1 1 , 700 trees  had been planted in one 
block of 1 08 acres and in other smalle r plots covering a further 
60 acre s (Department of  Agriculture, Kerema .  File 1 2 - 1 - 5A ) .  
Hevea brasiliensis seedlings which had been grown from un ­
selected seed supplied by the De partment of Agriculture were 
used .  As in the case of the Kerema station block, much of the 
planting and maintenance work on the Cupola block was carried 
out by prison labour . Both the station block and the Cupola 
block were e stablishe d primarily as revenue -earning projects . 
The Cupola block was first brought into production 
in 1 9 42 by the production service of the Australian New Guinea 
Administration Unit . Because of s pe cial war -time needs, the 
trees  were slaughter -tapped and this re sulted in some pe rmanent 
damage to the tapping panels . During 1 9 44 the planted areas 
yielded 6 00 lb. of dry rubbe r  per acre (De partment of Agricul ­
ture ,  Kerema. File 12 - 1 - 5A ) .  
In 1 9 5 2  the Administration granted a ten -year 
licence to a European which allowed him to tap the Cupola tre e s . 
He harve sted the rubber  on a plantation system using labour 
mainly from local village s,  until he surrendered his lease in 
August 1 9 5 9 ,  three years before the expiry date . He did this 
in response to an offer made by the Administration to buy his 
buildings and most of his e quipment at Cupola .  This offer was 
made to enable the Department of  Agriculture to e stablish the 
Cupisi proje ct and since June 1 9 6 0  people from Siviri, Karaeta 
and Uriri have held licences to tap the Cupola tree s. A tree 
count made in June 1 9 6 0  showed that there were 8,  32 7 tappable 
tree s  in the block (Department of Agriculture , Kerema .  File 
2 8 - 1 -A) .  The bulk of the output from the Cupisi project  has 
come from these . 
Ipisi block:O) in 1946 a gove rnment official, who 
(1) This block derived its name from the alternative name for Siviri village , see page 
5, footnote ( 1 ) .  
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had supervised the tapping of the Cupola block during World 
War II, suggested to the Siviri village Constable, Ata, that 
the village people could plant rubbe r trees  for themselves .  
The official explained that a strong demand for rubber 
was likely in the post -war years and that Papuans should plan 
to take advantage of the s ituation to increase their cash in ­
come s .  He sugges te d  that the Siviri village people could plant 
rubber trees  on land situated close to the Ke rema -Cupola road, 
about half a mile from the western end of the Cupola block . 
When Ata dis cussed the plan with the villagers  he had difficulty 
in obtaining the support of the small group of people who held 
cultivation rights in the land on which it was propose d  to plant 
the rubbe r .  The reason for this was that Ata ' s  father had 
earlier sold some land to the Administration and the people 
sus pected that Ata was now attempting to usurp their rights to 
the land in orde r to replace his lost heritage . However, he 
persuaded the leade r of  the dis senting group to dis cuss the 
matter with the gove rnment official . The leade r became con­
vinced that the plan was sound and eventually persuaded the other 
dissenting villagers  to support it . .. It will subsequently be seen 
that this land tenure problem has had repercus sions in the 
Cupisi proje ct. 
The Siviri people be gan to clear the land s oon after 
the plan was adopted .  Apart from those who were engaged in 
copra production, most able -bodied villagers participated in 
the clearing work and households from all aualari local branch 
segmentsO> planted food gardens on the newly cleared ground . 
Most of  the produce from these  was consumed by the people, but 
some was sold to the Adminis tration at Kerema . The money 
received was deposited in a j oint bank account for the entire 
village ,  with the intention that it would be used to buy e quipment 
for proce s sing latex when the rubbe r trees  came into produc ­
tion . At a late r stage, the leader of the small group which held 
rights to the land on which the crops we re planted disputed the 
ownership of this money. He maintained that because the 
produce came from his group ' s  land, it was his group ' s  money. 
The dispute was settled when, at the sugge stion of  an Adminis -
( 1 )  A description of the aualari local branch segment as a social unit is given on 
pages 62-65. 
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tration co-operative s officer,  the people decided to use the 
money to provide part of the capital required to e stablish a co ­
operative society store in Siviri . 
In 1 9 5 6, when the District Agricultural Officer 
arrived in Ke rema he found that very little work had been done 
at the Ipisi block since the time of  planting. In his opinion the 
rubber trees  were suffe ring from seve re competition from 
natural re growth and they were too closely planted .  He de ­
cided to encourage the Siviri people to clear the regrowth and 
after much persuasion this work was done . He also attempted 
to e stablish a s cheme under which the Siviri people would tap 
the Ipisi trees  and sell the latex to the Europe an who held the 
licence to tap the Cupola block . Unfortunately there was a 
feeling of mutual distrust between the Cupola licensee and the 
villagers  and no agreement was reached .  The Ipisi block was 
therefore not brought into production until the Cupisi project 
be gan in 1 9 6 0 .  
The rubber seedlings for the Ipisi block were ob­
tained free  of cost from Epo plantation and planted between 1 948 
and 1 950  in a single block of  1 5  acre s .  In 1 95 6 , when the last 
accurate count was made, there were 2, 5 6 3  tappable and 3,  1 9 9  
immature tree s i n  the block, but by 1 9 6 0  some o f  the latter were 
ready for tapping (Department of  Agriculture, Kerema .  File 
2 8 - 1 -A).  
At the time the block was e stablished the s cheme 
was considered by villager s  and officers  of the Administration 
to be a community venture, but they did not devise a system for 
distribution of the profits .  It will be seen later that only a 
minority of  the village rs received money from the produce of 
the trees ,  and that the majority have not been rewarded for the 
labour they contributed at the time of planting. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE CUPISI PROJECT( 1 )  
Obje ctives and establishment 
The main obje ctive of the Department of Agriculture 
in e stablishing the Cupisi project was to demonstrate to the 
people living in the vicinity of Kerema Bay the merits of rubber 
as a comme rcial crop for their e conomy. In this res pect it 
was similar to the government official ' s  objective in urging the 
Siviri people to plant the Ipisi block, but the approach differed 
in that he could not provide the Siviri people with an opportunity 
to begin producing rubbe r immediately .  In any case the govern ­
ment official ' s  objective was unfortunately not pursued by his 
successors . In 1 9 5 3  when some of the trees in the Ipisi block 
should have grown sufficiently to be tapped, the Siviri people 
were not given assistance to acquire the equipment, technical 
knowledge and marketing facilitie s which were e s sential for the 
successful harvesting of the produce of their trees .  By working 
at Epo plantation and at the Cupola block a few men from Siviri 
had acquired some knowledge of the techniques of rubber pro ­
duction, but not sufficient to enable them to bring the Ipisi block 
into production without outside aid . The Cupisi  project was 
therefore the first inte grated attempt made by the Administra­
tion to promote rubber as a commercial crop for the Kerema 
Bay people . 
After the European agreed to surrende r his licence 
to tap the trees  in the Cupola block the way was cleared for 
more detailed planning of the Cupisi project .  More particulars 
of the organization of the project will be given in the next section 
of this chapter but at this point some of the more general 
policies on which it was to be based should be noted .  The 
Administration decided that the project should not run at a 
monetary loss to the Treasury. The Department of Agricul ­
ture ' s monetary expense s including management expenses ,  
( 1 )  In this chapter, much of the information on the organization, output , equipment 
and cash costs of the Cupisi project has been obtained from Department of Agriculture 
files held at Kerema , and listed in the bibliography. 
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labour expenses ,  interest  on monetary capital invested in the 
project, deprec iation of capital equipment and marketing ex­
penses were to  be  deducted from the gros s proceeds from the 
sale of rubber .  The money remaining was to be paid to the 
producers . In the first stage the Department planned to teach 
the village pe ople techniques of tapping and tree husbandry, but 
at a later stage they were to be taught to proce s s  latex.  It was 
hoped that ultimately the village people would be able to manage 
the proje ct with very little outside assistance . The Depart­
ment decided that the people from the village s invited to parti ­
cipate in the project should form themselve s into groups and 
that the proj ect should be organized on a group basis . 
Production started when the pre parations were 
completed in June 1 9 6 0, ten months after the European had 
agreed to surrender his licence to tap the tre e s  in the Cupola 
block . When the field -study for this report was conducted three 
systems of organizing the project had been tried .  A major 
change in the basic policy for the project was made under the 
third system, when it was decided to organize the project  on an 
individual rathe r than a group basis . 
The three systems of organization of the project 
(i) Group tapping, with the factory staffed by the 
Department of Agri culture :  in orde r to understand the way in 
which the ' project groups ' were formed and to evaluate the 
functions of these  groups it is ne cessary to give a brie f outline 
of the contemporary social structure of Siviri ,  Karaeta and 
Uriri villages .  In Siviri there are nine named exogamous, 
patrilineal segments of one or othe r of  five aualari local 
branches in the village (see page s 62 - 65 ) . Two se gments of a 
single aualari local branch recognize closer bonds with one 
another based on common origin than with other segments in 
the village . Not all the characte ristics  and functions of a 
se gment are clear to me . Howeve r, the me mbe rs assist  each 
other in some social and productive activitie s .  A se gment is 
associated with particular areas of land, though a person obtains 
rights to use land for gardening and for economic trees  pri ­
marily by membership of social groups smalle r than the seg­
ment. The total population of the nine s egments in  Siviri was 
6 32  in 1 9 6 3  or an average of 70 people per se gment, but the 
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range in size of segments is probably quite wide . In Karaeta 
there are three se gments with a total population of  2 1 5  in 1 9 6 3 .  
Uriri with a population of  1 2 9  has at least four se gments . 
The people from Siviri ,  Karaeta and Uriri villages 
were invited by the Department of Agriculture to form seven 
proje ct groups, four in Siviri, two in Karaeta and one in Uriri . 
One group from Karaeta consisted of a single se gment, but in 
all other cases a group consisted of two or more segments . In 
no case were the members of a segment divided between project  
groups and whe re poss ible se gments of a single aualari local 
branch were grouped together .  Each project  group comprised 
approximately 12 0 people of whom about 30 were able -bodied 
adult males .  The members of each group selected one man, 
who was in most case s a senior man in a local branch se gment, 
to act as leader and spoke sman for the ir group . 
The blocks of mature rubber trees  were divided 
into "tapping tasks " and these  were allocated to the groups in 
the following way. The Cupola block, which was to be tapped 
under licence to the Administration, was divided into two 
sections each containing 16 tasks of not less  than 2 50 tree s  per 
task . Four tasks , two in each section, were allocated to each 
of the s ix project groups from Siviri and Karaeta. It was in ­
tended that the tasks in one section would be tappe d for one 
month and then rested  for a month while the tasks in the othe r 
section were tapped.  Eight tasks close to the Cupola factory 
site were retained by the Department and were subsequently 
used to de monstrate technique s of tree husbandry and for train ­
ing tappe rs . The lpisi  block, which had been planted by the 
Siviri villagers,  was divided into four sections, one section 
be ing allocated to each of the four project groups from Siviri . 
Each se ction contained two tasks of about 3 00 tappable tree s  and 
as in the case of the Cupola trees  they were to be tapped on 
alternate months . 
The Uriri people were not included in the project  
until September 1 9 6 0  when they we re given pe rmiss ion to tap 
the trees  in the Kerema station block . These trees were 
divided into four tasks and were to be tapped on alternate 
month s .  At a later date the Uriri people were given a licence 
to tap the tree s  in the Cupola block which had originally been 
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reserved by the Department of Agriculture as a training area .  
Although the Department de cided to base the first 
stage of the proje ct on group participation, the li cences  to tap 
the Cupola block trees  were granted to the project leaders  with 
the understanding that they would hold them on behalf of the 
other members of their groups . Te chnical difficulties were 
encounte red in preparing the licence agreements and they were 
not signed until April 1 9 6 1 ,  ten months after production had 
started .  Howeve r, the conditions in the licence s  were applied 
from the time production started at the project .  The conditions 
in the licence agreements included the following. Tapping was 
to be carried out unde r the supervis ion of  the Department . 
Licensee s  were required to keep the ir licence areas free of 
undergrowth and to take reasonable precautions and action to 
prevent damage to the rubber tree s  by pests and diseases .  The 
Department would provide free  of  cost to the licensee a spout 
and a latex cup for each tree allocated to his group, but licensees  
were required to  replace lost cups and spouts at  their own ex­
pense . The latex was to be  sold at  the Cupola factory to  the 
Department and the formula by which the price for latex was to 
be calculated was included in the agreements . It was stipulated 
that a rent of 2d per pound of dry rubber would be paid for the 
licence to tap the tree s  in the Cupola block. Payment was to 
be made to e ach group leader, though it was understood that he 
would receive the money on behalf of his group . There was 
also a provision in the agreement unde r which the Department 
guaranteed a minimum price of 1 /  6d per pound of dry rubber 
in the latex after charge s for proces sing, handling, freight and 
rent of trees had been deducted .  It i s  of interest to note that 
returns to producers would have been le s s  than 1 /  6d pe r pound 
of dry rubbe r during most of 1 9 6 1  if this provision had not been 
included .  
The Uriri people were not char ged rent for the 
Kerema station rubber be cause the block was inconveniently 
s ituated in relation to the proces sing factory at Cupola and 
because the Administration probably no longe r regarded the 
tree s  as an asset .  Howeve r, the group leader from Uriri signed 
a licence similar to the licences which the Karaeta and Siviri 
group leaders  signed to cover the arrange ments for tapping the 
tree s  in the Cupola block. Agreements to formalize the 
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arrangements for tapping the trees  in the Ipisi block were not 
drawn up, but it was understood by all parties that the trees  
were included in the project .  The Department supplied free of 
cost a latex cup and spout for each tree . The Department also 
agreed to buy the latex produced from the Ipisi block . The 
price for latex from the Ipisi trees  was to be calculated in the 
same way that the price for latex from the Cupola block was to 
be determined except, of course, that there would be no charge 
for rent of tree s .  The Department also decided to guarantee a 
minimum return to producers which was to be equivalent to 
1 / 6d per pound of dry rubber .  
The Department appointed a full -time project 
manage r whose duties included the training of tappers, super ­
vision o f  work in the rubbe r blocks and in the factory, super ­
vision of the planting of new blocks of rubbe r and the gene ral 
administration of the proje ct. The factory which was bought by 
the Administration in 1 9 5 9  from the Cupola licensee was 
partially re -equipped .  A Papuan foreman, who had worked at 
Epo plantation and had some knowledge of factory operations, 
and five factory and smokehouse labourers were employed to 
operate it. 
The Department made the project group leaders 
responsible for arranging for the tapping of the tree s  which had 
been allocated to their respective groups . Most of the groups 
had a pool of four to six men to do the tapping and this meant 
that tapping dutie s could be rostered .  For example, a group 
from Siviri which had two tasks of rubbe r trees  at the Cupola 
block and one at the Ipis i block to be tapped during a particular 
week would perhaps have a pool of five men .  In this case a 
man would perhaps be required to tap for three weeks out of 
five, but there was no regular system for changing the men, and 
some worke d much more frequently than othe rs . At this stage 
of the project, the men tapped on six days of each week. 
Most of the tappers were probably unde r the age of 
2 5  when the project  starte d .  A few had acquired expe rience as 
tappers  by working at Epo plantation and at Cupola block when 
it was licensed to the European . Discussions with the tappers 
and group leaders at the time of this survey indicated that 
these  young men were keen to offer their service s as tappers 
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when the project  began . It is not clear whether more men were 
available than were required and whether group leaders were 
forced to reject some . Likewise it is not clear whether a 
project group leade r de cided which men were to tap a group ' s  
trees  during a particular week or whether tappers decided 
amongst themselves and whether officers  of the Department 
influenced the de cisions . 
Under this first system of operating the proje ct, 
tapping started soon after sunrise and was completed about 
9 .  00 a. m. When the latex had ceased flowing it was collected 
in 2 t - gallon buckets containing a little sodium bisulphite 
solution as an anti -coagulant and carried to the processing 
factory, usually by 1 1 .  00  a. m. Each tapper ' s latex was weighed 
separately and tested with a "Metrolac " hydromete r in the hope 
that any water dilution would be detected .  The factory staff 
then bulked the latex and added water until the resulting fluid 
contained between t lb . and 3 /  4 lb . of dry rubber  per gallon . 
This "standardized " latex was poured into 2 40 - gallon coagulating 
tanks and mixed with formic acid which catalyses  the coagulation 
proces s .  The contents of the tanks were allowed to coagulate 
overnight . At some time on the following morning the coagulum 
was removed from the tanks and machined into sheets which 
were dried for three to four days in a smokehouse at a tempera -
ture of 1 2  oo - 1 3 0°F.  After blemishe s had been clipped out, 
the dry sheets were graded and pre ssed into bale s of 1 0 0  pounds 
weight . Rubber produced from all latex brought to the factory 
during each week was weighed when dry. 
A leade r was paid according to the weight of  latex 
which his group ' s  tappers  brought to the factory each week. 
The price to be paid for latex was determined in the following 
way. The price for Ribbed Smoked Sheet (R. S. S. ) No . 2 grade 
rubbe r on the Singapore Rubber Exchange was obtained on the 
first and third Monday of each month . The Department of 
Agriculture de cided that it would be fair to base the price for 
latex on this grade of rubbe r because the price for R .  S.S . No . 2 
would approximate to a weighted average price for all grade s 
of sheet and clippings produced from the Cupola factory. In 
any case,  the difference s in price between the various grades 
of  sheet rubbe r have been minor in recent years, ( see 
Diagram 1 ) .  Be cause rubber from Papua was sold in Sydney. 
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a component equal to the cost of freighting rubber from Singa­
pore to Sydney was added to the Singapore price to give the 
in -store price in Sydney. From this price, l Od per pound 
was deducte d  to cover the Department ' s  processing costs and 
freight and handling costs between Kerema and Sydney. This 
gave the price on which the Department would base its payments 
for latex produced from Ipisi and Kerema station tree s .  A 
further 2 d  per pound for rent of trees  was deducted to obtain 
the price on which the payments for latex from the Cupola trees  
would be based .  
Because the Department of  Agriculture was buying 
latex and not dry rubber the next step was to calculate an 
average Dry Rubber Content (D. R .  C . ) for all latex brought to 
the factory during the week . This was done by dividing the total 
weight of latex into the weight of dry rubber produced from it. 
For example , i f  a total of 1, 2 00 lb . of latex gave 400 lb . of dry 
rubber then the average D . R .  C .  of latex was 1:gg0 = 0 .  3 3 .  
The price s to b e  paid for latex were then calculated by multi ­
plying the base prices  for rubber  by the average D . R .  C .  o f  the 
latex for the week . For example, if the rate of payment for 
dry rubbe r from the lpis i  and Kerema station trees  was 2 0d 
per pound, then that for dry rubbe r from the Cupola trees  would 
be 1 8d per pound . Net payment for latex with a D . R. C .  of  
0 .  3 3  from lpisi  and Kerema station trees  would be 2 0d x 0 .  3 3  = 
6 .  6 6d or 6 -3 /  4d per pound and for latex from Cupola trees ,  
1 8d x 0 .  33  = 6d per pound. 
This method of  calculating payments for latex was 
cumbersome and inaccurate . It favoured the Siviri project  
groups because some of their latex came from the relatively 
young Ipis i  block trees  and this latex had a consistently lower 
D . R .  C. than the average D . R .  C .  for the bulked latex.  In 
e ffect, the other three project  groups, which were producing 
latex with a D . R .  C. above the average were subsidizing the 
four Siviri groups . Furthermore, if a tappe r diluted the latex 
which he collected, his group would bene fit at the expense of  
other groups . There is  no fast, practical method of  accurately 
determining the D . R. C .  of latex and consequently there was no 
way of overcoming these  inaccuracies .  Considering the diffi ­
culties involved in buying latex, the D . R .  C .  of  which varies 
daily and from tree to tree,  the system of payment was not 
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greatly de fective and it is unlikely that serious underpayments 
or overpayments re sulted .  Neve rtheless ,  it was not entirely 
satisfactory and it was regarded with dis favour by officers of 
the Department because the calculation of the payments was 
time -consuming. Moreover, the project group leade rs did not 
understand it and suspe cted that they were being de frauded. 
The fact that there were world -wide falls in rubbe r prices  and 
consequently falls in the prices  which the groups received for 
their latex over the period the first system of or ganization was 
in ope ration, heightened the group leade rs ' suspicions . 
The le aders  of some groups paid tappers at rates 
varying with the total income received during the week . Others 
paid a fixed wage, though the rate was not neces sarily the same 
for each group working on this basis . As  a re sult, there was 
a wide range i_n the tappe rs ' wage s  and there were frequent 
disputes between tappe rs and project group leaders .  The 
tappers were probably paid about two -thirds of the total ne t 
income of the project groups ( see page s  52  and 5 4 ) .  
Each project group opened a Commonwealth Savings 
Bank account into which the leader paid the money, if any, which 
remained after he had paid his group 's  tappers and taken a 
share of the week ' s  income for himself. In the early stages,  
amounts of up to £ 20 pe r month were paid into some of these 
accounts, but the practice ceased when tappers de manded and 
received higher wages and group leaders  took larger shares of 
the income for themselve s .  After June 1 9 6 1  ve ry little money 
was paid into the group bank accounts . !t should be noted that 
group leaders claim to have used some of the income from the 
project to pay laboure rs for planting and maintenance work done 
in a new block of rubber which was started in 1 9 6 0 .  
In gene ral the project functioned satisfactorily under 
this first system of organization . The rate of absenteeism 
among tappers during 196 0 - 6 1  was approximately five per cent, 
see  page 3 3 ,  Table 3 (a), and although tapping panels on many 
Cupola trees  were badly scarred from previous maltreatment, 
tapping e fficiency was maintained at a reasonable level .  The 
quality of dry rubber  drew favourable comment from the De ­
partment of  Agriculture ' s  plantation inspe ctor . He considered 
that it was at least equal in standard to the produce from many 
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European -managed rubber plantations in Papua . Over 75 per 
cent of the sheet was graded at the level of R. S. So No . 1 .  
In addition to the problems associated with the 
method of paying the project groups and the disputes between 
tappers and group leaders over wages, the re were other short­
comings which were not so  much a result of the system of 
organization of  the project as of the arrangements which had 
been made for process ing latex .  Factory labour costs were 
high in relation to output (see page 38 , Table 4) . Much of the 
factory equipment was used at levels well below its capacity 
and some was unnecessarily expensive . Consequently, the 
interest and depre ciation components of the cost of process ing 
were high . 
( i i )  Group tapping with groups operating the 
factory: in an attempt to over come the group leaders ' 
suspicions of the method of  paying for the latex and to pass 
more respons ibility to the project groups, the Department de ­
cided in February 1 9 62 to change the system of  organization of 
the project .  The change s which were made did not involve any 
change s in the pre -existing arrange ments for tapping the three 
blocks of rubbe r and as be fore , a project manager continued to 
supervise all aspe cts of the project ' s  operations . Howeve r, the 
factory laboure rs employed by the Department were dismissed 
and the ir work was taken over by the tappers . To ensure that 
processing was done thoroughly and that grading standards were 
maintained the Department continued to e mploy the Papuan 
factory foreman . Two labourers were hired by the project 
group leaders to tend the smoke house .  
The four Siviri project  groups were paired and each 
pair was given the use of one 240 -gallon coagulating tank. The 
two Karaeta groups were paired and given the use of a third 
tank . At the time the Uriri group was tapping the eight tasks 
in the Cupola block which had been initially retained by the De -
partment as a training area as well as the station tree s and was 
allocated the remaining tank . The pairing was carried out in 
such a way that the latex brought to the factory by two groups 
using the same coagulating tank would usually contain approxi ­
mately equal amounts of dry rubbe r .  The wet sheet from the 
tank was marke d s o  that when it was removed from the smoke -
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house it could be identified and divided equally between the two 
groups sharing the tank . 
This reorganization in factory procedure enabled 
the Department to change to a system of buying dry rubber, 
both sheet and scrap . Be cause of difficulties associated with 
fixing a price for scrap rubber the Department had previously 
retained the proceeds from its sale, but with the change to the 
new system the Department de cided to pay the producers for all 
type s of s crap rubber .  The prices paid for the rubber varied 
with the grade and were based on f.o .b .  prices at Port Moresby. 
From the se prices 3td per pound was deducted to cover freight 
and handling costs between Port Moresby and Ke rema and a 
further ld  per pound was subtracted from the price of sheet 
rubber for the use of the factory equipment . 
This second system of organization of the proje ct 
lasted from February 1 9 62 until the end of January 1 9 63 when 
the project group leaders ' licences to tap the tree s  in the Cupola 
block expired for the se cond time . It had some de finite advan ­
tage s  ove r the first system. The difficultie s associated with 
the buying of latex were re moved and the buying of dry rubber 
proved to be simpler and more acceptable to the producers . 
Moreover, the cash costs of  providing factory labour were re ­
duce d  be cause the tappers did the work which had previously 
been done by the Department ' s  factory staff. As a result the 
Department was able to pay the project groups a greater pro ­
portion of the gross  proceeds from the sale of rubber  than was 
the case under the first system,  Tappers  learned the technique s 
of processing latex .  They did the process ing satis factorily and 
the quality of dry sheet was kept at a high standard . However, 
when routine maintenance work had to be done in the factory the 
project manager  sometimes had difficulty in getting the tapper s  
to co -operate . As be fore, the tappers usually worke d on six 
days of each week, but the rate of absenteeism was slightly 
hi gher than it had been during the first year of the project .  
Officers of the Department were also disappointed with other 
aspects of the project .  
I t  was clear that the maj ority of village people were 
not highly enthusiastic about it . There were undercurrents of 
dissatis faction between th'e group leaders and officers of the 
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Department and between the group leade rs and the tappers . 
The villagers, othe r than the group leaders and the tappers  (who 
together constituted only a small minority), were showing little, 
if any, interest in the proje ct, though nominally they were all 
involved in it . The maintenance work in the blocks of rubber 
was done neithe r re gularly nor to the standard required by the 
Department: in orde r to force the group leade rs to have the 
undergrowth removed the project manage r would not allow the 
trees  in the Cupola block to be tapped for a six -week period 
from 25 September until 6 November 1 962 .  Furthermore, work 
in the new block of rubber which had been started in 1 9 6 0  was 
virtually at a standstill . 
In an e ffort to improve this situation the Department 
de cided not to renew the group leaders ' licence s to tap the 
Cupola trees  and to abandon as far as po ssible the method of 
organizing the project on a group basis . In fact it was apparent 
that the structure of  the project groups was ill -suited to the 
project . On numerous occasions during the survey period I 
discussed with villagers  and officers of the Department the 
roles of various people in a proje ct group . It is clear that the 
responsibilities and privilege s  of the project group leade rs, 
tappers and other villagers  in a group were never  adequately 
de fined and that this resulted in misunderstanding and con ­
fusion . The Department ' s  intention was to include in the 
project all the people from the villages  but in fact the majority 
were associated with it only in a nominal sense . 
Ideally considered from the departmental point of 
view a group leade r was to be an organizer  or foreman, tappers 
were to do the tapping and the entire group was to do the 
maintenance work in the blocks of mature rubber .  Likewise 
the entire group was to participate in the planting of new areas 
with rubber .  A group leade r was to be re sponsible for the 
distribution of the profits and the entire group was to receive 
some material benefit from the project . 
In fact villagers other than tappers and group 
leaders had ve ry little prospe ct of material rewards for the 
labour which they contributed to the project and were the refore 
unwilling to work . Although each group had a joint bank 
account into which some of the income from the project was 
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pa id, this was no substitute for an immediate cash return to 
villagers . Those in authority saw the bank account as accumu ­
lated capital to be used for the benefit of the group, but nobody 
had any spe cific purpose in mind. At the time of the survey 
nobody could advance a suggestion as to how the money might 
be used .  Nevertheles s  the group leade rs considered in the 
early stage s of the project that the existence of the j oint bank 
accounts was sufficient incentive for a person other than a 
tapper or group leader to carry out maintenance work in the 
blocks of mature rubber and to work in the block of new rubber.  
Group leade rs subsequently realized that they would have to 
make immediate payment in cash or kind if such people were to 
be induced to contribute labour to the project .  When the group 
leaders decided to pay for planting and maintenance work, the 
payments seemed to the people to be inadequate in relation to 
the inducements which group leade rs and tappers were re ceiving 
and group leaders still had difficulty in se curing co -operation . 
Tappers,  too, were rightly or wrongly inclined to the view that 
their share of the income was inadequate and were reluctant to 
do maintenance work in the blocks of mature rubber .  Moreover 
an individual had no clear idea of  what constituted his share of 
the maintenance and planting work . 
This lack of de finition of re sponsibility and the un ­
systematic approach to the problem of incentives militated 
against the e ffectivene s s  of the group approach.  Officers of 
the Department charged the group leaders with inability to 
organize their groups but because the structure of a group was 
ill -suited to its function, the group leaders were in a difficult 
position . It is not sugge sted that a group approach will in ­
evitably be a failure , but it is suggested that the roles of the 
people in the Cupisi project  groups we re inadequately related 
to returns . Moreover ,  the expectations of the people were 
unreal because their roles in the project  were neve r  adequately 
defined.  
(iii ) The smallholding system: when the group 
leaders ' licences expired in January 1 9 63 ,  the Cupola block was 
divided into eleven sections each comprising three tapping tasks 
of approximately 2 50 trees ,  except for one section which com­
prised two tasks . A licence to tap one section was allocated to 
each of the eleven tappers who were conside red by officers of 
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the Department to have been the most satisfactory workers 
under the group system. It was hoped that because a licensee 
would receive all the income from the rubber produced from the 
trees  which he tapped, trees  would be tapped more frequently 
and maintenance work would be done more adequately . 
Seven of the new licensee s  were from Siviri village, 
two from Karaeta and two from Uriri . Two other Uriri tappers 
were given permission to tap the Kerema station tree s .  In 
those Cupola licence areas which contained three tasks,  one 
task was to be tapped every third day, but the other licence 
area at Cupola and the four Kerema station tasks were to be 
tapped every second day. The licensee was expected by the 
Department to do most o f  the tapping and factory work himself, 
with perhaps some as sistance from his wife or some other 
relative . However this was only an informal unde rstanding 
between the licensees  and officers of the Department . The 
licence agreements were basically the same as before, but 
minor changes were made to meet the new system of organisa ­
tion . The Ipisi plantation was still to b e  worked on a nominally 
group basis, each of the four Siviri project group leaders 
employing one man to do the tapping. In fact, the member s  of  
the Siviri groups, other than the group leaders  and tappers,  had 
virtually no part to play in the production side of the project .  
Nevertheles s, they were still associated with the project be cause 
most had planted small areas of  rubber  in the new block . 
Ideally it was considered by the members of a group that the 
rubber which they had planted in the new block would be an 
asset  for the entire group. Similarly, leaders  and other 
members of the Karaeta and Uriri groups except four men, two 
from each village, who were granted licences to tap trees in 
the Cupola block, retained an association with the project only 
by way of the new block of rubber .  
The organization o f  the factory was changed to 
accommodate the increased number of  producing units . Four 
of the Cupola licensees  were allocated one 2 4 0 - gallon coagula ­
ting tank in which to proces s  the latex which they collected, four 
other licensees  were allocated a second tank and two a third 
tank . The four Ipisi  block tapper s, who were employed by 
their group leaders,  were given the use of the remaining tank . 
One Cupola licensee and the two Kerema station block tappers 
each bought a set of smallholder coagulating pans in which to 
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proces s the latex which they collected .  Where  two or more 
people processed latex in the one tank, the dry rubber produced 
from it was divided equally amongst the co -user s .  
The Department continued to employ the Papuan 
factory foreman and it was his responsibility to supervise 
factory operations . The Cupola licensees ,  Kerema station 
tappers and the four Siviri project group leaders  together hired 
two smokehouse  labourers and they also  purchased factory 
requisites such as anti -coagulant, formic acid, French chalk, 
bale paint etc . The problem of satisfactorily dividing the 
rubber sheet amongst the co -users of a coagulating tank still 
existed, and to overcome it the Department persuaded a further 
seven of the Cupola licensee s  to buy their own sets of coagula­
ting pans . Part of the money for these pans was paid at the 
time of this survey.  
The Department calculated prices for dry sheet 
rubber by the same method that was used unde r the previous 
system of factory operation.  At the time of the survey the 
licensee s  of the Cupola block were paying 2 d  per pound of dry 
rubber to the Administration as rent for the trees  and all pro ­
ducers were paying ld  per pound of dry rubber for use of the 
Department ' s  factory equipment . 
Under the smallholder system of organization, as 
it was observed during the survey, tappers  usually commenced 
work about 6 .  30 a.  m. , somewhat later than is nece ssary to 
obtain maximum latex flow from tapped tree s .  Tapping was 
usually completed about 9 .  3 0  a. m. and while the latex cups 
were filling the tappers  went to the factory where they rolled 
the previous day ' s  coagulum, cleaned the coagulating tanks and 
pans,  and perhaps clipped and graded some dry sheet .  Some 
tappers collected smoke house firewood at this time . About 
1 0 .  3 0  a .  m. they returned to the ir tapping tasks to collect the 
latex, which was usually brought to the factory by 1 1 .  3 0  a .  m.  
The factory work was completed about 1 2 . 3 0  p .  m. , after which 
those tappers  who had not already done so, spent about half an 
hour collecting firewood for the smokehouse . The routine 
work for the day was then complete . The tappers  decided to 
tap the tree s  on only five days of each week but on Saturday 
mornings they machined the coagulum from Friday ' s  latex .  
They als o  spent extra time during afternoons and weekends 
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cleaning and maintaining factory equipment, clipping and grad ­
ing sheet, pres sing the dry rubber into bales ,  carrying the 
bale s to the Department of Agriculture store at Ke rema and 
waiting outside the District Office to receive the money for the 
sale of their rubber .  
The technical aspects of rubber production on a 
smallholder system have not yet been completely tested at 
Cupola . Although smallholder coagulating pans have been 
successfully used to produce sheet rubber of good quality, the 
proces sing has been carried out in a central factory supervised 
by a factory foreman and the smallholder units have not 
functioned independently . Furthermore, smallholde r equip ­
ment for machining coagulum has not yet been used .  The 
Department purchased a set of three handrollers (one smooth 
roller and two marking rollers )  from Malaya with the intention 
of  te sting them at Cupola, but unfortunately these machines 
were badly damaged in transit and at the time of the survey the 
Department had not been able to arrange for them to be re ­
paired. In any case it is  unlikely that the tappe rs will be 
content to use handrollers while there is a motor -driven, auto ­
matic battery of rolle rs in the factory. 
Tappers did not work as re gularly as officers of the 
Department expected. More information about working hours 
will be given in Chapter 5,  but at this point it is sufficient to 
note that over the survey period the smallholders  spent an 
average of more than 40 hours per week on cash cropping and 
productive subsistence activities .  
My impressions at the time of the survey were that 
the people who were rece iving substantial incomes from the 
project regarded participation in it as something akin to paid 
employment, although more remunerative than othe r employ­
ment to which they could aspire . This attitude might be a 
reflection of the influence exerted by officers of the Department 
and of the fact that they were participating in something 
essentially established by an outside organization. Further ­
more ,  a s  in the case o f  a man in paid employment, they 
considered that they had no real stake in the venture and that 
they might be dismissed from the project  at any time at the 
whim of an official. Those people w ho were receiving little if 
any income from the project considered it as  a venture which 
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had created con siderable friction within the village s, e specially 
when they were asked to contribute labour . Apart from that it 
did not seriously concern them. Some men regarded the pro ­
ject as yet another source of disillusionment in the series of 
disillusionments which the Elema people have experienced as a 
re sult of attempts to e stablish commercial enterprises .  No 
person with whom I discussed the matter had seriously planned 
to plant more rubber .  
Production 
A summary of the output of latex and dry rubber 
from the Cupisi proje ct, including production from the tree s  
which the Department initially reserved as a training area, for 
the financial years 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 and 1 9 6 1 - 62 appears in Table 1. 
The output of dry rubber rose by approximately six per cent 
from 3 8, 1 5 2  lb . in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 to 40, 49 6 lb . in 1 9 6 1 -62 ,  mainly 
be cause there were periods in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  when some trees  were 
not tapped .  All Kerema station trees  were tapped for a full 
year in 1 9 6 1 -62  compared with 4 1  weeks in 1 9 60 -6 1 .  Also, in 
1 96 1 -62  some of the se trees  were slaughter -tapped prior to 
removal . The Ipisi block, which was closed to tapping for a 
month in September 1 9 6 0, was tapped throughout the financial 
year 1 9 6 1 - 6 2 . Furthermore, after the tree s  in the training 
area at Cupola were allocated to the Uriri project group, they 
were tapped more frequently than in 1 9 6 0 .  Part of the higher 
output in 1 9 6 1 - 6 2  resulted from a minor increase in the output 
of dry rubber  per tapper per tapping day from 6 .  8 lb . in 
1 9 6 0 - 6 1  to 6 .  9 lb . in 1 9 6 1 - 62 .  
Production during the financial year 1 9 6 2 -63  was 
probably lower than in previous years though figure s  to show 
this were not available at the time the field survey was con­
ducted. The reasons for this were as  follows . The Cupola 
block was not tapped during a six -week period from 2 5  Septem­
ber  to 6 November 1 9 6 2  and when tapping was re sumed tappers 
did not work as regularly as be for e .  The Cupisi proje ct 
manager whose supervision almost certainly influenced tappers  
to work more regularly, was  transferred out of the District at 
the end of 1 962  and up to the time of this survey had not been 
replaced .  Partly because of this , tapper absenteeism in the 
first half of  1 9 6 3  was probably higher than in previous years . 
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Table 1 
Physical Output from the Cupisi Project 
Financial Years 1 9 60 - 6 1  and 1 9 6 1 - 6 2  
(including output from the Department o f  Agriculture ' s  
training area )  
Latex 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  19 6 1 -62  Increase 
Ipisi block 1 8, 444 lb . 20, 5 8 0  lb . 1 1 .  6% 
Cupola block 6 1 , 3 6 6  lb . 6 8, 6 6 7  lb . 1 1 .  9% 
Kerema station block 1 0, 7 05  lb . 1 3 ,  7 6 6  lb . 28 . 6% 
Total 90 , 5 1 5 lb . 1 03 ,  0 1 3 lb . 1 3 .  8% 
Average D . R .  C. of  latex 
(lb . D . R .  per lb . of latex) 
0 . 42 0 . 39  
Total output of dry rubber 
from the proje ct 
Dry sheet and clippings 3 4, 225 lb . 3 6, 493 lb . 
Scrap 3,  9 27 lb . 4, 003 lb . 
Total 38 ,  1 5 2  lb . 40, 49 6 lb . 6 .  1% 
The calculation of  yie lds of  dry rubber for each of  
the three blocks of rubber trees  has been complicated by two 
problems . First, until the smallholder system of production 
was introduced in February 1 9 63 ,  latex from the three blocks 
was bulked in the course  of processing so  that direct weighing 
of the dry rubber from each block was not pos sible . Further, 
although accurate records of latex production were kept, the 
weight of dry rubber produced from a block could not be calcu ­
lated be cause accurate D .R . C. co-e fficients were not available . 
Secondly, because the Kerema station tree s  are scattered and 
the Cupola block is irre gularly shaped and has unplanted areas 
s cattered throughout, the precise acreages under rubber trees 
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in these  blocks are not known . However, approximate yields 
from the Ipisi and Cupola blocks for 1 9 6 1 - 6 2  have been calculated 
by estimating, from detailed records of "metrolac " hydrometer 
readings, average D . R.  C. 's of  latex from the two blocks and 
by e stimating from available information the area of the Cupola 
block. The figures are contained in Table 2 .  Although the 
Ipis i trees were considered to be badly planted and received 
very little attention after planting, the estimated yield of dry 
rubber, 4 1 0  lb . per acre, was relatively high for trees of  a 
low -yielding variety. The yield of  dry rubber from the Cupola 
trees was low - 2 6 0  lb . per acre . Some of the reasons for this 
are (a)  the overall number of trees  per acre is low, partly be -
cause many trees have died; (b)  many trees  are affected by 
brown bast, a disease of the bark which inhibits the flow of 
latex; (c )  the trees  are old and some are affected by fungal 
diseases of the roots,  e .  g. species of  Fornes;  and (d)  some 
tapping panels are badly scarred partly as a result of severe 
slaughter -tapping during the war . 
Table s 3 (a )  and 3(b)  give an analysis of attendance 
records for tappers for the financial years 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 and 
1 9 6 1 - 6 2 ( 1 ) . Because tappers normally collected latex on six 
days of each week during these years, a maximum number of 
man -tapping days for each task for a year has been calculated 
on the basis of  a week of six tapping days excluding public holi ­
days . The number of man -tapping days recorded fell below the 
maximum possible for a task because there were occasional 
rainy mornings when it was not pos sible to tap and also there 
were days when for various reasons tappers were absent from 
work. Rates of tapper absenteeism have been calculated by 
expre ssing the number of days when tappers were absent from 
work as a percentage of the maximum pos sible number o f man­
tapping days minus the number of rainy days . These rates of 
absenteeism relate to the pool of tappers from which the 
tappers for a particular task were drawn, and not to individual 
tappe rs .  It should be noted that as each group had a pool of 
tappers, absenteeism due to sickness  should have been avoidable 
in most case s .  
( 1 )  Attendance records have been obtained from the Cupisi Project production record 
book held at the Department of Agriculture 's  Office , Kerema. 
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!:\:) 
Ipisi block 
Cupola block 
Kerema 
station block 
Total 
No. of 
trees 
tapped 
2 , 560 
8, 330 
1 , 200 
12 , 090 
Estimated Estimated 
area number of 
(acres) trees per 
acre 
15  170 
1 10 75 
Table 2 
P roductivity of Project Rubber Blocks 
(financial year 1961-62) 
Latex Estimated Approxi- Estimated Estimated Latex Estimated Estimated 
pro- D. R. C. mate dry scrap total D.R. per latex per dry rub-
duced of latex sheet and produced production tree acre her per 
{lb. ) (lb. D. R. clippings (lb. ) (lb. ) (lb. ) (lb. ) acre (lb.) 
per lb . produced 
latex) (lb. ) 
20, 580 0. 27 5 , 550 600 6 , 150 8. 0 1 ,  370 410 
68, 667 0. 38 25 , 800 2, 800 28, 600 8. 2 620 260 
1 3 ,  766 0. 38 5 , 150 600 5, 750 1 1 .  5 
103 , 01 3  0. 35 36, 500 4, 000 40, 500 
Table 3 (a) 
Attendance Records for Tappers (1) (1 960-61 )  
Number 
of 
tapping 
tasks 
IEisi block(4) 
Siviri group 1 1 
S iviri group 2 1 
Siviri group 3 1 
Siviri group 4 1 
Sub-total 4 
t-
· CuEoTa 5locl<· 
S iviri group 1 2 
Siviri group 2 2 
Siviri group 3 2 
S iviri group 4 2 
Karaeta group 1 3 
Karaeta group 2 3 
Sub-total 14 
Kerema station 
block 
Uriri group 1 2 
S iviri group 3 1 
Sub-total 3 
Total 21 
Maximum 
man-tap-
ping da
r possible 2) 
278 
278 
278 
278 
1 ,  1 1 2  
604 
' 
604 
604 
604 
906 
906 
4 , 228 
484 
8 
492 
5, 832 
Man-tapping 
days lost 
because of 
rain 
10 
10 
1 0  
1 0  
40 
28 
2 8  
28 
28 
42 
42 
1 96 
20 
0 
20 
256 
( 1 )  Excluding Department o f  Agriculture tappers. 
Man-tapping Man-tapping 
days lost days 
(tapper attended 
absent) 
10 258 
6 262 
6 262 
2 266 
24 1 , 048 
21 555 
1 2  564 
1 9  557 
14 562 
88 776 
76 788 
230 3 , 802 
2 462 
0 8 
2 470 
256 5 , 320 
Absenteeism(3) 
3 . 7% 
2. 2% 
2 . 2% 
0. 7% 
Absenteeism 
for Ipisi 
block 2 . 2% 
3 . 7% 
2 . 1% 
3 . 3% 
2 . 4% 
10. 2% 
8. 8% 
Absenteeism 
for Cupola 
block 5 .  7% 
0 . 4% 
-
Absenteeism 
for Kerema 
station 
block 0. 4% 
Overall rate 
of absentee-
ism 4. 6% 
(2) Calculated on the basis of a six-day working week, allowing for each man eight 
public holidays and four days when tappers did not work over the Christmas period. 
Tappers worked on one Sunday to make up a day lost because of rain. 
(3)  Absenteeism has been calculated by expressing the number of days that a tapper 
was absent as a percentage of man-days when it was possible to tap (i.  e .  number of 
working days in the year minus rainy days). 
(4) Ipisi block not tapped for one month between 15/ 8/60 - 10/9/60, 
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Table 3(b) 
Attendance Records for Tappers( l ) (1 961 - 62) 
Number of Maximum Man-tapping 
tapping man-tapping days lost , 
tasks days because of 
possible(2) rain and 
eclipse 
Ipisi block 
S iviri group 1 1 296 1 1  
Siviri group 2 1 296 1 1  
Siviri group 3 1 296 1 1  
Siviri group 4 1 296 1 1  
Sub-total 1 ,  1 84 44 
Cupola block 
Siviri group 1 2 592 22 
S iviri group 2 2 592 22 
Siviri group 3 2 592 22 
S iviri group 4 2 592 22 
Karaeta group 1 2 592 22 
Karaeta group 2 2 592 22 
Uriri group 1 2 -4 85 8 30 
Sub-total 4 , 410 1 62 
Karema 
station block 
Sub-total 
Uriri group 1 2-4 714 28 
Total 6 , 308 234 
( 1 )  Excluding Department of Agriculture tappers. 
Man-tapping Man-tapping 
days lost days 
(tapper attended 
absent) 
1 2  273 
7 2 78 
1 1  274 
9 276 
3 9  1 ,  1 01 
94 476 
1 2  558 
45 525 
25 545 
48 522 
33 537 
43 785 
300 3 , 948 
22 664 
361 5, 713 
Absenteeism(3) 
4. 2% 
2 . 5% 
3 . 9% 
3. 2% 
Absenteeism 
for Ipisi block 
3 . 4% 
1 6 . 5% 
2 . 1% 
7. 9% 
4. 4% 
8. 4% 
5 . 8% 
5 . 2% 
Absenteeism 
for Cupola 
block 7. 1% 
Absente eism 
for Kerema 
station 
block 3 . 2% 
Overall rate 
of absen-
tee ism 5. 9% 
(2) Calculated on the basis of a six-day working week and subtracting for each tapper seven work­
ing days (for the Christmas period) and one other public holiday. The majority of tappers worked 
during the three holidays of Easter, and these days have been counted as possible working days. In 
addition tappers worked three Sundays to make up for ra iny days when tapping was not possible . 
(3) Absenteeism has been calculated by expressing the number of days that a tapper was absent 
as a percentage of man-days when it was possible to tap (i. e .  number of working days in the year 
minus rainy days). 
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There wa s a slight increase, from 4 .  6 per cent in 
1 9 6 0 - 6 1 to 5 .  9 per cent in 1 9 6 1 - 6 2, in the overall rate of tapper 
absenteeism, but in gene ral, attendance re cords were relatively 
good . Howeve r, the absenteeism for the tappers from the two 
Karaeta project groups was high, 1 0 .  2 per cent and 8 .  8 per 
cent in 1 960 - 6 1 , but it improved during 1 9 6 1 - 62 .  In 1 9 6 1 -62  
the tappers from one Siviri project group had a poor record of 
attendance s  at their two tasks in the Cupola block, the rate of 
absenteeism being 1 6 .  5 per cent .  
Towards the end of  1 9 62  the rate of tappe r absen­
teeism increased considerably and the enthusiasm of the people 
participating in the project appeared to officers of the Depart ­
ment to be diminishing. 
It was partly for these  reasons that the Department 
decided to change to the smallholding system. Officers hoped 
that because a tapper would receive increased returns for his 
labour he would tap his trees  more frequently but the results 
were disappointing. Tappers  decided to collect latex on five 
days each week; the rate of absenteeism increased; tappers 
took three extra holidays at Easter;  and for various reasons 
there were other days when tappers could have worked but did 
not . Output from the Cupola block during the months of Feb ­
ruary-May 1 9 6 3  inclusive was substantially lower than for the 
same period in 1 9 62 and this was almost ce rtainly a result of 
le ss frequent tapping . 
The re were probably several reasons for this . 
First there was no project manager to supervise tapping, to 
urge re gular work and to ensure that proce ssing materials were 
on hand: when stocks of  coagulating acid ran out during the 
survey period it took two days for the tappers to organize them­
selves to buy more . Secondly, under the other systems of 
organization, a project  group had a panel of me n to do the 
tapping so  that a tapper did not neces sarily work every week . 
Under the smallholding system tappers  were expected to work 
c ontinuously and if a tapper fell ill his trees  were not tapped 
unless  he could make other temporary arrangements . Tappers 
said that they needed time off occasionally for various reasons, 
though only seldom for subsistence activities  and it was 
apparent that they found working to a routine was irksome . 
Moreover they were engaged in productive activitie s for more 
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than 40 hours per week . 
The output of dry rubber pe r tapper pe r tapping day 
was 6 .  8 lb . in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  and 6 .  9 lb . in 1 9 6 1 - 62 .  This is low by 
Territory standards . At Epo plantation for example, the output 
per tapper is approximately 9 .  9 lb . per tapping day but the 
tapping tasks at Epo probably contain more trees  than the 
Cupisi project tasks . Furthermore, some of the Epo trees  are 
high -yielding varieties and many are nearer the age of maximum 
production than the trees  in the Cupola and Kerema station 
blocks . The general opinion of  Europeans associated with the 
project was that the standard of tapping techniques was not high, 
but they conceded that as a re sult of maltreatment and disease 
many of the tree s  in the Cupisi blocks were in poor condition 
for tapping. The rate of  bark consumption seems to have been 
high, but this was partly because tapping panels were badly 
s carred .  There was insufficient information available to  make 
an objective appraisal of the technique s of the Cupisi tappers,  
but the yield of dry rubber per acre from the Ipisi  block in 
1 9 6 1 -62  seems to be relatively high for trees of a low -yielding 
variety which sugge sts that tappers  were collecting a high pro­
portion of  the available latex .  
When the proje ct started in  1960  the tappe rs lived 
in their village s and walked to Cupola each day to tap their 
rubber tree s .  At the time of this survey the majority of the 
unmarried tappers and married tappers and their nuclear 
families had accommodation in one or other of four dwellings 
at Cupola and this gave them an opportunity to start work 
earlier if they wished .  However, many tappers  frequently 
slept in the village s on week -nights and most spent their week­
ends there . They did not regard the dwellings at Cupola as 
their homes . 
Costs 
The first part of this section contains an estimate 
of the costs of production for the Cupisi project for the financial 
year 1 9 60 - 6 1 .  This year has been chosen because the relevant 
information contained in the files of the Department of Agricul ­
ture was more detailed and complete than that for the year 
1 9 6 1 -62 . The second part contains e stimates of hypothetical 
costs of proces sing a quantity of rubbe r equivalent to the output 
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from the Cupisi project in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  ( 3 8, 1 5 2  lb . of dry rubber)  
under various systems of organization of factory and smoke ­
house operations . Finally, the structure of the costs of pro ­
cessing latex under the various systems are compared .  Where 
costs have been estimated the basis for the e stimate s ha s been 
shown as fully as pos sible . 
An estimate of the costs of production for the 
financial year 1 9 6 0 -6 1 appears in Table 4 .  It will be recalled 
that during this period the project groups supplied the labour 
for tapping, but that proce s sing was entirely the responsibility 
of the Department . Of the cash costs, which are shown in the 
first part of the table, the part of the proj ect manager ' s  salary 
and allowance s  attributed to the project was £ 5 5 0 .  This was 
equivalent to approximately 2 5  per cent of the total cash costs 
for the year or 3 .  46d per pound of dry rubber .  It is doubtful 
whether any part of the manager ' s  salary and allowances should 
have been included in the production costs because he was em­
ployed primarily as  an extension officer .  Nevertheless ,  a 
proportion has been included and the figure s  clearly reveal the 
high cost of providing European management for a project of 
this nature .  Furthermore, it should be noted that the cost of  
providing housing and transport for a manage r has not been 
included .  At 5 .  9 ld per pound (see  footnote page 3 8 )  the cash 
costs of  providing factory labour repre sente d  over 80  per cent 
of  the cash expenditure for processing the latex . Although in 
other circumstances it may be pos sible to employ labour more 
e fficiently than at Cupola, it is plain that whenever a central 
authority employs staff to operate a central factory for proce s ­
sing latex, the labour component will constitute a substantial 
proportion of total cash costs . Factory material costs 
amounted to 1 .  47d per pound of dry rubbe r and of this expen­
diture, 6 0  per cent was for repair and maintenance of equipment 
and engine running costs . Expenditure on these  items was 
abnormally high during 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  because an old set of coagulum 
rollers was repaired and also the project had the use of a 
tractor, which has subsequently been found unne ces sary. The 
cost of marketing rubber  in Sydney from Ke re ma, 3 .  42d per 
pound of dry rubber, is unavoidably high, though it is reason­
able to expect that if rubber production at Kerema were 
expanded some economies of  scale would result and marketing 
costs might fall . 
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Table 4 
Estimated Production Costs 1 960-61 - output 38, 152 lb. dry rubber 
A) Cash costs 
1 .  Project manager's salary and allowances 
(£2 , 200). Cupisi proJect produces 
40, OOO lb. of D. R. , p. a . ,  but manage r 
capable of managing plantation producing 
1 60, 000 lb. D. R. , p. a . ( 1 ) , therefore 25% 
of total cost attributed to Cupisi project. 
2. Materials for pest control 
3 .  Processing costs 
(a) Factory labour costs 
Wages: 1 Foreman 
5 Labourers 
Rations: 12 Units 
Issues: 6 Units 
(b) Factory material costs 
Processing materials -
Anti-coagulant, formic acid French 
chalk, bale paint, hessian, cleaning 
equipment etc. 
Engine running expenses 
Machinery spares & ma intenance 
Total cash costs for processing 
4. Marketing costs 
Freight @J Kerema-Port Moresby 
£40. 1 2 .  6 
97. 10. 0 
780. o. 0 
22. o. 0 
£ 940. 2 .  6 (2) 
£46. 3. 0 
50. 1 7. 7 
1 35 . 1 7. 1 
£ 232 . 1 7. 8 
£ 1 , 1 73 .  o. 2 
143/ - per ton (2, OOO lb. ) and Port Moresby­
Sydney 227 /6 per ton (2,  OOO lb. ) .  
Handling @J 200/ - per ton ( 2 ,  OOO lb. ) 
Therefore : total marketing costs � 5 70/6 
per ton (2,  OOO lb. ) 
38,  152 lb . rubber @J 570/6 per 2, OOO lb. 
Total cash costs 
( 1 )  Department's estimate. 
£550 
36 
1 ,  1 73 
554 
£2, 303 
Per lb . of 
dry rubber 
(3.  46d) 
(0. 23d) 
(7. 38d) 
(3. 42d) 
(14. 49d) 
(2) This figure is the equivalent of 5 .  91d per pound of dry rubber. The corresponding figure 
for factory material costs is 1 .  47d. These together amount to 7. 3 8d  as shown in the table . 
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Table 4 (Contd. ) 
B) Value of inputs supplied by project groups( l )  
1 .  Tapping labour 
(a) Project groups: S ,  320 four-hour 
man-tapping days @I 3/- per day 
(b) Department of Agriculture : SSO 
four-hour man-tapping days @I 
3/- per day 
2. Labour for tree maintenance and pest control 
(a) Project groups 
Cupola block: 24 tapping tasks - i hour 
per task per week for SO weeks, i. e .  
600 hours @I 9d per hour 
lpisi block: 8 tapping tasks - ! hour 
per task per week for SO weeks, i. e .  
200 hours @I 9d per hour 
Kerema station block: 4 tapping tasks -
! hour per task per week for 41 weeks 
i. e, 82 hours � 9d per hour 
(b) Department of Agriculture : 8 tapping 
tasks - ! hour per task per week for SO 
weeks, i. e. 200 hours @I 9d per hour 
3.  Labour for collecting smokehouse firewood -
32 hours per week for 50 weeks, i. e. 1 ,  600 
hours @I 9d per hour 
£798. o. 0 
82. 10. 0 
£ 880. 10. 0 
£ 22. 10. 0 
7. 10. 0 
3 .  1 .  6 
7. 10. 0 
£ 40. 1 1 .  6 
£ 60. o. 0 
£ 881 
41 
60 
? 4. Management inputs (other than project manager) 
Total value of inputs supplied by the pro1ect 
groups in excess of £982 
Per lb. of 
dry rubber 
(S. S4d) 
(0. 26d) 
(0. 38d) 
(6. 1 8d) 
(1 )  The Department of Agriculture 's role in tapping and maintaining the training area 
trees was similar to the role of a project group. In order to facilitate the calculation 
of the tapping and tree maintenance labour component of the cost of production, the 
labour supplied by the Department for the training area has been included under this 
heading. 
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Table 4 (Contd. ) 
C) Value of non-cash inputs (excluding tapping 
and plantation maintenance labour) supplied 
by the Department of Agriculture 
1 .  Depreciation on project equipment 
Tapping equipment (detailed in 
Appendix 2a): 1 0% of value at time 
of establishment of project 
Factory buildings and equipment 
(detailed in Appendix 2b) :  10% 
of total value at the time of 
establishment of the project 
2.  Interest on capital outlay 
Tapping equipment: 5% of value at 
the time of establishment of the 
project 
Factory buildings and equipment: 5% 
of value at the time of establishment 
£ 15 
334 
£ 349 
£ 8 
349 
of the project 1 67 
3.  Depreciation and interest on capital value 
of rubber trees in the Cupola and Kerema 
station blocks 
4. Depreciation and interest on capital value 
of manager's residence, and housing for 
factory labour 
Total cost of non-cash inputs supplied by 
the Department of Agriculture 
TOT AL COST OF PRODUCTION 
40  
£ 1 75 1 75 
? 
? 
in excess of £524 
in excess of £3, 809 
Per lb. of 
dry rubber 
(2 . 20d) 
(1 . 10d) 
(3. 30d) 
(23. 97d) 
The main inputs supplied by the project groups 
were labour for tapping, tree maintenance, pest control and for 
gathering firewood for the smokehouse . These  labour inputs 
have been valued at 6 /  - per day of eight hours or 9d  per hour, 
which is the minimum Territory wage rate for casual workers 
in rural areas . This rate is  calculated to be equivalent to the 
minimum wage rate, including the value of food, clothing and 
housing which an employee of indentured labour in rural areas 
is  obliged to pay . A tapper require s approximately four hours 
to tap the trees  in a task and to collect the latex so that a 
tapping day has been valued at 3 /  - . The labour contributed by 
a proje ct group for tree maintenance and pest control in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  
has been e stimated at half an hour pe r tapping task per week 
for 5 0 weeks in the case of the Cupola and Ipisi blocks and for 
4 1  weeks for the Kerema station block which was not brought 
into production until Septembe r 1 9 6 0 .  This estimate is based 
on tree maintenance work re corded during a survey of work 
organization conducted in February and March 1 9 6 3  ( see 
Chapter 5 ) . The survey showed that over a four -week period 
an average of 2 8  hours of maintenance work per week was 
carried out in the three blocks of rubber (which in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 con­
stituted 44 tapping tasks ), or  approximately 40  minutes per task 
per week . The survey of work organization also showed that 
approximately 32 hours per week were needed to collect 
sufficient firewood for the smokehouse . Labour requirements 
in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 were probably similar to these  and, for the purpose 
of valuation, this quantity of labour, 32 hours per week, has 
been adopted .  As well as labour inputs ,  the project groups 
supplied _some management inputs ,  but it has not been possible 
to value the s e .  For this reason the inputs supplied by the 
project groups have been shown as "in exces s  of" £ 1, 1 7 1 .  
The non-cash inputs supplied by the Department of 
Agriculture included depreciation and interest costs for tapping 
equipment and for factory buildings and equipment . Some of 
these costs were unnecessarily high because all the e quipment 
bought from the European who rented the Cupola block remained 
in the factory building, de spite the fact  that some was supe r ­
fluous and s ome was not used at full capacity . On the other 
hand, the Department acquired most of the buildings and equip ­
ment second -hand . Interest and depreciation costs for these 
have been calculated on the basis of their value at the time of 
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e stablishment of  the proje ct, and are consequently low . Com­
ponents of  the Department ' s  inputs which could not be valued 
were the intere st and depreciation on the rubber trees  in the 
Cupola and Kerema station blocks and the interest and depre ­
ciation on the project manage r ' s  re sidence and housing for 
factory labour . 
The e stimated total cost of production for the year 
was in excess  of £ 3, 809  or 2 3 .  96d  per pound of dry rubber .  If  
the project had been organized on a similar basis but with 
certain practicable economies e ffected, it is  estimated that the 
cost of production would have been reduced by £ 2 2 8, or 1 .  43d 
per pound of dry rubber (see Table 5 ) .  
The Administration ' s  policy was that the project  
should not run at  a monetary loss to the Treasury. In calcula ­
ting the price to be paid for latex proce s sed under the first 
system of  factory operation, the Department deducted l Od per 
pound from the Singapore price of dry rubber and it was expected 
that the revenue from this levy, approximately £ 1, 42 5 in 
1 9 6 0 -6 1 ,  would cove r  the project ' s  cash costs, including part 
of the project manage r ' s  salary and allowances ,  and interest 
and depreciation on equipment . In fact, the cash costs and 
interest and depre ciation costs for the year were £ 2 ,  8 2 7  so that 
the Administration was heavily subsidizing the project .  The 
Administration ' s  los ses  we re partly offset by revenue totalling 
approximately £ 2 00 received from rent for the Cupola block 
tree s  and by income amounting to £ 3 8 0  obtained from the sale 
of all the scrap rubber produced by the project and the sheet 
rubber produce d from the training area . 
However, the system of operating a project with a 
processing factory provided and staffed by a central authority 
cannot be condemned for being too costly, in terms of cash 
expenses ,  purely on the basis of the Department ' s  experience 
at Kerema . If a project were operated on such a system but at 
a level of output at which it is  possible to achieve maximum 
e conomie s of  scale and with manage ment, equipment and labour 
employed at high levels of e fficiency, it is pos sible that cash 
costs per unit of  output could be substantially reduced .  It is 
also apparent that the central authority ' s  cash c osts can be 
greatly reduced if the responsibility for supplying factory 
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Table S 
Estimated Extent of Economies which could have been Effected in the 
1 960-61 Costs of Production 
(Cost per pound of dry rubber shown in parenthesis) 
Actual Cost Estimated Minimum 
Factory material costs 
Processing materials 
Engine running expenses 
Machinery spares and maintenance 
Depreciation on factory buildings and 
equipment 
10% of the value at the time of 
e stablishment of the project 
Interest on factory buildings and 
equipment 
5% of the value at the time of 
establishment of the project 
Estimated extent of economies which 
could have been effected 
£ 46. 3 .  0 £ 46. o. 0 
50. 1 7. 7 20. o. 0 
135. 1 7 .  1 66. o. 0 
£232 . 1 7. 8 (1 . 47d) £ 132.  o.  0 (0. 83d) 
£334. o. 0<
1 �2 . lOd) £249. o. o<2l1 . 5 7d) 
£1 67. o. o<1 li . 05d) £.125.  o. 0<
2lo. 78d) 
£733. 1 7. 8 £506. o. 0 
£228 or 1 . 43d per lb .  of dry rubber 
(1 ) See Appendix 2b for inventory of equipment in use in 1 960-61 .  
(2) See Appendix 2c for inventory of minimum amount of equipment re quired for 1 960-61 . 
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labour and manage ment inputs is  pas sed to the producers . In 
relation to the rubber producing proce ss  this is  a logical step :  
rubber factory work occupies a relatively small part of the 
day, which means that labour hired on a full -time basis must 
ne cessarily be unemployed or underemployed for a large part 
of the day i .e .  it is difficult to employ factory labour e fficiently . 
A s  tapping must be done in the early morning, the producers 
are le ft with a good deal of spare time during the day and if they 
do the factory work, it should not re strict the gros s output per 
man.  At the same time the income net of cash costs which the 
producers receive will be increased .  
Although the cash costs of processing latex in  a 
factory staffed by a central authority are hi gh, this system of 
factory operation may be warranted for othe r reasons . For 
example, in the early stage s of a proje ct the training of tappers 
should have first priority and it may prove impractical to train 
the same men to proces s  latex at the same time . 
The hypothetical cost of proces sing the 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  
crop assuming that the factory was operated by labour supplied 
by the project groups, a system similar to the second system 
tested at Cupola, is  shown in Table 6 .  It is  also  assumed that 
unne ce ssary expenses  were not incurred i . e .  that the e conomies 
shown in Table 5 were e ffe cted.  Compared with actual costs 
for 19 6 0 - 6 1 there would be a substantial change in the structure 
of costs . The Department ' s  cash expenditure for factory 
labour would be reduced by £ 7 8 0 .  On the other hand, there 
would be substantial increase s in the value of both cash and 
non -cash inputs supplied by the proje ct groups . They would 
have contributed labour for the factory and the smokehouse,  
housing and some food for the smokehouse labourers and some 
manage rial inputs . The smokehouse labourers would have to 
be employed on a full -time basis by the project groups .  Where 
possible the quantitie s  of  the se  inputs have been assessed and 
given a cash value . It is clear from a comparison of Parts A 
and B of Table 6 that under the second system of factory ope r ­
ation there would be a substitution o f  non -cash inputs ,  principally 
local labour, for the cash inputs supplied by the Department 
unde r the first system. 
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Table 6 
Hypothetical Cost of Processing the 1960-61 Crop with Factory Operated by 
Tappers and with Minimum Factory Equipment 
Cash costs 
1 .  Factory labour costs (cash) 
(a) Department of Agriculture : 
Factory foreman 
(b) Project groups : 
(Part A) 
2 smokehouse labourers @l £1 per 
week each for SO weeks 
2. Factory material costs 
(a) Project groups : 
Processing materials 
(b) Department of Agriculture: 
Engine running expenses 
Machinery spares and maintenance 
Total cash costs 
Value of non-cash inputs supplied by project 
groups and Department of Agriculture 
1 .  Factory labour (non-cash) 
(a) Project groups: 
2 hours per man-tapping day for 5, 320 
man-tapping days (9d per hour) 
(b) Department of Agriculture : 
2 hours per man-tapping day for 550 
man-tapping days (9d per hour) 
2. Labour for collecting smokehouse 
firewood (as for Table 3) 
3. 10% depreciation and 5% interest on 
capital value of buildings and equipment 
(for details see Appendix 2c) 
4. Food, housing etc. supplied by project 
groups for 2 smokehouse labourers 
S. Management 
Value of non-cash inputs associated with processing 
supplied by project groups and Department of 
Agriculture 
TOT AL COST OF PROCESSING 
45 
£160. o .  0 
100. o. 0 
£ 260. o. 0 
46. o. 0 
20. o. 0 
66. o. 0 
£132. o. 0 
£ 399. o. 0 
41 . s. 0 
£ 440. s. 0 
£260 
.ill. 
£ 392 
440 
60 
374 
? 
? 
in excess of £874 
in excess of £ 1 ,  266 
Per lb. of 
dry rubber 
( 1 .  64d) 
(0. 83d) 
(2. 47d) 
(2 . 77d) 
(0. 38d) 
(2. 35d) 
(5. SOd) 
(7. 97d) 
Table 6 (Contd. ) 
(Part B) 
Comparison with Minimum Cost of Processing 1960-61 Crop under First 
System of Factory Operation 
(from Tables 3 and 4) 
Cash costs 
1 .  Factory labour 
2 .  Factory running costs 
Total cash costs 
Value of non-cash inputs supplied by Department 
of Agriculture and project groups 
1 .  Labour for collecting smokehouse 
firewood (see Table 2) 
2. 10% depreciation and 5% interest on 
capital value of factory buildings and 
equipment (for details see Appendix 2c) 
3 .  Depreciation and interest on housing 
for factory labour 
Total value of non-cash inputs associated 
with processing 
TOT AL COST OF PROCESSING 
46 
Total 
£940 
132 
£ 1 , 072 
£ 60 
374 
? 
in excess of 
in excess of £ 1 ,  506 
Per lb. of 
dry rubber 
(5 . 91d) 
(0. 83d) 
(6. 74d) 
(0. 38d) 
(2. 35d) 
(2. 73d) 
(9. 47d) 
The hypothetical cost of proce s sing the 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  
crop using 1 7  units o f  smallholding equipment in a central 
factory, each unit producing approximately 2 ,  3 00  lb . of dry 
rubber per year is shown in Table 7 .  The output of 2, 3 00 lb . 
per unit has been selected because in 1 9 6 3  the Cupola block was 
divided into eleven smallholding licence areas and each of these 
would have produced approximately 2, 300  lb . of dry rubber if 
yields had been at approximately the 1 9 60 - 6 1  level .  In calcula ­
ting the costs it has been assumed also that the Department 
would provide a factory foreman partly to supervise factory 
operations and partly to ensure that the quality of the dry rubber 
would be kept at  a reasonably high standard . The smallholders 
would employ two labourers to tend the smokehouse . There 
would be no engine running expenses or machinery maintenance 
costs but to allow for some losses  of economies of scale the 
total cost of mate rials for proce ssing has been e stimated at 
£ 5 5 ,  £ 9 higher than the actual cost in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 .  Non -cash 
inputs have been valued as shown in the lower part of the table . 
In order to simpli fy the comparison of costs, the depreciation 
and interest costs do not include a component for a factory 
building. ( 1 )  Also in calculating the interest  and depreciation 
costs for equipment it has been as sumed that each smallholder 
would have sufficient equipment to handle his latex indepen­
dently . He would require a container suitable for bulking and 
standardizing the latex, twelve coagulating pans and other 
minor items of equipment ( see Appendix 2 d ) .  Two sets of 
handrollers, each set consisting of two smooth rollers and one 
marking roller, would be needed to roll the coagulum. 
The hypothetical cost of proce ssing a crop equivalent 
in size to the output from the Cupisi project  in 1 9 60 - 6 1 using 
smallholding equipment housed in two factories owned and 
operated entirely by smallholders is shown in Table 8 .  It is  
as sumed that there would be 17  smallholders each producing 
( 1 )  The factory building at Cupola had no capital value in 1960-61 and no interest 
and depreciation costs for it were included in the actual production costs shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 7 
Hypothetical Cost of Processing the 1960-61 Crop using Smallholding 
Equipment in Central Factory 
(Assuming 17  smallholders each producing 2 ,  300 lb. of dry rubber 
i. e. approximately 1 / 1 1  of 1 960-61 output of dry rubber from 
Cupola block) 
Cash costs 
1 .  Factory labour costs 
(a) Department of Agriculture : 
Factory foreman 
(b) Project groups : 
2 smokehouse labourers @l £1 per week 
each for SO weeks 
2. Factory material costs 
Processing materials - total cost for 1 960-61 
plus margin to allow for loss of economies of 
scale (no machinery running costs) 
Total cash costs 
Value of non-cash inputs 
1 .  Factory labour: 2 hours per man-tapping day 
for S320 + SSO = S870 man-tapping days i. e .  
1 1 ,  740 hours @l 9d per hour (see Table S) 
2. Labour for collecting smokehouse firewood 
(see Table 4) 
3. 10% depreciation and S% interest on capital 
invested in factory equipment (for details of 
equipment see Appendix 2d) 
4. 10% depreciation and S% interest on capital 
value of smokehouse (£2SO) 
S. Management inputs 
6. Food, housing etc. supplied for smokehouse 
labourers 
Total value of non-cash inputs 
TOT AL COST OF PROCESSING 
48 
in excess of 
in excess of 
£160 
100 
SS 
£31S 
£ 440 
60 
61 
38 
? 
? 
£S99 
£914 
Per lb. of 
diy rubber 
(1 . Old) 
(0. 63d) 
(0. 3Sd) 
( 1 .  99d) 
(2. 77d) 
(0. 38d) 
(0. 38d) 
(0. 24d) 
(3.  77d) 
(S . 76d) 
Table 8 
Hypothetical Cost of Processing the 1960-61 Crop using Smallholding 
Equipment in Two Factories not Supervised by the 
Department of Agriculture 
(Assuming 1{ smallholders each producing 2 ,  300 lb. of dry rubber 
i. e .  awrox. rr· of 1960-61 output of dry rubber from the Cupola block) 
Cash costs 
Factory material costs 
Processing materials - total cost for 1960-61 
plus margin to allow for losses of economies 
of scale (no engine running costs) 
Total cash costs 
Value of non-cash inputs 
1 .  Factory labour: 2 hours per man-tapping day 
for 5 ,  320 + 550 = 5 ,  870 man-tapPing days 
i. e. 1 1 ,  740 hours @l 9d per hour (see Table 5) 
2. Labour for collecting firewood and for operating 
smokehouses (5 hours per day for 365 days = 1 ,  825 
hours for each smokehouse) i. e. 3 ,  650 hours @l 9d 
per hour 
3 .  10% interest and 5% depreciation on capital 
invested in factory equipment (for details of 
equipment see Appendix 2d) 
4. 10% depreciation and 5% interest on capital 
value of two smokehouses (£100 each) 
5. Management inputs 
Total value of non-cash inputs 
TOT AL COST OF PROCESSING 
49 
in excess of 
in excess of 
Total 
£ 60 
£ 60 
£ 440 
137 
61 
30 
? 
£668 
£728 
Per lb. of 
dry rubber 
(0. 38d) 
(0. 38d) 
(2. 77d) 
(0. 86d) 
(0. 38d) 
(0. 1 9d) 
(4. 20d) 
(4. 58d) 
2 ,  300  lb . of dry rubber per year and that each would own a 
container for bulking latex, a set of twelve coagulating pans and 
other minor items of equipment . The smallholde rs would be 
divided into two groups . Each group would j ointly own a 
factory building, a smokehouse,  a set of handrollers (two 
smooth rollers and one marking roller )  and othe r necessary 
equipment as shown in Appendix 2 d .  It is  assumed also  that 
the factorie s would not be supervised by the Department of 
Agriculture . The cost of the smokehouses has been e stimated 
to be £ 1 0 0  each (£ 5 0  for material and £ 5 0  for the labour re ­
quired to construct them) . The labour required to collect 
firewood and to operate the smokehouse has been estimated to 
be 5 hours per day for 3 6 5  days per year . Inte rest and depre ­
ciation on the factory building has not been included in the 
costs,  the reason for this again being to simplify the com­
parison of costs of process ing under the various syste ms of 
organization of factory work . The cash cost of  a suitable 
building would be low be cause almost all of the material could 
be obtained locally from the fore sts . 
A summary of the costs of proce ssing the 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  
Cupisi proje ct crop under the different systems of organization 
of factory and smokehouse operations outlined above is given in 
Table 9 .  The differences in the structure s o f  the costs are 
striking.  In 1 9 6 0 -6 1 ,  the actual cash costs for process ing 
were in excess  of 7 .  3 8d per pound of dry rubber .  The se costs 
were made up of factory labour costs, machinery running 
expenses ,  the cost of materials for processing, and the factory 
management costs imputed to the factory foreman. The 
management inputs contributed by the project  manager for the 
operation of the factory could not be determined and were not 
included in the figure of 7 .  38d .  Under the other systems of  
organization of the factory operations the labour and managerial 
skills of the producers are substituted for some of the cash 
inputs supplied by the central authority . Cash costs are 
reduced to an extent depending upon the extent of the sub ­
stitutions . If in e stablishing a new project smallholders 
provide the ir own factory, factory equipment and labour for 
process ing the latex it i s  e s timated that the cash costs of 
processing could be as low as 0 .  38d per pound of dry rubber 
for a project similar in size to the Cupisi project .  Expe rience 
at Kerema suggests that the labour of the produce rs can be a 
5 0  
i:I1 
I-' 
Table 9 
Summary of Estimated Costs of Processing the 1960-61 Cupisi Crop under Different Systems of Organization 
of Factory Operations 
(pence per pound of dry rubber) 
Cash costs Non-cash costs Total all costs 
Central Authority Producers Total Central Authority Producers Total 
Actual for Cupisi project 
1 960-61 i . e . o. 7. 38 nil i. e . o. 7. 38 i. e . o. 3.  30 i. e . o. 0. 38 i. e . o. 3. 68 i. e . o. 1 1 . 06 
Cupisi 1960-61 assuming 
certain economies were 
effected i. e . o. 6. 74 nil i . e . o. 6. 74 i. e . o. 2.  35 i. e . o. 0. 38 i . e . o. 2 .  73 i. e. o. 9. 47 
Factory and equipment pro-
vided by central authority, 
factory work done by 
producers i. e . o. 1 . 55 0. 92 i. e . o. 2 . 47 i, e . o. 2 . 35 i. e . o. 3 . 15  i. e . o. 5. 50 i. e . o. 7. 97 
Smallholding equipment in 
central factory supervised 
by central authority 1 .  01 0. 98 1 .  99 i . e . o. 0. 24 i. e . o. 3. 53 i. e . o. 3 .  77 i . e . o. 5. 76 
Smallholding equipment in 
two small factories owned 
and operated entirely by 
groups of smallholders nil 0. 38 0. 38 nil i. e . o. 4. 20 i. e . o. 4. 20 i. e . o. 4. 58 
i. e . o. in excess of 
satisfactory replacement for paid factory labour . It should 
also be possible to substitute the labour of the producers for 
the power of  motors required to drive automatic coagulum 
rollers . The choice of smallholder equipment in preference 
to expensive , large - scale factory equipment would als o  reduce 
both the cash costs of operating a factory by reducing engine 
running expense s  and machinery maintenance costs, and the 
monetary expenditure required to set up the factory. It would 
also reduce the interest  and depreciation components of the 
costs of processing. It remains to be seen whether the 
management and supervision inputs provided by the central 
authority can be satisfactorily replaced by the managerial skills 
of indigene s .  The fact that approximately two -thirds of the 
world ' s  output of natural rubber is produced by smallholders  
suggests that it is worth encouraging production on a small ­
holder basis in Papua and New Guinea. Tapping, tree main­
tenance and marketing costs do not depend to any great extent 
on the system of organization of a project .  Therefore, when 
considering the e conomic aspects of establishing a rubber 
project attention should be focussed on the costs associated 
with alternative methods of conducting factory operations . The 
Cupisi  project has provided useful information about costs 
under three methods of conducting factory operations at a 
particular level of output . However, it should be noted that 
costs per unit of output under any of the methods might well be 
substantially reduced at other levels of output . 
Distribution of payments for the produce 
The amounts of money paid to the project groups 
for latex and dry rubber during 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  and 1 9 6 1 - 6 2  are shown 
in Tables lO (a)  and l O(b) . There is insufficient information 
available to show precisely how these  incomes were used 
though it  is pos sible to make some e stimate s .  In 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  and 
1 9 6 1 -62  group leaders deposited amounts totalling £43 8 .  5 .  3 and 
£ 1 0 6 .  0 .  0 in Commonwealth Savings Bank accounts belonging to 
their respe ctive groups . These  amounts represent 1 5 .  3 per 
cent and 3 .  5 per cent of  the total payments made to the groups 
in those years . 
The wage s which group leade rs paid their tappers 
probably rose gradually as tappers demanded a greater share 
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c.:> 
lpisi trees 
Cupola trees 
Kerema station trees 
Scrap (from all trees) 
Total 
lpisi trees 
Cupola trees 
Kerema station trees 
Sera p (from all trees 
period 1/7  /61 -
24/2/62) 
Total 
Table lO(a) 
Cupisi Rubber Project - Payments to Groups for Latex and Dty Rubber 1960-61 
Siviri Siviri Siviri S iviri Karaeta Karaeta Uriri 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 
161 . 5. 7 1 85. 15. 8 125. 16. 5 171 . 13.  9 - - -
280. 7. 1 317. 3. 3 318. 14. 2 303. 1 .  3 320. 6. 5 315. 1 .  5 22. 4. 4 
- - 5. 1 .  8 - - - 337. 2. 4 
- - - - - - -
441 . 12 .  8 502. 1 8. 1 1  449. 12 .  3 474. 15.  0 320. 6. 5 315. 1 .  5 359. 6. 8 
Average payment per group (1/7 /60 - 30/6/61 ) = £409. 1 . 1 1  
Range of payment pe r  group (1 /7/60 - 30/6/61) = £315. 1 .  5 to £502 . 1 8. 1 1 
Table lO(b) 
Cupisi Rubber Pro1ect - Payments to Groups for Latex and Dry Rubber 1 961 -62 
Siviri Siviri Siviri Siviri Karaeta Karaeta Uriri 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 
143. 3. 8 1 83. 13. 1 1  135. 4 .  2 134. 12. 2 - - -
241 . 16.  1 285. 13.  6 264. 1 6. 3 271 . 8. 6 285. 14. 7 264. o. 2 310. 10. 7 
- - - - - - 404. 1 1 . 10 
- - - - - - -
384. 19. 9 469. 7. 5 400. o. 5 406. o. 8 285. 14. 7 264. o. 2 715. 2. 5 
Average payment per group (1/7 /61 - 30/6/62) = £41 7. 1 7. 1 1  
Range of payment per group (1/7/61 - 30/6/62) = £264. O .  2 to £715. 2 .  5 
Dept. of Total 
Ag. 
£ £ 
- 644. 1 1 .  5 
183. 1 1 .  4 2 , 060. 9. 3 
- 342. 4. 0 
196. 5. 0 196. 5. 0 
379. 16.  4 3 , 243. 9. 8 
Dept. of Total 
Ag. 
£ £ 
- 596. 13 . 1 1  
95. 8 .  3 2 ,  019. 7. 1 1  
- 404. 1 1 . 10 
115 .  o. 0 1 15.  o. 0 
210. 8. 3 3 , 1 35. 13 .  8 
of the proceeds from the sale of the latex .  Leade rs stated in 
November 1 9 6 1 that they were paying tappers at rate s varying 
from £ 1 .  5 .  0 to £2 . 1 0 .  0 per tapper per week of work. At these 
rates ,  which probably held for most of the financial year 
19 6 1 -62 ,  group leaders would have paid out a total of approxi ­
mately £ 1 ,  800  in tappers ' wage s .  This amount i s  approximately 
6 6  per cent of the total payments received by the groups during 
the year . Total payments to tappers were distributed amongst 
approximately 30 tappers - this is not certain because there 
were frequent unrecorded changes of tappers - which indicates 
that most tappers  probably received about £ 6 0  during 1 9 6 1 - 6 2  
and a little less in 1 9 60 - 6 1 .  Group leaders also paid members 
of  working parties for work done in the new block of rubber 
and for maintenance work in the other blocks though it  is 
impossible to e stimate the total of  these payments . 
It is equally difficult to asse ss the amounts of money 
which the group leade rs retained for personal spending. An 
examination of Commonwealth Savings Bank passbooks kindly 
made available by group leade rs and members of their house ­
holds showed that in 1 9 60 - 6 1  and 1 9 6 1 -62  amounts totalling 
£ 2 0 .  3 .  1 1  and £ 7 2  were deposited in their personal accounts . 
The owners of the pas sbooks claim that the money which they 
deposited came from sales of land, market produce or copra 
and this seems likely to be so .  It is, however,  possible that 
group leaders did not pre sent all the relevant passbooks . No 
other re cords indicating the amounts of money which group 
leaders s pent were available . 
The majority of the people living in the three villages 
received little or no direct benefit from the Cupisi project, 
though nominally at least, they were all incorporated into one 
or other of the groups .  Some received payments for working 
in the new block of rubbe r  and for maintenance work in the other 
blocks . 
With the most recent change in the organization of  
the project the pattern of  distribution of  the proceeds has also 
changed .  The two Karaeta group leaders and the Uriri group 
leader do not receive income from the project, though they 
retain an association with it by way of their areas of young 
rubber trees . The four Siviri group leaders  and the four tappers 
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whom they e mploy share the income from the Ipisi  block and 
each should receive an annual income of approximately £ 5 0 .  
The eleven Cupola licensee s  and two station tappers  have full 
control over the money which they get from the sale of rubber 
and their cash incomes should be conside rably higher than 
those which they received when they were paid by the group 
leaders . Allowing for an almost certain decline in the total 
output of dry rubber,  it is e stimated that on current prices 
Cupola licensees  and station tappers will receive annual in­
comes of approximately £ 1 40 after production costs have been 
deducted .  
Investment in  the project 
The areas of mature rubber associated with the 
Cupisi proje ct are its greatest assets but it is  difficult to value 
them because few, if any, rubbe r plantations have been s old 
recently in Papua . In the case of both the Cupola and Kerema 
station blocks,  which are owned by the Administration, a com­
bination of government capital and the labour of the Kerema 
Bay people was invested in order to bring the assets into 
existence . The Ipisi block was e stablishe d  by an inve stment of 
labour by the Siviri people and little ,  if any, money capital was 
used . 
Early in 1 960  the seven project groups be gan clear ­
ing contiguous blocks of land which were to be planted with 
stumps budded with high -yielding Tj ir I clonal propagation 
material . The land lies close to the Kerema -Cupola road 
between the Cupola and Ipisi  blocks and rights to it are held by 
the small patrilineal group which holds rights to the land on 
which the Ipisi  rubber is planted. The leade r of the patrilineal 
group, who is also the leader of the aualari local branch se gment 
to which the patrilineal group belongs, agreed to allow all the 
project groups to plant on the land so that all the villagers 
could learn the technique s of rubber planting. However,  it is 
clear that he will allow only limited areas to be planted by the 
project groups (see  page 7 2  ) . Most households from the three 
village s made food gardens within the block which had been 
allocated to their particular project group . Contour lines 
spaced 2 7  feet apart on the steepest  slopes were surveyed by 
the Department and it was the responsibility of each gardener 
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to dig the contour banks and plant the rubber stumps along the 
se ctions of contour lines passing through his garden .  Stumps 
were planted without artificial fertilizers in hole s three feet 
deep and nine feet apart along the contour banks . The stumps, 
which were valued at approximately 4/ - each, were supplied by 
the Department free of cost, though growers may be asked by 
the Administration to pay for them when the tree s  be gin to 
produce .  
The planting and contouring was carried out under 
the supervision of the Cupisi  project manager, who had to apply 
constant pres sure to get the work done . The people were 
reluctant to dig contour banks and in at least one instance 
planting material had to be withheld from a project group until 
the land had been satisfactorily prepared .  The people showed 
far more intere st in their food gardens and rubber  planting was 
done spasmodically. Group leaders  complained that they had 
great difficulty in getting individual gardene rs to contour and 
plant the areas for which they were responsible and to over­
come this problem they organized working parties  within their 
groups . As noted earlier, leaders claim that a proportion of 
the payments which they received in 1 9 6 0 - 6 1 and 1 9 6 1 -62  were 
used to pay their working parties and to purchase food for 
them.  
Despite the difficulties  encountered in  orgamzmg 
the work, the stumps were well planted, but the area has not 
been kept free of competitive growth and consequently many 
trees  have grown poorly. In areas lying close to the road the 
growth of coarse grass  has been reasonably controlled and the 
trees  have grown well . When the other trees  are higher than 
the gras s they should grow more rapidly . 
By March 1 9 6 2 ,  3 ,  6 3 9  stumps had been planted of 
which 2 03 had died .  Positions had been prepared for a further 
2 3 9 stumps . The average number of live tree s  per proje ct 
group was 49 1 ,  with a range of 3 6 3 to 62  7 and the total area 
contoured and planted was approximately 15 acre s .  Few 
stumps have been planted since . When mature ,  the trees in 
the new area should produce a total of approximately 1 2 ,  OOO lb . 
of dry rubber annually and this further labour investment should 
prove a valuable as set for the village rs .  At the time of the 
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survey very little work was being done in the new area of  
rubber .  
The rate of  progres s  in  the new block of  rubber has 
disappointed officers of the Department . C onsidering that 
everyone from Siviri, Karaeta and Uriri is at least nominally 
associated, through a project group, with this rubber the area 
planted is not substantial . The lack of enthusiasm amongst 
the people seems to have resulted at least partly from the 
following cause s .  
First, the planting has been organized on a group 
basis in much the same way that the planting of the Ipisi  block 
was organized.  The people have obse rved that the four Siviri 
group leaders have received the income from the Ipis i  trees and 
although the se men have paid their tappers,  the majority of 
Siviri people who participated in the planting of the Ipis i  rubber 
have received little or no cash reward for the labour which 
they invested .  It is generally assumed that, when the trees 
planted in the new block come into production, the project group 
leaders will receive the income and the majority of the people 
will again get none . Under these circumstances it does not 
seem surprising that many of the people are unwilling to work . 
It must be pointed out that circumstances to s ome extent forced 
the adoption of a group approach. The Ipis i  block was planted 
as a community project and it was therefore necessary to 
organize production and distribution of income on some form of 
group basis . In fact it would have been almost impossible to 
distribute the income equitably amongst all members of the 
groups . Moreover, the small patrilineal group which holds 
rights to the land on which the new high -yielding rubber has 
been planted would not allow planting on an individual basis . 
Secondly, the informal land tenure agreement for 
the new block of  rubber may have contributed to the uncertainty 
of the people . Those groups which do not have traditional 
rights in the land have no secure title to it, nor is it clear to 
whom the rubber trees  belong. There is a strong poss ibility 
that when the trees  come into production there will be disputes 
over rights o f  usufruct and over division of  income from the 
sale of rubber .  
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At present most of the monetary investment as 
distinct from the labour inve stment in the Cupisi  proje ct has 
been provided by the Administration . Until recently the 
Kerema Bay people had invested only a small amount of money 
which was used mainly to buy tapping knives and latex cups to 
replace those which had been lost .  Howeve r the Siviri group 
leaders and some of the tappers have now bought smallholder 
coagulating pans worth a total of £ 1 3 5 .  
The Cupisi  proje ct and the Gulf District e conomy 
The total value of recorded primary production in 
the cash sector of the e conomy of the Gulf District for the period 
1 April 1 9 6 1 to 3 1  March 1 9 62 was £ 3 2 2 , 3 7 8 .  The recorded 
sales of  primary products from the indigenous se ctor of the 
cash economy totalled £ 89 ,  OOO  for the twelve -month period . It 
is  thought that this amount included about 80 per cent of the 
copra and about 5 0  per cent of the sago, ve getables and fish 
sold for cash by the indigenous people of the Gulf District . In ­
digenes in the Kerema Bay census divis ion made re corded cash 
sale s of primary products worth £ 6 ,  1 3 3 .  1 0 .  0 ( see  Table 1 2 ) . 
In the same period the value of  dry rubber and latex produced 
at the Cupisi  project totalled £ 2 ,  8 1 1  and this was a significant 
contribution to the indigenous sector of the Gulf District cash 
e conomy. 
In June 1 9 6 3  the indigenous population of the Gulf 
District was approximately 5 5 ,  OOO,  of  which between 6 ,  OOO  and 
7 ,  OOO persons were absent in other districts of the Territory of 
Papua and New Guinea .  The resident population of the Kerema 
Bay census division at that time was approximately 3 ,  2 00 . This 
means that, in the indigenous se ctor of the cash e conomy, the 
yearly cash income from primary production was approximately 
£ 2 per capita for the Gulf District and the Kerema Bay census 
division alike .  The yearly per capita income from sales of 
primary produce was therefore much higher in the households 
rece iving income from the Cupisi  project  compared with the 
average for the District . 
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Table 1 1  
Gulf District - Primary Production in Cash Economy(l)  
(1 April 1 961 - 31 March 1962) 
Total Indigenous sector 
Commodity Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Copra 2 ,  250 tons £1 19, 250 1 ,  281 tons £66 , 231 
Rubber and Latex ? 87, 484 ? 2, 81 1 
Cocoa 5 tons 1 , 000 - -
Rice (Paddy) 16 ,  581 lb. 276 16 , 581 lb. 276 
Sago 448, 562 lb. 2 , 379 448, 562 lb. 2 , 379 
Fruit and Vegetables S09, 104 lb. 3 , S96 S09, 104 lb. 3 , S96 
Fish 7, 478 lb. 190 6 , 436 lb. 1 61 
Timber, Sawn 1 ,  1 72 ,  16S S/F 87, S81 - -
Timber,Pitsawn 6,  SOO S/F 1 6S 6, SOO S/F 1 6S 
Timber, Logs 2S1 ,  241 S/F 5 , S20 2, 3S7, 866 S/F(2) 6, 669 
Other forest products S1 3 S13  
Crocodile Skins 14, 300 S, 940 
Quarries 124 1 24 
Total £322 , 378 £88, 865 
( 1 )  The figures shown in Tables 1 1  and 12 are taken from the District Commissioner's 
Annual Report, Gulf District, Papua. (Department of Agriculture , Kerema. File 
43-6-B). They have been compiled from documented sources only and do not include 
estimates. 
(2) 2, 106 ,  62S S/F of this converted to sawn timber 
201 , 6S6 S/F exported as logs 
49, 585 S/F used in the round locally 
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Table 1 2  
Recorded Primary Production in  the Indigenous Sector 
of the Kere ma Bay Census Division Cash Economy 
( 1 April 1 9 6 1 - 3 1  March 1 9 6 2 )  
Commodity Quantity Value 
Copra 2 5  tons £1 ,  3 0 0 .  0 .  
Dry rubber  4 ,  0 69  lb . ) 2 ,  8 1 1 .  0 .  Latex 8 4, 947  lb . ) 
Coffee Nil 
Ve getables and Fruit 2 63 ,  682  lb . 1 , 6 5 6 .  0 .  
Sago 33 ,  782  lb . 2 8 1 .  0 .  
Fish 1 ,  03 6 lb . 2 6 .  o .  
Logs 2, 1 3 0  S / F 2 0 .  0 .  
Pits awn timbe r Nil 
Other forest products Nil 
C rocodile Skins Nil 
Quarries  ? 3 9 .  1 0 .  
Rice Nil 
TOTAL £6, 1 3 3 . 1 0 .  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
It can also be seen from Table 1 1  that copra is  by 
far the most important commercial crop in the District for both 
the indigenous and European sectors of the cash economy. 
Coffee production in the Gulf District is not yet s ignificant 
though it should become more important in the future . In 
June 1 9 6 2  the re were 99  native c offee holdings containing 
2 0, OOO tree s . Sites had been partially prepared for a further 
40, OOO tree s .  While the District appears to have a high 
potential for rubber production, the programme for expansion 
of the industry has only recently be gun . The settlers in the 
Murua Land Settlement Scheme will plant most of their land 
with rubber, though some coffee will be grown . At pre sent 
in the Gulf District there are approximately 7 0, O O O  rubber 
seedlings or budded stumps ready or almost ready to be planted 
from the nursery beds and of  the se approximately 6 0, OOO are 
at Murua . 
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CHAPTER 3 
VILLAGE SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND LAND T ENURE 
Social structure 
Information about the social structure of  the 
villages involved in the rubber proje ct was collected  only in­
cidentally in the course of other inve stigations . However,  I 
have suggested in Chapter 2 that the problems arising from 
land tenure, the method of forming the project  groups, and the 
planting of rubber as a group venture have been critical in the 
development of  the project .  It i s  therefore necessary to dis ­
cuss more fully social organization and land tenure in the 
villages .  Because of the large population and the relatively 
large numbe r of traditional social groups in the villages,  a 
complete investigation of social organization would require 
very much more time than was available .  The investigations 
were confined to Siviri and Karaeta villages .  Legends suggest 
that the ance stors of  the Siviri people and most of the Karaeta 
people migrated eastward to the Kerema Bay area .  On the 
other hand, the Uriri people trace the origin of their ancestors 
to an area inland from Kairuku in the Central District east of 
the Gulf District .  Because of  this,  it is pos sible that social 
organization in Uriri differs in s ome details from that of the 
other two villages .  
As mentioned in Chapter 1 the Si viri, Karaeta and 
Uriri people are part of the culture group known as the Elema< O  
although it may be possible to regard the Uriri people and 
some of the Karaeta people as outsiders who have been 
assimilated to the group. Williams ( 1 940)  who worked at 
Orokolo give s one of  the few de scriptions of  traditional Elema 
society . It is likely that the social structure of Siviri and 
Karaeta at the time of  Williams ' study was similar to that of 
Orokolo, and if this is so, then the s ociety has changed 
( 1 )  For a discussion of  the us� of the term 1Elema1 see Williams, 1940: 23-5. 
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considerably . ( 1 )  The men ' s  house s (eravo ), which were the 
focal points for much of the s ocial activity of the village s,  no 
longer exist and the elaborate ceremonies which Williams 
( 1 940 : xiii ) des cribed as ' a finer thing than I imagined any 
Papuans could do ' ,  are no longer  practised in the villages 
covered by this survey. 
Some of the other units of social organization 
which Williams describes  may not exist today, but the ten 
major patrilineal de scent groups which are found throughout 
Elema society, and which he refers to as aualari groups, are 
still recognizable . Each aualari group has its own mask and 
shield de signs, and a separate set of totems which may include 
fish, birds, animals and plants . Fragments or branches of  
each aualari group are to be found scattered in villages 
throughout the Elema area and although the local branche s of  a 
particular group do not all have the same name, the group to 
which they belong can be identified either by their totems or by 
their mask and shield de signs . There are few, if  any, tradi ­
tional masks and shields to be found in Karaeta and Siviri, but 
villagers  were able to give details of the tote ms as sociated 
with each aualari group repre sented in the villages .  
According to legends, the ancestors of the Siviri 
people and of most of the Karaeta people came from Popo . 
Popo i s  said to have been situated inland from the pre sent 
Arehava, a coastal village about 40  miles we st of Kerema .  
Villagers say that at different times and by a variety of  routes ,  
branches of  five aualari groups migrated from Popo to  the 
areas surrounding Kerema Bay whe re each e stablished a 
separate settlement with its own men ' s  house . In later years,  
four of the aualari local branche s divided, thus forming eight 
aualari local branch segments . These local branch se gments 
each had a men ' s  house and were named by the people as 
follows :  
(1 ) For a detailed study of social change in an Elema village , Urita i ,  see Ryan, 
1 963. 
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Aitakirome -Kairipi) 
Furua -Kairipi ) 
Melaripi ) 
Se fe -Melaripi ) 
Misaivo ) 
Mariavo ) 
Ori pi ) 
Suveavo ) 
originally one aualari local 
branch 
originally one aualari local 
branch 
originally one aualari local 
branch 
originally one aualari local 
branch 
These eight local branch segments, together with 
part of  the aualari local branch which did not split by division 
of a men ' s  house,  the Luipi, eventually at later but unascertained 
dates came to take up common residence at the present s ite of 
Siviri village . Two further groups of people, the Lavare and 
the Maivira, came from the Laurabada group of village s  and 
j oined with the other part of the Luipi aualari local branch to 
form Karaeta village . The Lavare, Maivira and the two parts 
of the Lui pi are social groups which today have similar 
characteristics to the e ight aualari local branch segments in 
Siviri and I will refer to them as local branch segments . The 
social groups at present in the village s  are known as : 
Siviri 
Aitakirome -Kairipi 
Furua -Kairipi 
Melaripi 
Se fe -Melaripi 
Misaivo 
Mariavo 
Ori pi 
Suveavo 
Lui pi 
Karaeta 
Lavare 
Lui pi 
Maivira 
The average number of people in these  groups at present i s  
approximately 7 0, but numbers probably vary considerably 
from group to group. 
Contemporary aualari local branch se gments :  as 
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investigations into social structure were not carried out in 
depth, it is difficult to assess  the extent to which a se gment 
functions as a unit in the contemporary society . Villagers  say 
that the adult members of a se gment help each other with 
bride -price contributions and that likewise when a woman 
marries ,  he r father distribute s the bride -price payment 
amongst other members of his segment . The se gment is 
probably the basic unit of organization for funeral and other 
ceremonies .  The segment is associated with a number of 
pieces of land, though much of  this land is further subdivided 
among small patrilineal groups and among individuals . 
The members of a se gment which included a proje ct 
group leader said that the group leader was also the leader of 
the segment . In other se gments, leadership appeared to be 
vested in a group of senior males . Seniority by age ,  knowledge 
of, and ability to deal with se gment affairs and, to a lesser  
extent, close kinship links with former powerful men seemed 
to  be  the qualifications for positions of leadership.  The 
powers,  responsibilitie s and privileges of the leaders  and 
senior men could not readily be discerned .  However,  a man 
in a position of authority in a segment apparently relies  more 
on influence than on domination in his dealings with fellow 
members and with other segments . Sorce ry appears to be the 
only strong sanction for authority . 
Segments which have been forme d  by a division of 
one of the original aualari  local branche s  recognize some 
affinity with each other which they do not recognize with other 
se gments in Siviri and Karaeta . For example, in intra -village 
disputes the Se fe -Melaripi traditionally side with the Melaripi 
and in the past the se two segments often allied themselves in 
warfare . More recently, when it was ne cessary for the 
e stablishment of the Cupisi project to form six groups each 
with approximately the same number of people , the people of 
Siviri chose to combine, whenever poss ible ,  segments which 
had been formed from the same aualari local branch. 
Me mbers of an aualari local branch recognize some 
affinity with local branches of the parent aualari in other 
village s,  though the extent to which they interact for common 
purposes was not ascertained. Informants stated  that two 
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local branch segments of the same aualari but from different 
village s sometime s make feasts together, although no instance 
of this was observed during the survey. It is also said that if  
a man leaves his village because of  a dispute with other 
members of  his local branch segment he may take up residence 
with members of a local branch of the parent aualari in another 
village . 
Smaller social units : though a man residing in the 
village recognizes  clearly that he is a member of a particular 
aualari local branch segment, it is not primarily by virtue of 
this membership that he obtains and maintains rights to an 
adequate share of the local economic resources . His acces s  
t o  resources depends more upon the exploitation o f  particular 
consanguineal and in some cas e s  affinal relationships which he 
reinforces by social contacts and bonds of affection . 
It is  primarily by membership of one of  the small 
patrilineal groups in the se gment that a man acquires rights to 
use certain pieces of land . In general, the adult male members 
of  the s mall patrilineal group are able to trace des cent in a 
direct line from a common ancestor whose name is usually but 
not always known . To be an e ffective member of the group the 
man must als o  reside in the village . Sometime s the adult 
male membe rs of a patrilineal group are brothers, but in other 
cases the group may include cousins or second cousins . How ­
e ver, there are case s where a man outside the predominant 
male de scent line has been accepted into a small patrilineal 
group, but in such case s the man ' s  status within the group is 
likely to be insecure . There may be as few as two adult 
males in a patrilineal group or if a man is the last surviving 
male of a descent line he may then inherit, as an individual, 
the resources held by previous generations of the group. 
Leadership within the small patrilineal group is  vested in the 
senior male s and is  not clearly defined .  
A man also place s  some reliance on affiliation 
with other s mall groups in the village ,  e s pecially other small 
patrilinea,1 groups within his aualari local branch se gment, his 
wife ' s  patrilineal group and his mother ' s  patrilineal group. A 
man 's  affiliation with his wife ' s  and his mother ' s  groups are 
important in Si viri and Karaeta pos sibly because the village s 
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are relatively large and most marriages are intra -village or 
between members of the two villages :  in many cases a 
husband is  in frequent contact with the groups of both his wife 
and his mother .  A widow or a divorced woman may exploit 
links with her fathe r ' s  group, her husband ' s  group or other 
groups in order to obtain the resources necessary to sustain 
herself and her dependents . Through these  types  of relation ­
ships some members of  a number of diffe rent groups will 
commonly give each other assistance in various traditional and 
non -traditional activities ,  for example, gardening, house ­
building and copra -making. The economic importance of  "age 
groups " ( 1 ) in Siviri and Karaeta village s could not be asce r ­
tained, but no evidence was collected which suggested that they 
were significant in land tenure . 
The peoples of Siviri and Karaeta recognize some 
affinity with each other and for certain purpose s they function 
as a single unit of social organization. In pre -contact times 
the aualari local branch se gments which now constitute the two 
villages allied themselves in wars against neighbouring Elema 
people and inland tribes .  Marriage links and frequent social 
contact between members of the village s  provide a substantial 
bond between them. In more recent years Siviri and Karaeta 
people have combined to establish a Co -operative Society store 
and to field sporting teams . 
Land tenure 
It was neces sary for me to make enquiries into 
land tenure in order to assess  its implications for the promotion 
of  commercial crops . However in the time available it was 
pos sible to investigate the historie s  of only a few pieces  of 
land as sociated with Siviri and Karaeta village s .  From the se 
investigations general principle s governing land tenure in 
these  two villages have been inferred .  I did not enquire into 
the land tenure of the Uriri people and it is possible that their 
system differs in some details . 
( 1 )  For a description of the traditional role of age groups in one Elema area ,  Orokolo, 
see Williams , 1 940: 74-81 . Ryan: 1 963, discusses the role of age groups in several 
contemporary Elema villages.  
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At present land is needed primarily for the pro ­
duction o f  subsistence garden crops including taro, bananas, 
yams, manioc, sweet potatoes and corn, and for growing sago, 
coconuts, betel (areca nut) palms, breadfruit trees,  various 
nut tree s  and tree s  to provide logs for canoe construction . The 
garden crops, which are produced under a bush fallow system 
of agriculture probably supply about half of the food of the 
people . Sago, which is not a garden crop, is the most im­
portant single item of bulk food . Villagers also hunt wild 
pigs, cassowaries and wildfowl, and collect building materials 
and firewood in forest land associated with Siviri and Karaeta. 
Rights to use land for gardening and for other purposes  are 
distributed at various levels of  social grouping as follows .  
The village : the villagers  say that all members 
of  Siviri and Karaeta have rights of passage through all 
territory of both villages .  In addition any person may collect 
firewood and timber for the framework of buildings from any 
convenient place .  Similarly it is said that any member  of 
e ither village may collect sago fronds to make house walls and 
roofs, from certain swamp areas where sago palms grow wild . 
In fact, firewood and building materials are probably most 
frequently colle cted from land in which the collector has rights 
as a member of the aualari local branch segment or the small 
patrilineal group . 
The aualari local branch se gment: as far as could 
be ascertained all securely held Siviri and Karaeta territory 
i s  associated with one or other of the local se gments in the 
village s .  Informants say that all rights to certain areas of 
virgin forest land and swamps associated with a segment are 
jointly held by all members of that segment . The term 'virgin 
forest  land ' here re fers  to land which has not been cleared 
within the memory of the villagers . Some sago and coconut 
palms on the se areas have re generated naturally . Some may 
have been planted but if so, the persons who planted them have 
long since been forgotten .  Villagers say that the rights to 
harvest  the produce of these trees  are jointly held by all 
members of the segment . 
Most se gments are associated with numerous 
blocks of land s cattered throughout the Siviri and Karaeta 
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territory. However,  informants stated that the Sefe -Melaripi 
and the Furua -Kairipi in the past relied predominantly on fish 
and shellfish for their subsistence and so have rights to only 
small areas of land . Members of these segments often need 
to make gardens on land associated with se gments other than 
their own . There may be other se gments which are short of 
land . 
The small patrilineal group and the individual : 
probably the greater part of the land associated with an 
aualari local branch segment has been subdivided into smaller 
areas to which small patrilineal groups or individuals have 
acquired more rights than other members of the se gment. 
For example, when questioned about rights to land lying be ­
tween Kerema and Cupola, apart from Crown land, informants 
stated generally that a piece of land belonged to one or other 
of the se gments : on questioning more closely I found that 
each piece was subdivided into plots . For many years this 
land has been extensively used for gardening and for e conomic 
trees and each plot of a se gment ' s  land is now held by a 
patrilineal group or an individual . A plot held by a patrilineal 
group may be further subdivide d among individuals . Land 
farther from the village s does not seem to be subdivided to the 
same degree . A small patrilineal group or an individual may 
hold land in widely dispersed areas of the village territory. 
The spe cific  exclusive land rights held by a 
particular patrilineal group or an individual in the se gment 
include : (a )  the right to clear land and plant a food garden, 
without notifying anyone outside the rightholding patrilineal 
group; (b)  the right to invite any other person to plant a food 
garden on the land in which the rights are held - one probably 
cannot do this on patrilineal group land without the approval of 
the other members of the group; ( c )  the right to plant 
economic tree s  without notifying anyone outs ide the rightholding 
patrilineal group; (d )  the right to invite any other person to 
plant economic tree s  on that land, though this would certainly 
require the full approval of the patrilineal group; ( e )  the 
individual has the right to specify which persons should acquire 
his rights on his death, though there are customary priorities 
and limitations which he should obse rve : he may or may not 
exercise this right, and if he doe s not, claimants must  assert 
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their claims in ac cordance with the customary criteria; 
( f) the right to transfer  rights to another person by gift or 
traditional transaction - he would probably require the approval 
of his patrilineal group to make such a transfer .  
I t  should be  noted that not all food gardens an 
individual plants are necessarily on land in which he holds 
rights as a member of a patrilineal group. A husband may 
plant a garden on land made available by the members of his 
wife 's  patrilineal group, though in this case it is  uncertain 
whether he is being invited to do so by the rightholding group, 
or whether he is utilizing his wife ' s  rights in the land . A man 
who holds a large area of  land may invite another person who 
is  short of  land to make a garden on his land, but there are 
probably motive s  beyond goodwill behind such a ge sture . 
In the course of the survey a total of 6 7  subsistence 
gardens were measured but 3 1  of the se were planted on land 
prepared for the new block of rubber which has been e stablished 
as part of the Cupisi  project .  Of the remaining 36 which were 
made in ordinary circumstances,  only 1 7 were on land in which 
the planter had rights as a member of a patrilineal group or 
where the planter claimed agnatic kinship with the principal 
rightholder .  Nineteen of the gardens were made on land 
associated with an aualari local branch se gment other than the 
planter ' s  own . In these  case s the connexion between the 
planter and the rightholding patrilineal group was based on 
criteria other than agnatic kinship. 
Land rights are acquired by social groups and 
individuals in the following ways . 
The local branch se gment: while inte r - se gment 
disputes over boundarie s are quite frequent, the area under 
dispute would probably be relatively small . However, at the 
inland extremities of the territory associated with Siviri and 
Karaeta village s,  it seems likely that se gments  are actively 
attempting to extend their boundaries into land which informants 
claim was a 'no -man ' s '  land in the days of warfare against the 
inland people . Because warfare has now been stopped, the 
acquisition of segment rights to new areas of land has been 
reduced to tactical polemics between the groups of claimants . 
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At least  some of this  disputed land was rightly or wrongly 
declared "waste and vacant " by the Administration in 1 908,  and 
is now claimed by groups of Kerema Bay people , non -Elema 
people farther inland and the Administration. 
The patrilineal group and the individual : by making 
a garden on virgin fores t  land held jointly by their segment, 
patrilineal groups or individuals may acquire permanent culti ­
vation rights to the area which has been cleared and perhaps to 
some adjacent land . In such case s some of the rights of the 
other members of the segment will lapse .  This method of 
acquiring land rights is being practised at the present time . 
For example, some land adjacent to the Siloura rive r was 
abandoned by the Tovi< 1 ) people, another Elema group, after 
a dispute with the Siviri and Karaeta people . The land was 
later divided amongst some of the Siviri and Karaeta se gments ,  
but until recently they did not use it for gardening be cause,  
members say, it was too far from the village and be cause 
people venturing into the area were in danger of  being attacked 
by hostile non - Elema people . Howeve r, with the spread of 
Administration influence the people can now move safely into 
the area to plant gardens . Of the people whose gardens were 
measured, three men had cleared separate areas of  virgin 
fore st there . Each of the men was working with a different 
group and each claimed that his group would have permanent 
group rights to the land on which his group ' s  gardens were 
planted and to s ome adjacent land in the se gment ' s  territory . 
By planting trees, such as sago and coconut palms, 
on land to which he has rights as a member of a patrilineal 
group, an individual may reinforce his personal claims to the 
particular small piece of land . If for any reason, such as an 
increase in the size of the patrilineal group, the land needs to 
be subdivided, he will in all probability acquire the rights to 
the particular area of land surrounding his tree s .  An instance 
was observed where a patrilineal group consisting of  two 
( 1 )  As far as I could ascertain the Tovi people were a group whose ancestors migrated 
westward and settled inland from Kerema Bay. The Tovi intermarried with the Kerema 
Bay people and were at least partially assimilated into the Elema culture group. It is 
possible that their ancestors originated in the same area as the ancestors of the Uriri 
people . 
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brothers had rights to one side of a small valley. Each 
brother had planted sago on the floor of the valley at opposite 
ends . It is said that when the group becomes too large and 
the land needs to be divided, a boundary will be marked running 
at right angles to the axis of the valley, dividing the side into 
two piece s .  The rights to the piece of land which incorporates 
his sago trees  will go to one brother ' s  des cendants,  while the 
other piece will be allocated to the other brothe r ' s  descendants . 
If  a man holding rights in a piece of land invites anothe r person 
to plant economic trees  on that land, the plante r usually does 
not acquire rights to the land, though he will have the right to 
harvest the produce of  the trees .  In the event of a dispute with 
the man holding rights to the land, the planter may lose this 
right to harvest .  
Although none of the gardens measured was planted 
on land which the present rightholder had acquired by gift, it 
is  said that gift transfers sometimes take place .  For example, 
at the time of a marriage, the bride ' s  father, with the consent 
of  the other members of his patrilineal group and possibly 
other members of the segment, may transfer  his rights in a 
small piece of land to his daughter ' s husband . If the daughter ' s  
husband wishe s to validate his rights to the land he must, with 
the assistance of other members of his se gment, later make a 
feast and pay traditional valuable s to his wife ' s  father ' s 
segment . Even so, the wife ' s . father 's segment may retain 
some reversionary rights and if a dispute between the parties 
or their descendants arises ,  a further payment may be 
demanded, or the rights may be resumed by the original 
rightholding patrilineal group. There are probably other 
circumstances in which gift transfers take place,  but no such 
cases were encountered during this survey . 
Inheritance of rights is  predominantly patrilineal, 
though exceptions to this norm are numerous . There is 
considerable flexibility in the system and this allows it to meet 
the needs of a variety of social situations as they arise . In 
most cases,  e ither a man give s instructions as to how his land 
should be distributed in the event of his death, or the eldest 
son distributes his father ' s  land rights . No doubt the views 
of  other members of the patrilineal group must be taken into 
consideration when a distribution is made . It is not uncommon 
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for a man to bequeath land rights to a daughter, espe cially if 
she has cared for him in his old age .  The daughter ' s  male 
children may subsequently inherit the rights from their 
mother, though in order to e stablish the ir rights they must 
make a feast and pay traditional valuable s to their maternal 
grandfather ' s  patrilineal group . 
Provided he conforms to the requirements of the 
social group, a man from another village who marries  
uxorilocally may acquire rights to  a portion of the land of  the 
small patrilineal group or local branch se gment into which he 
marries .  Villagers  say that, on growing up, an adopted child 
may acquire land from either his true parent or his adopted 
parent or both . 
The strength of rights to land held by an individual 
depends upon factors such as ability to trace direct patrilineal 
descent from the original clearer of the land, residence in the 
village, the extent to which the individual has used the land for 
gardening, and whether he has planted e conomic trees on it . 
Where an individual cannot trace dire ct patrilineal descent 
from the original clearer, other factors influencing his status 
in the rightholding group become important. 
Land tenure and cash cropping 
The high -yielding rubber planted since 1 9 6 0  as part 
of the Cupisi proje ct is growing on lands known to the villagers 
as Poroti and Meima ' a .  Rights to this land are held by the 
small patrilineal group to which the leader of the Melaripi 
local branch se gment belongs . He has agreed to allow other 
people to plant rubber there on a proje ct group basis,  but he 
says that he made this concession only to provide the people 
with an opportunity to learn the techniques of rubber growing. 
There is  a limit to the area of land at Cupola which this man 
will permit the proje ct groups to plant with rubber and it i s  
unlikely that he will allow a person to  plant rubber the re on an 
individual basis,  except in cases where the person i s  a member  
of  his own small patrilineal group . Furthermore when the 
trees planted by the project groups come into production, there 
is  a likelihood of disputes over proprietary and usufructary 
rights . 
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It is said that an individual may plant commercial 
tree crops on any land held by his small patrilineal group, 
though apart from coconut palms, which are traditional 
e conomic trees ,  and some coffee planted on Murua Land 
Settlement Scheme blocks, I recorded no other commercial 
tree crops planted on an individual basis by a person from any 
of the three villages .  One man cleared a piece of his own land 
near Murua with the intention of planting coffee ,  but he was 
subsequently allocated one of the Murua Land Settlement 
Scheme blocks . He does not now intend to carry on with his 
plan to plant coffee on the land in which he has traditional 
rights . 
While few, if any, non -traditional, commercial 
tree crops have been planted on an individual basis by Siviri , 
Karaeta and Uriri people, individuals in other areas occupied 
by the Elema have planted substantial numbers of coffee tree s  
( see page 6 0  ) .  These people have a t  least temporarily 
overcome the land tenure problems which have arisen from the 
introduction of such tree crops . Howeve r, in the absence of 
local test cases it is difficult to determine the extent to which 
land tenure is restricting the planting of commercial crops in 
the Kerema Bay area. 
Even i f  it is  assumed that an individual can plant 
tree crops such as rubber on land in which he has individual 
rights,  there are still some problems associated with land 
tenure .  First, if it is desirable to process  the products in a 
cen�ral factory, individuals wishing to plant crops may not have 
access  to land within a reasonable distance of the factory . In 
the case of rubber this problem could be overcome if  producers 
used smallholder process ing equipment . Secondly, as men ­
tioned earlie r, at least two o f  the local branch segments have 
rights to only relatively small areas of land . If these  people 
or others in a similar situation wished to plant commercial 
tree crops it is  conceivable that they may not have sufficient 
land available after subsistence requirements have been met . 
Unfortunately there is insufficient information available to 
assess  the numbe rs of people who might be faced with this 
problem. Many people undoubtedly have land which they could 
plant with commercial tree crops, but they have not done so .  
This sugge sts the existence of other inhibiting factors be sides 
land tenure . Some of these  will be dis cussed in Chapter 6 .  
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CHAPTER 4 
PATTERNS OF CASH INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
Survey objectives and methods 
People in the villages associated with the Cupisi 
proj ect have a variety of sourc es and levels of cash incomes 
and there is  considerable variation in their cash expenditure 
patterns . In order to examine levels of cash income and pat ­
terns of expenditure,  surveys of four categories of households 
were conducted. Because  the people included in the $Urvey had 
a variety of household arrangements the term ' hous ehold ' has 
been broadly interpreted.  The household of a man who was re­
c eiving income from the Cupisi  proj ect has been taken to  include 
the group of people, who as a matter of course ,  rec eive bene ­
fits from that income . In most cases this was the nuclear 
family of the man . Where a s ingle man received income from 
the proj ect and had full control over his money he was con­
s idered to compris e a household . In other cases the group of 
people who lived permanently in a particular dwelling has been 
taken as the household . 
The first category ( or category 1 )  of households in­
cluded those of the eleven Cupola block lic ensees and two Kerema 
station area tapper s .  Because  the Cupola lic ensee s  and Kerema 
station tappers have been referred to earlier as ' smallholders ' 
this term will be applied in this chapter . A household of which 
a smallholder is the head will be  referred to as a ' smallholder 
household ' . Category 2 inc luded the households of three of the 
four Ipisi block tappers :  at the time of the survey, one of the 
four Siviri project groups did not have a regular tapper so that 
only three Ipisi  block tappers could be included. Thes e  three  
men will be referred to  as ' tappers ' and their households as 
' tapper households ' .  Category 3 included the nuclear or poly­
gamous families  of the seven proj ect group leaders .  The sur ­
vey covering thes e  three categories of households was carried 
out during the six-week period from 2 5  February to 7 April 
1 9 63 ,  except for the households of two Cupola licensees  and one 
proj ect group leader, all from Uriri village . The records of 
income and expenditure for these three  households were taken 
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over a four - week period from 2 5  February to 24 March 1 96 3 .  
Category 4 consisted of five households not rec eiving income 
from the Cupisi proj ect .  These  households were s elected on 
grounds of convenienc e from the Melaripi aualari local branch 
s egment . The households in this category w ere surveyed 
during a four -week period from 22  April until 19 May 1 96 3  and 
will be referred to as ' subsistence households ' .  
Where poss ible, the adult members of the house ­
holds included in the surveys were interviewed in their dwellings 
during each evening of the survey period . The interviews ,  
which lasted about ten minutes for each household, were con­
ducted as informally as possible either by literate assistants 
fluent in the local language or by myself aided by an inter ­
preter . There were usually other members of the household 
or other villagers present at the interviews .  If the person 
interviewed had r ec eived money during the day he,  or she, was 
asked to  give details of  the amount and sourc e .  In instanc es  
where money had been rec eived as a gift the informant was 
asked for the reason and to state the amount of money received 
and his relationship to the donor. The informant was also  
asked whether he ,  or  she, had spent money during the day, and 
if so,  to specify the items purchas ed, the amounts spent and the 
place at which the purchase was made . If a cash gift had been 
made , the rec eiver ' s  relationship to the donor, the reason for 
the gift and the value of the gift were noted . All information 
obtained from a household was recorded by the interviewer in a 
notebook which, exc ept when it was collected for data proces ­
s ing, was retained by the head of the household.  Inevitably 
there w ere evenings when some of the people could not be inter ­
viewed but contact in general was satisfactory and informant 
co-operation good. The households covered in the first survey 
period were located up to 2i miles from the research base,  and 
much of the interviewing had to be done by Papuan assis tants . 
Although no major difficulties  w ere encountered in 
conducting the survey there  were a few minor problems '. At 
first the people did not realize  that a record of all expenditure 
was r equired and not s imply of money spent at trade stores ,  
co- operative stores and the market . In both survey periods 
this problem was overcome within the first week .  There was 
probably some ' interviewer effect '  on the expenditure patterns 
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of the households . For example,  four men purchased pens and 
stationery soon after the survey had commenc ed and it is doubt ­
ful whether such expenditure can be considered normal . Again, 
one smallholder, who was living at the research base ,  probably 
increased his expenditure on cigarettes and tobacco over the 
survey period . The recording of gambling wins and losses  
presented s ome problems . While the people did not appear 
reluctant to disclose  the results of gambling, it is doubtful 
whether their estimates  of wins or losses  greater than 1 0 / ­
were accurate .  Large wins or losses  were usually stated to 
be  in the vic inity of £5 . 0 .  0 ,  but there was no way of checking 
the accuracy of thes e  claims . 
As  it was thought that they might be antagonized, in­
formants were not asked at the beginning of the surveys to give 
details of cash held in the households . It was therefore im­
possible to prepare balances of income and expenditure and 
there can be no check on the ac curacy of the information re­
corded. Discrepancies between recorded inc ome and expendi ­
ture could arise if there  was cash in the household at the be­
ginning or  the end of  the survey. The average differenc e be­
tween income net of  rubber proj ect expenses  and recorded ex­
penditure was just over £ 1 . 1 1 .  0 ( range 4d to £4 .  5 .  5 )  for the 2 8  
households . The average income per hous ehold per month was 
£6 .  1 2 .  0 .  While these  figures give little quantitative indication 
of the accuracy of the information, they do suggest  that the 
errors or omissions may not be s erious . It is thought that with 
two exc eptions ,  informants made a genuine effort to supply 
accurate information to the interviewers . 
It should be noted that as a result of changes in the 
organization of the Cupisi  proj ect, the incomes of the small ­
holders rose substantially while thos e  of the proj ect group 
leaders fell during the survey period . The information was ,  
therefore,  collected at a time when some households had not 
had time to develop stable expenditure patterns at the new 
levels of income . 
The data collected have been presented as fully as 
possible in subsequent tables but for those households which 
were surveyed over a six-week period all amounts of income 
and expenditure recorded have been reduc ed by one third to 
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make them equivalent to amounts for one month . This has 
been done to facilitate inter-category comparisons without sac ­
rificing the value of the longer survey period. The rubber sold 
during the survey period included s ome in storage prior to the 
start of the survey. Also there was unsold rubber stored in 
the factory at the end of the survey period. For these  reasons 
it would be incorrect to assume that the figure s  shown for in­
c ome from rubber, when multiplied by twelve, would give a re­
liable indication of  annual income from rubber.  Insofar as ex­
penditure i s  conditioned by the availability of cash, the figures 
given for expenditure reflect a c orresponding distortion: if 
multiplied by twelve the figures for expenditure would not give 
a realistic estimate of annual expenditure.  
Incomes 
Almost all of the cash income of the s mallholder 
households came from the sale of dry rubber, though three 
households claimed substantial gambling wins ranging from 
£3 . 1 3 .  4 to £5 . 0 .  0 .  This is shown in Table 1 3 . Gifts which 
brought 8/ 8d  to two households, a sale of vegetables  which 
brought one household 2 I 8d and a small gambling win of 8 I 8 d  
i n  another hous ehold were the only other amounts of cash in­
come received by the smallholder households . Although the 
gross  cash incomes for households in the category were c om­
paratively uniform, averaging £ 1 7 .  6 .  0 per month with a range 
of £1 3 .  6 .  8 to £2 0 .  1 8 .  1 1  per month, the inc omes net of rubber 
project expenses showed c onsiderable variation - average 
£ 1 1 .  0 .  3 per month with a range of £5 .  8 . 1 0  to £1 8 .  6 .  9 .  The 
reason for this big range in disposable inc omes is  that during 
the survey period the heads of s even households outlayed from 
£6 to £1 0 each for s ets  of s mallholder latex coagulating pans . 
Also two of the s mallholders paid wages to assistant tappers ,  
one at the rate of approximately £ 5  per month and the other at 
£2 per month . 
The gros s  cash incomes of the three  tapper house ­
holds ranged from £2 . 1 3 .  4 t o  £ 4 .  1 5 . 4 ,  with a n  average of 
£3 . 9 .  1 ,  per month. Their incomes net of rubber project ex­
penses  averaged £2 . 1 5 .  9 .  This i s  shown in Table 1 4 . These 
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incomes were much lower than the incomes of the smallholder 
households, but again most of the money was derived from the 
Cupisi proj ect .  It was the practic e at the time of the survey 
for the three Siviri project group leaders and their tappers to 
pool the income from the Ipisi rubber, extract production ex­
penses and to divide the remainder amongst themselves . One 
tapper hous ehold received a gift of £1 . 0 .  0 ,  1 8 / Sd from the sale 
of produce at the market and 3 I 4d for casual work. Another 
had a gambling win of 5 / 4d . 
The average income net of rubber project expenses  
of  the project group leaders ' households ,  £2 . 1 6 .  0 ,  closely 
approximated the average for the tapper hous eholds, but the 
range of incomes ,  from nil to £6 .  6 .  8 ,  was much greater ( see  
Table 1 5 ) .  Only three  of  the s even hous eholds in  the category 
received money from the sale of rubber .  One Siviri group 
leader, who at the time of the survey was unable to employ a 
tapper for his group ' s  tasks in the Ipisi block, obtained £3 . 1 6 . 0 
from the sale  of produce at the market, sales of firewood and 
of c opra, and another group leader obtained £3 . 6 .  8 from the 
sale of market produc e .  Three households received cash gifts 
ranging from 6 / 8d to £ 1 .  0 .  0 .  
The average cash income of the five subsistenc e 
households , £2 . 1 4 .  9 ,  was approximately the same as the aver­
ages for the tapper hous eholds and the group leaders ' house ­
holds ( see  Table 1 6 ) .  The range of inc omes ,  9 / - to £4 . 1 9 . 0 ,  
was relatively wide . It was discovered soon after the start of 
the survey that one of the sons of the head of household 2 8  was 
a stevedore and rec eived a r egular income . Although he r e ­
tained the money for himself h e  spent a considerable amount on 
food for the household . The money which he s pent on food for 
the household was inc luded in the household ' s  income and ex­
penditure,  but the money which he used to buy goods and ser­
vices  for himself , apart from food, was not inc luded because  he 
was an atypical member of the group. Paid casual work, sale 
of food at the market, and gifts  provided the main sourc es  of 
income for the subsistenc e households . The heads of house ­
holds 24 ,  2 5  and 2 6  claimed that they were making spec ial 
efforts to obtain money at the time of the survey, in order to 
pay their council taxes . 
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Table 1 3  
Household Income and Expenditure Patterns 
Category 1 - Smallholder Households (av. 3. 3 persons per household) 
Income (£ reduced to a four-week equivalent) 
Household number T . 8 . 9 1 0· l l+ 1 2+ +• 1 3  I Av. per house­hold Av. per I Expenditur e  person as %-age o f  in total sample expenditure 
Sale of rubber 1 5 .  1 2 . 1 1  1 1 6. 15 .  B 1 1 7. 2. 4 l l B .  2 .  4 1 1 8 . 1 8 .  6 1 1 9.  5.  6 1 1 6. 1 1 .  B I  1 4 .  o .  8 I 1 €. 1 3. 4 I 1 3 .  6. 8 1 1 0 . 1 1 .  1 0 .  5. ll 'i . 1 2 .  B 1 16 .  14. 1 1  I 5. 1 .  3 .  
Paid work 
Sale of produce 
at market, etc. 2. 8 
Sale of firewood 
Income from 
bride-price 
Gifts 
Gambling 
1 Saving Bank 
withdrawals 
3. 4 
5. 0. 0 1 3 .  4 
Total income '!0 . 18. 1 1 1 1 7 .  9 .  0 1 1 7. 2. 4 11 8 .  2 .  
Income net of 
rubber project 
e�nses 
18. 6. 14. 1 4 .  10 .  6.  61 B . 1 0 .  
5 .  4 
3. 6 .  B I  3 . 1 3 .  B .  
I B . 18 .  6 1 1 9. 5 .  6 1 1 9 . I B .  4 1 1 7 . 1 4 .  1 6 .  1 3. 4 I 1 3 .  6 .  1 6 .  9 .  1 7 .  1 0 .  1 7 .  1 8 .  1 7 .  1 6 .  5.  7 .  
9 4. 1 0 1 B . 17 .  B i l l .  :l. 1 0 1 1 4 . 1 6 .  1 3 .  1 7 .  5 .  l B .  1 0  I 7. 3 .  2 5. 1 9 .  l l  I 1 4 .  3 .  l l .  0 .  3 .  6 .  
Expenditur�_J; _ reduced to a four-week equivalent) 
Food 
(imported) 
(traditional) 
Clothing 
(made) 
(unmade) 
(ace essories) 
Household goods 
(durable) 
(other) 
Kerosene 
Gardening, fishing, 
house- building 
equipment and 
supplies, etc . 
Stimulants 
Gambling losses 
Gifts 
Repay loans 
Miscellaneous 
(Stationery, l! travelling bags. 
etc. 
4 .  8. 
I I .  
l .  
9.  4 
B. 
1 0. 
13. 0 
I .  1 1 .  
9 6.  
2 .  1 2 
1 9 .  1 0  
5.  1 1 .  
1 0  
1 .  0 .  
I .  14 .  
1 2 .  0 
2. 0 
6. 0 
2. 4. 6 
2. 1 6 .  
1 1 3 .  4 
2 .  
2 .  
l .  
9 .  
1 2 .  
1 4 .  
3 .  
5 .  6 
10 .  0 
1 1  
1 2 .  
1 G .  
2 .  1 .  
4 .  
B .  
5.  4 I I . I 2. B 2. 8 1 6 .  8 2 0 1 5 .  6 2. 1 7 .  4 1 0 .  0 2. 9. 4 1 1 5  4 3. 1 3 .  4 
5.  B B. B 2. 0 6.  6 
I .  1 3 .  B ! I .  1 7 .  6 I 1 .  3 .  
1 0 .  fi I 1 0 .  0 
I I .  
I .  1 4 .  
7 
I .  
I .  
c .  B I  1 0 .  
4 .  4 
2. 6 
4. 0 
4. 0 
7 .  
9 .  6 
3 .  
1 7 .  
2 .  1 :: .  4 I 2. o. o 
I .  1 3 .  4 I 1 1  4 1  9 0 .  0 
I .  0. 0 
4. o I l B .  6 
l 
3. 1 8  
1 5. 4 
3. 1 2  
4 .  
1 3 .  
1 1 .  
1 . 1 3 .  
2. 
1 0 .  
8.  4 
6. 
1 0 .  
1 0 .  0 
0 .  
I .  I .  
I .  
2 .  
2 .  
;:; ,  0 .  0 
3. 2. 
5. 4 
0. 4 
4. B 
3 .  
1 5 .  
2 .  
2 .  B .  
1 6 .  
1 .  14 .  
2 .  4 
2. 1 1 .  
B .  
0 .  
1 .  
I .  0 .  
6.  
3 2 .  0 
1 2 .  
1 7 .  6 I 2. 7. 
5 .  
I .  5 .  0
1 
1 5. 
8.  
I .  0 .  0 6 . 1 1  
1 2 .  
3 .  o I 6. 4 
4. 9 
9. 
5.  1 0 .  
4 1 0. 
1 3 . 
I. 1 6 .  2 
2. 1 5 .  9 
6.  1 1  
1 4 .  4 
I. 7 
4. 
2 .  
2 
3 .  
I .  I I  
I .  5 
4. 2 
1 0 .  I I  
1 6 .  1 0  
2 .  
2 1% 
2% 
1 1 5% J 
B% 
2% 
6% 
1 6% 
2 5% 
3% 
Total �xpenditure [2 2 .  1 2 .  2_r 1. 0. 2 I 1 3 .  1 1 .  6 .  1 3 .  9 .  1 1  6 .  1 6 .  1 .  B .  8 1 1 5. 1 4 .  6 1 1 1 . 1 9 .  a I 6.  2. B 1 1 0 . 14.  o I B. 3 .  1 3 . 1 4 .  6 [ 1 1  I .  B l 3 . 7 .  O 
From Uriri village Single man 
In Tables 1 3 . 1 4 ,  15 and 16 the following definitions apply: 
( 1 )  "Imported" foods include those processed foods and non-alcoholic beverages im­
ported to Kerema from the place of their manufacture and available in local retail 
stores. They include items such as sugar, flour. rice, biscuits, canned meat, 
canned fish, aerated water and canned milk. " Traditional" foods are those 
subsistence foods which are gathered or grown locally. 
(2 )  "Made" clothing includes garments which are bought in  a state ready to  wear, 
e. g. shirts, shorts and dresses. "Unmade" clothing includes all materials bought 
for the purpose of fabricating garments. "Accessories" include items such as 
shoes, belts. and hats 
( 3 )  Household "durable" goods include articles o f  household equipment such a s  kero­
sene stoves, household utensils and mosquito nets as distinct from household 
"consumable " goods. The latter include items such as soap and matches 
(4) Under the heading "stimulants" are included cigarettes, tobacco. betel nut and 
the variety of spicy vegetable materials which are normally chewed in conJunction 
with betel nut. As far as is  known, no person included in the survey of income 
and expenditure bought alcoholic beverages. 
°' 
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Household Income and Expenditure Patterns 
Category 2 - Tapper Households (av. 4. 3 persons per household) 
Income (£, reduced to a four-week equivalent) 
Household number 14 15 16
x 
Av. per Av. per person 
household 
Sale of rubber 2. 13 . 4 2 . 13. 4 2. 13. 4 2 . 13. 4 
Paid work - 3. 4 - -
Sale of produce at market, elsewhere - 1 8. 8 - -
Sale of firewood - - - -
Income from bride price - - - -
Gift - 1 .  o. o - -
Gambling 5 . 4  - - -
Savings Bank withdrawal - - - -
Total income 2. 1 8. 8 4. 15. 4 2. 13 . 4 3. 9. 1 
Income net of rubber project expenses 1 . 13 .  8 4. 0. 4 2 . 13 . 4 2. 15. 9 
Ex?!:nditure {£, reduced to a four-week equivalent) 
Food (imported) 
(traditional) 
Clothing (made) 
(unmade) 
(accessories) 
Household goods (durable) 
(others) 
Kerosene 
Gardening , fishing , house-building 
equipment and supplies etc. 
Stimulants 
Gambling losses 
G ifts 
Repay loans 
Miscellaneous J_statione_!Y_, travellin_g_ bags etc.) 
Total ex?!:nditure 
x Single man 
14. 4 
10. 0 
-
-
-
2 . 0  
2 . 4  
2 . 0  
3 . 4  
-
-
-
-
-
1 . 14. 0 
1 . 1 1 .  8 8. 8 1 8. 3 
8. 0 - 6. 0 
1 .  8 17. 4  6 .4  
5. 10 - ? 
- 3 . 0  ? 
- 2 . 0  1 . 4  
0. 10 1 . 4  1 .  6 
- - ? 
3. 4 1 . 4  2. 8 
0. 8 5 .4  2 . 0  
- - -
1 .  o. 0 - ? 
- - -
- 4. 8 ? 
3. 12. 0 2. 3. 8 2. 9. 1 1  
in sample 
12 .  4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
15. 1 1  
12 . 10 
4. 2 
1 .  5 
1 .  5 
? 
? 
o. 4 
0. 4 
? 
o. 7 
0. 5 
-
? 
-
? 
1 1 .  6 
Expenditure as a 
percentage of 
total expenditure 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
36% 
12% 
} ··· 
} 6% 
-
5% 
4% 
-
-
-
-
-
co 
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Table 15 
Household Income and Expenditure Patterns 
Category 3 - Project Group Leaders' Households (av. 4. 7 persons per household) 
Income (£ , reduced to a four-week equivalent) 
Household number Av. per Av. per 
17 18 1� 20 21 22 23 house- person in 
hold sample 
Sale of rubber 3. o. 2 2. 1 3 . 4  2. 13. 4 - - - - - -
IJ>aid work - - - - - - - - -
Sale of produce at market, 
elsewhere - 3. 6. 8 - 1 .  4 - - - - -
Sale of firewood - - - 2. 13 .  4 - - - - -
Sale of copra - - - 1 .  1 .  4 - - - - -
Gifts - 6. 8 - - 16. 8 1 .  o. o - - -
Gambling. - - - - - - - - - -
Savings Bank withdrawals 2. o. 0 - - - - - - - -
Income net of rubber 
project expenses 5. o. 2 6. 6 . 8 2. 13 . 4- 3. 16 .  0 16. 8 1 .  o. o - 2. 16.  0 1 1 . 1 1  
Ex�nditure (£ 1 reduced to a four-week equivalent} 
Food (imported) 2. 14. 10 1.  4. 1 9. 2 1 .  3. 10  1 1 . 0  6. 8 2. 7. 6 1 .  5. 4 • 5. 4 
(traditional) . 15. 4 15 . 4 - o. 8 -s. o 14. 4 - 7. 8 1 .  7 
Clothing (made) - 1 .  8 - 2 .  8 - - - ? ? 
(unmade) 1 . 12.  0 1 .  5. 8 - 13 .  2 9. 4 - 14. 6 13 .  6 2. 10  
(accessories) 3. 0 - - - - - 2. 8 ? ? 
Household goods (durable) 4. 4 6 . 4  9 .  4 7. 8 - - - 3 . 1 1  0. 10 
(other) 2. 6 2 . 4  0, 10 1. 4 - - - 1 .  0 0. 3 
Kerosene 1 .  0 2 . 0  - 2. 0 - - - ? ? 
Gardening, fishing, house-
building equipment and 
supplies etc. 17. 4 12 . 0 - 2. 0 3. 0 6. 8 - 5. 10 1 .  3 
Stimulants 16. 6 1 7. 0  0. 10 2 .  8 - - 7. 8 6. 5 1 .  4 
Gambling losses - - - - - - - - -
Gifts - - - - - 2 . 0  - ? ? 
Repay loans - - - 6. 8 - - - ? ? 
Miscellaneous (stationery, 
travelling bags etc. ) 1 .  4 1 . 0  - o. 8 - - - ? ? 
Total e�enditure 7. 8. 2 5. 7. 4 1 . 0. 2 3. 3. 4 1 . 1 1 . 4  1 .  9. 8 3. 12 . 4 3. 7. 6 14. 4 
v W; ,.:r"""°' ... 
Expenditure as a 
percentage of 
total expenditure 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
38% 
1 1% 
} 22% 
} 7% 
-
9% 
10% 
-
-
-
-
-
CX:l 
!:...:> 
Household number 24 
Sale of rubber 
Paid work 10.  0 
Sale of produce at market, elsewhere 2 .  0. 0 
Sale of firewood 
Income from bride-price 1 0 .  
Gifts 5. 0 
Gambling 
Savings Bank withdrawals 
Total income I 3. 5. 0 I 
Food (imported) I I {traditional) 
Clothing ( made 
(unmade) 
(accessories) 
Household goods (durable) 
(other) 
Kerosene 
Gardening, fishing, house-building 
equipment and supplies etc. 5. 0 
Stimulants I . 0 
Gambling losses 
Gifts 
Repay loans 
Miscellaneous (stationery, travelling 
bags etc. ) I 
Council tax 2 .  0 .  
Total e xpenditure 2 .  6. 0 I 
Table 16 
Household Income and Expenditure Patterns 
Category 4. - Subsistence Households (av. 8. 0 persons per household) 
25 
4. 0 
16 .  0 
I. 13. 6 I 
2. 13 .  6 I 
2. 3 
6. 0 
1 7 .  6 
8. 6 
I. 14. 3 I 
Income(£ per month) 
26 27 
I .  13 .  0 
14 .  0 9. 0 
2. 7. 0 I 9. 0 
Expenditure {£ 
6. 9 2 .  0 
10 .  0 
0. 6 
3. 0 
I. 0 
3. 0 
I .  
I .  5 .  9 I 2. 0 
28 
4.  JO. o< I ) 
9. 0 
I 4. 19.  0 
per month) 
3. 13 .  6 
1 2 .  0 
4.  u 
2. 9 
I. 6 
8. 0 
I 5. 2. 3 
+ Av. per t household 
2 .  14. 9 I 
16 .  5 
4. 5 
I .  I 
2. I 
4.  8 
4. I 
I 2. 2. 0 
Av. per person 
in sample 
6. 10  
2 .  I 
0. 7 
0. 2 
o. 3 
0. 7 
0. 6 
5. 3 
( 1 )  Estimated cash value of goods contributed by the household head 's eldest sor, who had reg-..ilar work as a local stevedore (see p. 78 ) 
I Expenditure as a percentage of total expenditure 
393 
1 13 
53 
53 
1 13 
1 0 3  
Although the number of households included in the 
survey was s mall, it s eems likely that very few villagers in this 
area remain entirely in the subsistenc e sector of the economy.  
Some of the households had very low cash incomes but the re­
sults of  the survey suggest that,  by taking casual paid work, 
s elling produce at the local market or s elling firewood or 
copra, villagers  can obtain s mall amounts of cash at quite short 
notic e even if they do not have regular employment in the cash 
s ector of the economy.  
Expenditure 
The lower parts of Tables 1 3 , 1 4, 1 5  and 1 6  show 
the cash expenditure per month for all households . In the 
s mallholder households (Table 1 3 ) ,  the expenditure for food, 
both imported and traditional, was just over 2 0  per cent of the 
total expenditure for the category. This c ontrasts with the 
expenditure  patterns in the other three categories ,  which con­
tained the low- income households , where about 50 per cent of 
the total cash expenditure was for various  types of food and 
where food was by far the greatest item of expense .  Although 
food was not the greatest item of expens e  for s mallholder 
households the average amount of cash spent on food per house­
hold per month, £2 . 1 2 .  7 ,  was  much higher than the corres -
ponding expenditure for the other categories ; in these  cate­
gories the figures were :  group leaders ' households £1 . 4 .  3 ,  
tappers ' hou seholds £1 . 1 3 .  0 and subsistenc e households 
£ 1 . 0 .  1 0 .  While the average expenditures on food per house­
hold were almost the same in the last three categories ,  the 
average per pers on per month in the subsistence households ,  
2 I 8d, was very much lower than in either the proj ect group 
leaders ' households , 5 / 7d ,  or in the tappers '  households , 6 / l ld .  
In category 1 purchases  of  clothing acc ounted for 
approximately 1 5  per c ent of total expenditure,  or an average 
of £1. 1 0 .  7 per hous ehold per month. In categories 2 and 3 
money spent on clothing averaged 1 8  per c ent and 2 2  per c ent 
respectively of total expenditure for the categories .  These  are 
slightly higher perc entages than the c orresponding percentage 
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for category 1 but the average cash outlays for c lothing per 
household per month, category 2 ,  9 / 3d, category 3 ,  1 5 / 6d ,  
were very much lower than in category 1 .  In categories 2 and 
3 clothing was the s ec ond greatest item of expense .  Over the 
survey period none of the subsistenc e hou seholds bought clothing.  
In the past thes e  households have not had regular cash income s  
and it was apparent from casual observation that members of 
them possessed few items of imported clothing.  On the other 
hand the heads of the households in the other three categories  
have received regular cash incomes from the Cupisi  proj ect 
during the last three year s .  It  was apparent that they had be ­
come accustomed to buying imported clothing and that they had 
accumulated many article s  of apparel. The average expendi ­
ture  on clothing per person per month for the people in category 
1 was 9 I 4d; for those  in category 2 ,  2 I 2d ;  and for those  in 
category 3, 3 / 2d .  
In  all groups the percentage o f  total expenditure de­
voted to purchasing hous ehold goods was  similar, and the  aver­
age  amounts of  money spent on  these  goods increased roughly 
proportionately to income . The perc entages ranged from 5 per 
c ent to 8 per c ent in the four categories . The households in 
categories 1 ,  2 and 3, all of which have received regular in­
c omes over the last three years,  have accumulated c onsider­
able quantities  of  hou sehold durable goods including cutlery, 
bowls and dishes ,  cooking pots ,  pres sure lamps , kerosene 
stoves and mosquito nets . There were relatively few such 
items in the households in c ategory 4 .  
The hous eholds i n  the low-income categories 2 ,  3 
and 4 spent greater amounts on the average on tools and other 
requisites for gardening, fishing and house -building, than the 
households in category 1 ,  though in all categories  variation in 
expenditure  on these items was high .  
The expenditure per household on stimulants ,  which 
included mainly c igarettes , tobacco and betel nut, was very 
much higher in category 1 ,  average 1 3 / 8d ,  than it was in the 
other categories - category 2, 2 / - ,  category 3, 6 /  5d, and c ate-
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gory 4 .  4/ l d. However, expenditure on such items depended 
to a large extent upon whether some members of the household 
were habitual smokers . It should be noted that at the time of 
the survey Papuans could not easily purchase alcoholic beve­
rages in Kerema . 
Though figures for gambling wins and losses must 
be regarded as indicative rather than precise,  it is  apparent 
that for some of the heads of the smallholder households gamb­
ling was an important source of entertainment and that the 
amounts won and lost were substantial . The people in the low­
income categories  gambled infrequently . 
Only one of the households in the low- income cate­
gories 2 ,  3 and 4, made a gift o f  money to a person outside the 
household .  On the other hand, gifts of money were, on the 
average, the highest single item of expense for the households 
in category 1 .  For this category as a whole, 2 5  per c ent of all 
expenditure was in the form of cash gifts to people outside the 
household of the donor . Unfortunately, records of gifts were 
confined to gifts of money; gifts in kind were not recorded .  
Table 1 7 (a)  shows the total amounts of money spent 
over a six-week period by each category of households ,  on 
goods purchased from retail stores  or  trading ships selling im­
ported foods .  The c orresponding expenditures on goods bought 
at the market are given in Table 1 7 (b ) .  Where details of the 
expenditure within a household were recorded over a four-week 
period, the expenditure for each item listed has been multiplied 
by a factor of 1 .  5 to make it equivalent to expenditure over a 
six-week period. 
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Food 
Sugar 
Rice 
Flour 
Bread( ! )  
Biscuits 
Canned fish 
Canned meat 
Cooking oils 
Frozen meat 
Milk powder 
Condensed milk 
Canned fruit 
Sweets 
Jellies 
Aerated water 
Tea 
Baking powder 
Clothes 
Made 
Unmade 
Shoes 
Accessories 
H I hold soods 
Utensils 
Kerosene lamps, stoves 
Mosquito nets 
Soap 
Matches 
Toilet goods 
Kerosene 
Tools and E9uie:ment 
Building tools 
Nails and building supplies 
Garden tools 
Hunting and fishing 
equipment 
Stimulants 
Cigarettes 
Ready-rubbed tobacco 
Twist tobacco 
Miscellaneous 
Travelling bags 
Wallets and purses 
Umbrellas 
Stationery 
Toys 
Table 17(a) 
Expenditure on Items Purchased from Retail Stores and Trading Ships 
( Six -week period or six-week equivalent) 
Category I ( 1 3  H/ holds/ Category 2 (3 H/ holds) Category 3 (7 H/ holds) 
� Per H/ hold Total Per H/hold � Per H/ hold 
£ £ . • • d. £ £ • B. d. £ £ . • . d. 
8 .  8 .  6 12 . 1 1t 1 1 .  0 3 .  8 2. 15.  0 7. 10 
7. 10.  0 1 1 .  6t I I .  0 3 .  8 2.  7 .  0 6 .  at 
3 .  7 .  6 5 .  2 - - - -
2. 1 6 .  6 4. 4 1 6 .  0 5 .  4 ! .  a . 3 4. ot 
6. 14.  9 10.  4t 7 .  0 2 .  4 !. la. 6 5 .  6 
6. 9. 0 9. 1 1  6 .  0 2 .  0 ! .  6 .  0 3 .  at 
6. 17 .  0 10. 6t 4.  6 I .  6 2 . 13.  3 7 .  7 
9. 0 o. 8 - - - -
6.  6 0 .  6 !. 0. 0 6. 8 - -
4.  0 0. 4 - - - -
7 .  6 o. 7 - - 2 .  6 0. 4 
2 .  9 0. 2t - - - -
1 3 .  0 ! .  0 o. 9 o .  3 7 .  9 ! .  I 
2.  6 0. 2t - - - -
! .  9 .  0 2 .  3 ! .  9 o. 7 5 .  0 0. at 
7. 6 o. 7 4. 0 I .  4 2.  6 o. 4 
- - - - - -
14. 14.  0 ! .  2 .  ?t  ! .  8 .  6 9 .  9 6. 6 0. 1 1  
8.  6. 0 1 2 .  9 8 .  9 2. 1 1  7 .  2.  0 !. 0. 3t 
5. 1 5 .  6 s. 1ot - - - -
18.  0 ! .  4t 4.  6 ! .  6 8. 3 I .  2 
3. 15.  9 5.  10 6. 0 2 .  0 !. 10 .  6 4. 4 
8. 15.  0 1 2 .  8 - - 1 ! .  0 ! .  7 
2.  0.  0 3 .  I - - - -
I. 10.  9 2 .  4t ! .  3 0 .  5 7 .  3 ! .  ot 
18.  6 ! .  5 I .  6 o .  6 3 .  3 0. 5! 
I .  5 .  0 !. 1 1  4 .  0 ! .  4 - -
4. 13. 0 7 .  2 3 .  0 ! .  0 7 .  6 ! .  I 
- - - - - -
10.  6 0.  10 1 2 .  0 4 .  0 1 2 .  0 !. at 
5.  0 0. 4t - - 1 5 .  0 2 .  2 
2 .  0 0. 2 - - 1 .  8. 6 4. I 
7 . 14.  9 I I .  1 1  7 .  0 2.  4 5 .  3 0. 9 
!. 12.  0 2 .  Sf - - 10.  0 I .  7 
2 .  9 .  0 3 .  9 I .  0 0 .  4 I .  7 .  0 3. 1 0  
2 .  1 0 .  6 3 . 1ot - - - -
12.  6 O. l lt - - - -
2.  6.  9 3 .  7 - - - -
15.  9 1 .  3 7 .  0 2 .  4 - -
9 .  6 0. 9 - - 5 .  0 o.  at 
Category 4 (5 H/ holds) 
Total Per H/ hold 
£ £ .  s. d. 
!. 5 .  6 5. 1 
1 2 .  0 2 .  5 
3 .  0 0. 7 
15 .  0 3 .  0 
I .  1 9 .  9 7. 1 1t 
1 2 .  9 2. 6t 
7 .  6 ! .  6 
- -
- -
- -
3 .  9 0. 9 
3 .  0 o .  7 
I .  0 0. 2t 
- -
5 .  3 I .  ot 
3 .  9 0. 9 
3 .  0 0. 7 
- -
- -
- -
- -
6 .  9 ! .  4 
- -
- -
!. 1 1  o. 4t 
0. 5 o.  1 
6. 0 ! .  2t 
15 .  9 3 .  2 
- -
10.  6 2.  1 
I .  4.  9 4. 1 1 t 
- -
10.  6 2. 1 
- -
14. 3 2. 10 
- -
- -
- -
- -
2 .  9 0 .  6f 
( 1 )  Some of  th e  bread was bought from local bakeries and from the market, but as bread is an item of non -traditional food it has 
been included in this list. 
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Sago 
Taro 
Com 
Other vegetables 
Bananas 
Other fresh fruits 
Meat 
Fish & shellfish 
Betel nut & pepper 
Table 17  (b) 
Expenditure on Items Purchased at the Kerema Market (six-week period or six-week equivalent) 
Category 1 (13 H/holds) Category 2 (3 H/holds) Category 3 (7 H/holds) Category 4 
Total Per H/hold Total Per H/hold Total Per H/hold Total 
£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 
2. 16.  0 4. 4 1 .  o. 0 6. 8 2. 10. 0 7. 2 1 .  7. 0 
1 1 .  0 0. 10 - - 8. 6 1 .  2! 3. 0 
- - - - 1 .  0 o. 2 -
- - - - 4. 0 o. 7 -
- - - - 6. 0 0. 10 -
15. 9 1 .  2! 5. 0 1 .  8 2. 0 o. 3! 3. 0 
- - 2. 0 o. 8 - - -
1 9. 0 1 .  5! - - 8. 0 1 .  2 -
1 .  5. 6 1 . 1 1! 1 .  0 o. 4 1 .  1 .  0 3. 0 6. 0 
(5 H/holds) 
Per H/hold 
£ 
5 .  5 
o. 7 
-
-
-
o. 7 
-
-
1 .  2 
A list, which is  very nearly exhaustive, of goods 
available in Kerema stores but not purchased during the survey 
period by members of households included in the survey is 
given below . 
Food 
Oatmeal 
Canned hams 
Canned vegetable s  ( 1 0  kinds )  
Canned soups 
Jams (7 kinds )  
Savoury spreads (3  kinds )  
Clothes etc . 
Sheets 
Towels 
Blankets 
Socks 
Household goods 
Mosquito repellants 
Soap powders 
Starch 
Floor polish 
Shoe polish 
Toilet paper 
Brooms 
Miscellaneous 
Hand tools (limited assortment) 
Shotguns 
Fish nets 
Bicycle tube s  and tyres  
Suitcases  ( 3  ranges ) 
Portable radios 
Powdered chocolate beverages 
(3  kinds ) 
Instant c offee  
Sauces (2  kinds ) 
Fruit juice s  
Canned cheese 
Pillow cases 
Tie s  
Hats 
Beads, brac elets etc . 
Petrol irons 
Torches 
Torch batteries 
Mirrors 
Thermos flasks 
Metal pails 
Sewing machines  
Cameras 
Photographic films 
Guitars 
Clocks 
Watches 
Items such as bicycles and outboard motors are not 
stocked locally and must be ordered through a r etail store or 
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purchased direct from Port Moresby .  There are a few out ­
board motors and bicycles in  the local villages ,  but none was 
owned by people included in the household surveys . 
It is clear from an examination of Table 1 7 (a )  that 
the bulk of the money spent on imported foods was u sed to buy 
starchy foods ,  principally sugar, ric e, flour, bread and bis ­
cuits .  In terms of calories  which can be  purchased per unit of 
expenditure sugar, rice and flour are the cheapest imported 
starchy foods which could have been bought . Bread and biscuits 
are slightly more expensive . After starchy foods,  the most 
important imported foods purchased were canned fish  and can­
ned meat and the households included in the survey bought 
mainly the lower-priced brands . The cost  per  unit of protein 
of thes e  foods is probably lower than that of any other available 
imported protein food. Expenditure on foods ,  such as proce s ­
s e d  milk, canned fruits and condiments ,  which would perhaps 
be  regarded by Papuans as luxuries ,  was relatively low. More­
over, in  r elation to  the stocks held in  the loc al stores ,  the 
range of luxury foods bought was not great .  
The households included in  the survey spent more 
money at  the market on sago than on any other food available 
there, see  Table 1 7 (b ) ,  although in relation to expenditure on 
imported starchy foods the amount was low. In terms of the 
number of calories which can be bought per unit of expenditure 
sago is by far the cheapest food available in Kerema (see  Table 
1 8 ) .  Considering that the villagers are probably searching for 
variety in their diets ,  the pattern of food buying shows a high 
degree  of rationality: they tend to buy cheap starchy foods and 
cheap protein foods disregarding, to a large extent, the avail ­
able "luxury" items . ( 1 )  
( 1 )  For a description of the Kerema market and the economic behaviour of individuals 
in the market see Hogbin (1964). 
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Table 1 8  
Number of Calories which c an b e  Purchased for 1 / -
for Main Starchy Food s  Available at Kerema (1)  
Sago 
Taro 
Bananas 
Market 
6 , 02 0 
3 , 0 1 0  
2 ,  5 6 0  
cals . 
I I  
I I  
Co-op. and Trade Store s  
Flour 
Sugar 
White ric e 
2 ,  1 0 0  cals .  
1 , 82 9  I I  
1 ,  58 0 I I  
In  general, the items of  clothing bought were s imple 
and servic eable .  Expenditure on luxury items such as beads , 
brac elets and necklace s  was extremely low, though they were 
available in one of the stores .  Similarly, the household goods 
and tools and equipment bought w ere ,  in general, the type of 
item which would (a )  reduc e  the time spent on traditional activi ­
ties ,  e .  g. pressure kerosene stoves ,  kerosene,  or (b)  s implify 
traditional activities ,  e .  g. fishing equipment, nails ,  garden 
tools or ( c )  increase personal comfort e .  g. mosquito nets ,  
umbrellas . The expenditure on cigarettes ,  tobacc o, aerated 
water and some toilet goods was relatively high and could be 
considered as luxury expenditure .  
I t  might be expected that, with increased incomes ,  
villagers would buy non-traditional building materials and fit ­
tings for their dwellings, but in fact  only a few fittings such as 
nails ,  hinges ,  locks and bolts w ere commonly incorporated into 
the buildings . Very little non-traditional c onstruction material 
is used, though the buildings have refinements of c onstruction 
made poss ible by the us e of non- traditional carpentry tools . 
Non-traditional construction materials cannot be readily bought 
in Kerema . The women ' s  clubs in Siviri and Karaeta have 
improved fresh water supplie s  in the villages ,  but in each case  
water can be drawn from only one point in the village . No in­
dividual included in the survey had :made a s erious attempt to 
improve either his freshwater supply or toilet fac ilities .  
( 1 )  The calorific values of these foods have been taken from Platt ( 1945) .  Platt also 
gives for each type of food, a figure for the percentage, by weight, of food bought 
which is wasted in preparing it for cooking. Allowances for such wastage have 
been taken into account in the figures presented in this table . 
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CHAPTER 5 
ACTIVITY PATTERNS 
Survey objectives and methods 
In order to examine the way in which the labour 
resources of the villages associated with the Cupisi  project 
were utilized and the way in which the project had affected 
activity patterns, two four -week surveys of time usage were 
conducted .  The people included in the surveys were the able ­
bodied adult members of the households covered in the income 
and expenditure surveys . The survey periods and the t:lmes 
at  which and conditions under which the daily interviews were 
conducted were the same as those for the income and expendi ­
ture surveys, except that the earlier survey period covered 
four weeks ( 2 5  February 1 9 63 to 24 March 1 9 6 3 )  compared with 
s ix weeks for the first income and expenditure survey. The 
people interviewed were asked to state how they had spent the 
day and to estimate the time s at which they had started and 
finished each activity in which they had participated .  The nee d  
t o  rely on informants to estimate time s undoubtedly places a 
limit on the value of the survey, but despite this, it does 
provide some indication of the activity patterns of the people . 
For the purpose of comparing activity patterns the 
men have been divided into four categories .  The first cate gory 
comprising the eleven Cupola block licensees  and the two 
station area tappers  will be referred to as the "smallholder 
cate gory " and the second cate gory comprising the four Ipisi 
block tappers will be referred to as the "tapper category " . 
The third cate gory included the seven project  group leaders ,  
and the fourth the five heads of  subsistence households . The 
wives and other adult female dependents of the men included in 
the survey have been placed into four categories corre sponding 
to the categories to which the head of their household belongs . 
The activitie s of an adult male depend to some 
extent upon his marital status and the housing and accommoda ­
tion arrange ments which he has made . A s  there is  consider ­
able variation in these  factors,  both within and between groups 
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( see Table 1 9 ) , the inter - cate gory comparisons have some short ­
comings . It should also be noted that there are differences in 
the age compositions of the cate gorie s .  Except for one man who 
was about 35 ,  all the smallholder s  and tappers  were under 3 0  
years o f  age .  The project group leaders and the five heads of 
subsistence households, on the other hand, ranged in approxi ­
mate age from 35  to 5 5 .  
A s  it was found that activities relevant to the 
survey rarely occupied more than ten hours for any one person 
in a day, the calculations have been based on a ten -hour day. 
Where a person was absent from his normal residence for 
more than one day, for example on sago -making and gardening 
trips to place s distant from the village s,  it was neces sary to 
e stimate times spent on various activi tie s .  If a person was 
a way making sago for four days he was credited with six hours 
sago -harve sting and four hours leisure for each day, or a total 
of 2 4  hours sago -harvesting and 1 6  hours le isure . 
Commercial cropping activitie s 
Commercial cropping activities  have been divided 
into those as sociated with the Cupisi  proje ct, and others ;  the 
latter included the selling of vegetables at the market .  Table 
2 0  shows that the smallholders were oc cupied on activities 
associated with the Cupisi project for an average of 3 4 .  5 hours 
per man per week - range 2 4 .  8 to 39 . 1 hour s .  Of this time 
an average of 3 3 .  6 hours was devoted to tapping, processing 
( including collecting firewood for the smokehouse) ,  and 
marketing the crop . During the month only seven of  the 
thirteen men carried out tree maintenance work in the blocks 
of mature rubber and this accounted for an average of 0 .  8 
hours per man per week . Only two men worked in the block 
of new rubber trees  and their labour for this activity totalled 
four hours .  Labour investment for future expansion of the 
project was therefore negligible for the men in this cate gory. 
However, some of the smallholders were making subsistence 
gardens adjacent to the new block of  rubber and claimed that 
they will plant rubber when the se gardens have been harve sted .  
Thus labour investment may be  higher than the figures 
suggest .  
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Table 19 
Summary of Marital Status and Housing and Accommodation Arrangements of the 
Men Included in the Activity Pattern Survey 
Housing and accommodation 
Adult Male Marital Lives permanently in house Lives mainly in house for tappers at Cupola but for 
some of the time in house 
number Status 
at owned by with at owned by with 
1 M Siv self (i) nf. 
(ii)  Fa n. + 
2 M Siv self (i)  n.  f. 
(ii) Wi Br n. f. 
3 M Siv self n. f. 
4 M Siv self n. f. 
5 M Siv Br (i) n , f. 
(ii) Br n. f. 
6 M Siv Fa (i) n. f. 
(ii) Fa n. f. 
7 M Siv Fa ( i )  n. f. 
(ii) Fa n. f. 
8 s Kar Fa Fa n. f. 
9 s Kar Fa Fa n. f. 
10 M Ur self n. f. 
1 1  s Ur Fa Fa n. f. 
12 M Cup Admin n. f. 
13 M Ur Fa (i) n. f. 
(ii) Fa p. f. 
14 M Siv self n. f. 
15 M Siv self n. f. 
16 s Siv Fa Fa n. f. + 
17 M Siv So (i) n .  f. + 
(ii) So n. f. * 
18  M Siv self n. f. 
19 w Siv Si Hu Si Hu n. f. 
20 M Siv# self n. f. 
2 1  M Kar self n . f. 
22 M Kar self n. f. 
23 M Ur self (i) p. f. 
(ii )  So n. f. * 
24 M Siv self n. f. + 
25 M Siv self n. f. 
26 M Siv Si Hu (i) n. f. 
(ii) Si Hu n. f. 
27 M Siv self n. f. + 
28 M Siv self n. f. + 
M Married Siv Siviri n. f. nuclear family 
s Single Kar Karaeta p.  f. polygamous family 
w Widower Ur Uriri n.  f. + nuclear family plus others 
Fa father, \Vi wife, So son, Br = Brother, Hu = Husband 
AbovE> symbols combined e. g. Si Hu n. f. = Siste r 1 s  Husband ' s  nuclear family 
* Son is a smallholder 
This man has a l\lurua Land Settlement Scheme block and he sometimes takes his family to live there for short periods. 
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Table 20 
Activity Patterns 
Hours occupied by various activities of smallholders and tappe rs, together with hours of commercial cropping labour ass1stance 
(four-week pe riod 25 / 2/63 -24 /3 /63) 
I Cupola block licensees and Kerema station block tappe r s  l p 1 s i  block tappers 
Adult male no. 
!commercial cropping - Cup1si rubber project ) Tapping and processing 
1 Collecting factory firewood 
Selling rubber 
Maintain i n g  producing trees 
Planting & maintaining young trees 
I 
I 1108 1 1 1 9  
s t  4 !  
7 7 
I l 
I 
1 3 1  98 
lot 
129 1 127 
7! 4!  
7i 10 1 1  
sO l  j gC l l  1 0  l 1 10l 1 12 I 13 
I 
I 
122 1 120 1 1 3 1  1 126 1 126 1 1 2 1  z t  1 1 t  1 1 t  st  1 1  12  
lO! 10  9 !  4 I st 5 4 18 9 
88 
Total 
1 546 
99 
104! 
40 
Av. per I 1 4  
person 
per w k .  
29 .  7 1 125 
l .  9 5 
2 .  0 3 
0. 8 10  
0 .  l 
15 I 16( UJ Total IA v. per person 
per week 
r26I 1 1 2  _363 1 30. 
1 t  13t l .  
3 9 0 . 
16 1  st  32! 2 .  7 
3 3 0. 2 
!sub-total T123J I 130Jl 149Jl 141 I 143J i 1 1 1  I 135 I 146J I 156 I 156J l 154J I 1 4 1  I 99 1 793! 34. 5 I 1 43 152 1 126 I 42 1 I 35 . l 
Commercial c ropping other than Cupisi rubber 
lproject (Sub-total) 
Paid work (Sub -total) 
Subsistence activities 
Subsistence gardening, sago harvesting 
Hunting and fishing 
Gathering wild foods and fuel, harvesting food 
trees other than sago 
House construction, canoe building 
Sub-total 
'.'\on-productive activities 
Social obligations 
Religions 
Council \o,:ork 
Sick 
Leisure ( residual category) 
47 
5 
56 
25 
36 
n s t l  i ��� 
25 26 
28 36 
: I 102!1_ 97 
39 
43 
93� 
15 
15  
5 7  
9 7  !Sub
-
total ··----- ____ _J 10�_1_12_Jj 102i l _9_7_ I 93) 154 
TOTAL I 2so I 200 1 280 280 1zso 2so 
lj�as s i stance Cupis1 project (paid) 1 
1 Rdat10nsh1p of labourer to employer 
I 
Tapp1
.
n �  �rocess111g
.
'
.
collecting firewood 
J'vlainta1111ng producmg trees 
Plantmg � maintaimng young trees 
Sub-total 
Labour as�i !-'ta"ce Cupisi project (unpaid) 
Relations hiµ of labourer to licensee or tapper 
Tapping, processing, collecting firewood 
Maintaining producing trees 
w 
43 
w 
50 
B 
4 
w I w sst 20 
WB 1 1 1�; 
1 1ot 
w / w 
2 2 }  28 
18! 
l �t ' 
2 }  
37 � 
10 I 
17 
!H}  1 16! 
20 
29 
95 
23! I 37 
23!-l 44 
100 78 � 
2 7  17 
20 
31 37 
12 
309 
sot 
40} 
4 1 6  
15  
6 .  
I .  2 
0. l 
0. 7 
8. 0 
0. 3 
3! 3!  0 .  
33 33 1  1 8  8 4  7 .  0 
1 1  1 1  0 .  9 
44 33 1  18 95 7. 9 
10  14  l .  2 
60 I 162 I 3. l I - I 
4 1 14 I 18 I I. 5 96 I 84 1253! I 24 .  1 79� g 1 i 1s 2sst 24 .  o 
�:_t l  13� I 95 1 10�
-
I s 1 .� 108 144 143ot 2 7 .  5 1 s9t 951 136  32ot 2s. 7 
2so 1280 1280 1280 l2so 2so 2so 3640 10 . o 230 2so 2so 840 10 o 
w I ta 44 15 
C2 IC2 124 16 
124 I - I 16 
w 
34 
w 
1 8 !  
254} 
254t 
333! 
4 . 9 
4. 9 
6. 4 
w 
7 
3 
: j 
-1 
w 
10  1 7  
3 6 
l .  
0. ;, 
Planting & maintaining young trees 
1Sub-total 
1----
TOTAL hours of labour assistance 
o. l l l I 0. l 
m =--r49f� 5s, 20 22f8st-_4�-15 _ __ -t-J4�J----:--t-Ts, 339, 6 . 5  1 1  13 - ' 2_4_1 _ _2_-_0� 49i 5o l 5sJ  24 22J  1381t 44l1 5i 124 h4 fii i-=-ilsJ 594 1 1 . 4  1 1 1 -13f--l 24 i 2 . 0  
( 1 )  Single Man W = Wife B = Brother C 2  = Cousin twice removed. 
c.o 
c:.n 
Adult male no. 
Commercial cropping_ - C'!!'i•i rubber project 
Tapping and processing 
Collecting factory firewood 
Selling rubber 
Maintaining producing trees 
Planting and maintaining young trees 
� 
Commercial croerinl other than Cueisi rubber 
eroject (Sub-total 
Paid work (Sub-total) 
Subsistence activities 
Subsistence gardening, sago harvesting 
Hunting and fishing 
Gathering wild foods and fuel, harvesting food trees 
House construction, canoe building 
!Sub-total 
Non-productive activities 
Social obligations 
Religions 
Council work 
Sick 
Leisure (residual category) 
Sub-total 
� 
Labc.ur assistance Cueisi e:roject (une!;id) 
Relationship of labourer to employer 
Planting and maintaining young trees 
( 1 )  Widower W = Wife 
17 18 191U 
- - 4 
- - -
18 8 -
- 8 3 
53 41 25 
7 1  57 32 
- - -
- - -
49 40 35 
4 - -
- -
- 12 26 
53 52 61 
10 20 14 
- - -
- 4 10 
10 10 40 
136 137 123 
156 171  187 
280 280 280 
w w -
4 25 -
Table 21 
Activity Pattern11 
Project group leaders 
20 2 1  2 2  2 3  
- - - I -I - - - -
- - - -
2 8 7! -
18 - - 19 
20 8 7! 19 
128 - - - J 
- - - -
16 41t 38! 100 
- - 6 -
- - - -
27 58 9 1  4 
43 99! 135t 104 
10 10 12 13 
10 - - -
- 4 7 -
- 20 10 -
69 138! 108 144 
89 172! 137 157 
280 280 280 280 
w - - -
4 - - -
Heade of subsistence household• 
Total Av. per H 25 26 27 28 Total Av. per 
person peraon 
per week per wee� 
! 
4 0. 1 - l - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
26 0 . 9  - i - - - - - -28! I .  0 - I - - - - -
156 5 .  6 10 ! 20 - 1 - - 30 I. 5 
2 14! 7. 6 10 20 I - - - 30 I. 5 
r I I I 128 ? - 4 i 6 I - 2! 12! 0 6 
- - 23 4 17 2 1  - 65 3 . 3  
i 
320 1 1 .  4 82 I 33 51 72 44! 282! 14. l 
10 0. 4 - 23 - I - - 23 I. 2 - - - - - i - - - -218  7 . 8  29 27 54 25 - 135 6. 8 
548 19.  6 1 1 1  83 105 97 44f 440! 22.  l 
89 3.  2 9 - I
� I 
8 - 3 1  I .  5 
10 0 . 3  - - - - - -
25 0 . 9  17 - 14 - - 31  I .  5 
90 3. 2 20 10 10 - 20 60 3 . 0  
855f 30. 6 90 159 1 14 154 2 13 730 36. 5 
1069! 38. 2 136 169 152 162 233 852 42. 5 
1960 70. 0 280 280 280 280 280 1400 70. 0 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
CD 
0) 
Women dependent on adult male no. 
Commercial croeeinl. - Cueisi rubber E:roject 
Tapping and processing 
Collecting factory firewood 
Se Hing rubber 
Maintaining producing trees 
Planting and maintaining young trees 
� 
Commercial croeeinS: other than cueisi rubber 
eroject (Sub-total) 
Paid work (Sub-total ) 
Subsistence activities 
Subsistence gardening, sago harvesting 
Fishing 
Gathering wild foods and fuel and harvesting 
food trees 
House construction 
� 
Non-productive activities 
Social obligations 
Religion 
Council work 
Sick 
Domestic &. leisure (residual category} 
Sub�total 
� 
1 
39 
4 
-
-
6 
49 
-
-
3 1  
5 
-
-
36 
-
-
-
1t 
193! 
195 
280 
Table 22 
Activity Patterns 
Hours occupied by activities of adult females (four·week period) 
Wives of smallholders 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
50 56 20 21 28 44 -
- 2t - 1t - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - -
50 set 20 221 28 44 -:; � -
·;: 
.. - - - - - - -
c .. .. - - - - - - !!. -
·= 
"" .., .., c .., 
1ot .. .. > .. - 9 - 4 6 ·� .: - .: -9 16 - 13 4 9 .. .. " .. -� � • e .D e 
2 1 3 1 - - 0 0 z 0 -
- - - - - - z z � z -.. 
c 
1 1  26 3 18 14! 15 .c "i -
� 
� 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
5 - - 70 - 36 30 
214  195! 257 169! 237! 185 250 
2 19 195! 257 239! 237! 221 280 
280 280 280 280 280 280 280 
Wives of tappers 
13 Total Av. pe r  14 15 16 Total Av. per 
person person 
per week per week 
14 272 7.  6 7 10 17 2 . 1 
4! 12! 0. 3 1 - 1 0. 1 
- - - - - - -
- - - 3 3 6 0. 8 
- 6 o. 2 - - - -
1at 290! 8. 1 1 1  1 3  24  3 .  0 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
.., 
9 1! 2�! .. 43t 31  2. 5 19 .: 5. 4 6 62 I .  7 79 42 .. 1 2 1  15 .  1 � 
- 7 0. 2 4 2 0 6 0. 8 - - - 4 - z 4 o. 5 
37 160! 4 . 4  106 68} 174t 2 1 .  8 
- - - 10 10 20 2. 5 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
40 182! 5. 1 20 20 40 5.  0 
184! 1886! 52. 4 133 168� 301!  37 .  7 
224! 2069 57. 5 163 198� 3 6 1 !  4 5 .  2 
280 2520 70. 0 280 280 560 70. 0 
CD 
-l 
Table 23 
Activity Patterns 
Hours occueied b:£ activities of adult females (four-week E!riod) 
Wives of project group leaders 
Women depende n t  on adult male no. 1 11 I 18 I 19] 20 T 2 1  I 22-j 230� Totall Av. per 
person 
I I I I --, , - ,  
Commercial croeeinS - Cue;isi rubber pr�ject 
Tapping and processing 
Collecting factory firewood 
Selling rubber 
�--: I �U--� : 1-M� Maintaining producing trees Planting and maintaining young trees � 
Commercial croEEing: other than CuEisi rubber l 
Eroject (Sub -total) � � 41 + · I Paid work !Sub-total) T . - - - ---_- - , !subsistence activities 
Subsistence gardening. sago harvesting 33 25 � 7 32! 
Fishing 34 32 � • 33 
Gathering wild foods and ruel and harvesting 0 
food trees . 3 .,, . . 
House construction . . ;i: 15t 22 
LSub-total 67 60 22t 8 7 !  
! Non-productive activities 
Social obligations . 10 20 1 0  
Religions . . 14  1 4  
Council work . 4 8 s !  
Sick 20 30 20 
Domestic & leisure ( residual category) 189 151 170! 142 
lSub -total 209 195 212t 192! 
[TOTAL 280 280 280 280 
(1)  2 wives W = wife D = dependent 
: I 
20 1 3 1  
3 8  49 
. . 
34 4 
92 184 
12 6 
8 . 
9 . 
10 40 
149 330 
188 376 
280 560 
per week 
I I 
8 0. 3 
2 5  0.  9 
33 I. 2 
I 
41 
I 
I. 5 
I 
248t 8. 9 
186 6 .  6 
3 0. I 
7 5! 2. 7 
5 1 3  1 8 .  3 
58 2 .  l I 
3 6  I .  3 
27! I .  0 
120 4. 2 
1 1 3 1! 40. 4 
1373 49. 0 
1960 70. 0 
Wives and adult female dependents of heads of subsistence households 
w w D w D w D D w D D Total Av. pe r  
2 4  25 25 26 26 27 27 27 28 28 28 person 
per we�� 
I 
- I . I 10 I · I  - I . I - I - I ut l 1s I - I 1oot 2. 3 
36 22! Jot 48 S i t 46 69 9 1  . 44 50 498t I I .  3 . 39 23 5 0  30 3 lt 38 3 1  32 22 81 377! 8. 6 
1 1  . I . . . . . . . . 1 2  0.  3 . . . 1 7  2 . 7 7 . 1 4  6 5 3  I .  2 
47 61 ! 54! 1 1 5  I 93! 77! 1 1 4  129 32 80 137 941 21. 4 
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All except two of the smallholders rece ived labour 
assistance ,  either paid or unpaid, averaging 1 1 .  4 hours per 
man per week, with a range of 0 to 3 9 . 5 for the cate gory ( se e  
bottom column of Table 2 0 ) .  Of the ten unpaid as sistants nine 
were wives of the smallholders  and one was a half-brother of 
his employer .  Each of the four paid assistants was quite 
closely related to his employer, one being his employer ' s 
brother, another his employer ' s  wife ' s  brother and the remain­
ing two being cousins twice removed of the ir re spective 
employers . Most assistants worked spasmodically . The 
women ' s  work was restricted mainly to cleaning proce ssing 
equipment and latex buckets .  However, two paid assistants 
re gularly assisted their employers with tapping and processing.  
One spent an average of 27 hours per week on thi s work and 
the other 3 1  hours . Together they contributed approximately 
9 0  per cent of the paid labour recorded for the cate gory during 
the month . Where smallholders re gularly re ceived substantial 
amounts of labour assistance it is unlikely that both the em­
ployer and the assistant were fully occupied during the time 
which they spent tapping and processing, or that output 
increased proportionately with labour inputs . For this reason 
there were probably substantial variations in output per unit of 
labour within the cate gory . On the other hand, gross returns 
could almost ce rtainly have been increased if smallholders  had 
arranged to have the trees in their licence areas tapped on six 
days a week instead of five or les s  as was the case at the time 
of the survey.  This could have been done , for example, under 
a system whereby the smallholder worked for five days and an 
assistant for one day of each week.  
During the survey period the smallholders and 
their assistants spent a total of 2 ,  3 7 7  hours tapping, pro ­
cessing and selling rubber and maintaining the mature tree s .  
Total output for the period was approximately 2 ,  5 00  lb . of dry 
rubber or 1 .  1 lb . per hour of labour .  At the time of the survey 
the Department of Agriculture paid approximately 2 4td per 
pound for R. S. S .  No . 2 grade rubbe r .  Out o f  this ,  the Cupola 
licensees  paid ld per pound of dry rubber for use of the 
Department ' s  equipment and 2d per pound as rent for the tree s  
i n  their se ctions . There were further cash expenses  involved 
in buying factory mate rials .  Price s for other grades of 
rubber were slightly lower .  Therefore , the average return, 
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net of all cash costs except the cost of hiring assistants, to the 
Cupola licensees  was approximately 2 0d per pound of dry 
rubber .  The approximate output of dry rubber was 1 .  1 lb . per 
hour of labour input so that the return per hour of  labour 
input was approximately 2 2d .  This is equivalent to £ 2 .  1 3 .  4 
for a 40 -hour working week . 
The three tappers  included in the survey we re 
occupied on Cupisi  project activitie s for 3 5 .  1 hours per man 
per week, which compare s closely with 3 4 .  5 hours for the 
smallholders . Compare d  with the latter category the lpisi 
tappers  spent less time on marketing, 0 .  8 hours per man per 
week, and more on plantation maintenance work - 2 .  7 hours 
per man per week . Tappers  invested very little labour for 
expansion of the project .  The wives of two of the tapper s  
assiste d  the ir husbands with tapping and proce ssing for small 
amounts of time . 
The proj e ct group leaders spent an average of 7 .  6 
hours per man per week, with a range of 2 to 1 8 ,  on activities 
associated with the Cupisi project ( see Table 2 2 ) .  Most of  this 
time was spent on planting and maintaining the new block of 
rubber but from my observations it seems likely that the 
labour input was not intensive . Two of these men spent a total 
of 2 6  hours over the survey period discussing, or waiting to 
discuss ,  with authorities a proposal to market the rubber from 
the project through the Kerema Bay Co -operative Society .  
Three of  the wives of  the group leaders assisted their husbands 
with work in the new block of rubber, one contributing 2 5  hours 
and the other four hours over the month . 
Two of the heads of subsistence households spent 
between them 3 0 hours over the month working in the new block 
of rubber .  The other three did not work in the block .  This 
gives some indication of the rate at which villagers ,  other than 
group leaders ,  smallholders and tappers,  were investing their 
labour in the project .  The wive s of the heads of the subsis ­
tence households did not participate in any commercial cropping 
activities during the period of the survey (see  Table 2 3 ) .  
In general, the people included in the survey spent 
very little time on commercial cropping activities other than 
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those associated with the Cupisi project .  The group leader 
who has been allocated land at the Murua Land Settlement 
Scheme, spent an average of 32  hours per week at his block 
and his wife spent an average of ten hours per week making 
copra . Four other people spent a total of 1 6  hours selling 
produce at the market .  Some labour was required to harvest 
this produce ,  but it  could not be separated from labour for 
subsistence gardening.  Furthermore, a minor amount of the 
produce of the subsistence gardens cultivated at the time of the 
survey may subsequently be sold at the market and therefore 
an indeterminate amount of the gardening labour inputs shown 
in the table s was in fact labour for commercial cropping. 
Paid work 
During the survey period four of the five heads of 
the subsistence households obtained paid work . Paid work 
averaged 3 .  3 hours per man per week for the cate gory-range 
0 to 5 .  8 hours . Three of the four men claime d that they en ­
gaged in this work mainly to earn money to pay council taxes 
which were due at that time . In fact they s pent a large pro ­
portion of their cash incomes on other items ( see Table 1 6 ) .  
The daughter of one o f  the subsistence household heads started 
work as a domestic servant in the final week of the survey 
period . She claimed to have been at the house of her e mployer 
for 70 hours during the week . The wife of anothe r of the 
subsistence household heads and another woman living in the 
same household spent an average of 2 .  3 hours per week 
colle cting firewood which they sold to people around Ke rema 
station ( see Table 2 3 ) .  Apart from the se people , no others 
in the survey categories undertook paid work during the survey 
period.  
Subsistence activities 
The survey showed that the smallholders and 
tappers devoted considerably le s s  time to all types of subsis ­
tence activities ,  an average of 8 .  0 hours per man per week, 
than either the project group leaders ,  an average of 1 9 . 5 hours 
pe r man per week, or the heads of subsistence households,  an 
average of 2 2 .  1 hours per man per week. As  the people 
tapping rubber spent approximately 3 5  hours each week on 
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commercial cropping activities it is understandable that they 
reduced the time spent on subsistence production to a 
minimum. 
The smallholders spent an average of 6 .  0 hours 
per man per week, with a range of  0 to 1 1 .  8 ,  and the tappers 
an average of  7 .  0 hours per man per week, range 4 .  2 to 8 .  3 ,  
on subsistence gardening and sago -making. However, only 
one of these men made sago during the survey period and 
almost all the time was devoted to subsistence gardening. It 
should be noted that one of the unmarried Cupola li censees did 
no work and another worked only 9 hours in subsistence gardens 
during the time of the survey. The inclusion of these  two 
individuals lowered the average for the category. In contrast 
to the smallholders ,  the project group leade rs and the heads 
of  the subsistence households spent ave rage s  of 1 1 . 4 and 14 .  1 
hours per week, range s 4 . 0 to 2 5 . 0 hours and 8 . 3 to 2 0 . 5 
hours, on subsistence gardening and sago -making. Much of 
the extra time which the members of these  latter two groups 
spent on these activities was devoted to sago -making. As the 
extraction of sago from one palm requires several days of 
sustained work, the people tapping rubber were virtually 
excluded from making sago .  Moreover, because of  pres sure 
of time, it seems likely from my observations that rubber  
tappers work more intensively for shorter periods on  subsis ­
tence gardening activities  than do other people . A more 
detailed discussion of sources of sustenance is given on pages 
1 03 - 1 0 6 .  
The majority o f  the men in all four categories did 
not hunt or fish during the survey period and in general the se 
activities were unimportant for men.  Similarly, gathering 
wild foods and harvesting food tree s,  excluding sago, took 
very little of the men ' s  time . The smallholders and tappe rs 
s pent very little time building house s  and canoes, but the 
group leaders and heads of subsistence households spent 
averages of 7 .  8 hours per man per week, with a range of 0 to 
2 2 .  8 ,  and 6 .  8 ,  range 0 to 1 3 .  5 respectively on these activitie s .  
The wive s of those smallholders who were married 
spent an average of  only 4. 4 hours per person per week, range 
0 to 9 .  3 hours,  on subsistence activities compared with 
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averages of 2 1 .  8 hours for the wives of the tappers ,  1 8 .  3 hours 
for the wive s of  project  groups leaders and 2 1 .  4 hours for 
the wives and adult female dependents of the heads of the 
subsistence households . There are two main explanations for 
the comparatively small amount of time which the wives of the 
smallholders spend on subsistence activities .  First, it is  
usual for a woman to work with her husband when making sago . 
The smallholders  rarely make sago and their wive s therefore 
spend a correspondingly small amount of time on this activity . 
Secondly, the wives of the smallholders live for most of the 
time at Cupola which makes it difficult for them to go fishing. 
Fishing occupied an average of  only 1 .  7 hours per person per 
week for this category of  women.  The wive s of  the tappers,  
wives of the proje ct group leaders and the wive s and adult 
female dependents of the subsistence households, all of whom 
live in the villages near the beach, spent average s  of 1 5 .  1, 6 .  6 
and 8 .  6 hours per person per week fishing.  
Total of productive activities  
The men re gularly tapping rubber  spent approxi ­
mately 43 hours per week on commercial cropping and subsis ­
tence activitie s ( see Tables 2 0  and 2 1 ) .  In contrast, the 
project group leaders and heads of subsistence households 
were engaged in productive activities for an average of 
approximately 2 7  hours per man per week, excluding the group 
leader who had a Murua Land Settlement Scheme block and was 
therefore an atypical member of his cate gory .  Clearly the 
Cupisi project utilizes  a cons iderable amount of male labour 
which might otherwise be underemployed .  The women who 
lived in the villages spent more time on productive activities 
than the women who resided for most of  the ir time on the 
Cupisi proje ct site at Cupola.  The women in this latter 
cate gory spent much les s  time on subsistence activities but 
more on commercial cropping than the other women included 
in the survey. Women were, of course ,  engaged in domestic 
activities (which are productive activitie s )  for a considerable 
part of the day, and therefore the total time which they 
occupied with productive activitie s was higher than the figure s  
given in the tables sugge st .  
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Non -productive activitie s  
Project  group leaders devoted a n  average o f  3 .  2 
hours per man per week to social obligations . The other men 
were involved in social obligations for even smaller amounts 
of time . Men were likewise occupied for very little time on 
religious activitie s, though there is reason to believe that the 
times spent at church were greater than the figures suggest .  
Most people claimed that they did nothing on Sunday, but i t  is  
likely that in some instances they did not mention time s spent 
at church. The tappers  and smallholders did not participate 
in council work but the other men in the survey were occupied 
on such work for small amounts of time . Some of the men 
were ill for substantial periods during the survey, and taken 
over all men in the cate gories ,  the amount of labour resource 
lost as re sult of  illne sses ,  2 .  9 hours per man per week, was 
quite high . If  reductions in working e fficiency resulting from 
sub -clinical levels of disease could be taken into account, the 
total losses from illnesses  would have been even higher .  In 
gene ral the women spent le ss  time on social obligations, 
religious activities and council work than the men.  
Comparison of the food sources of three groups of  people 
Partly as a re sult of difference s in income s  and 
activities the smallholders,  project  group leaders  and heads 
of subsistence households follow different patterns in acquiring 
food for themselve s  and the ir dependents . In order to examine 
the se patterns a comparative study of the food sources of the 
nuclear familie s  of four of the Cupola licensee s,  the nuclear 
families of  two of the project group leaders and the households 
of the heads of five subs istence households was made . The 
samples were small be cause the measuring of garden areas is  
time - consuming and it was there fore ne ce ssary to restrict the 
s ize of the samples to managable numbers . For the subs is -
tence household sample, the household was sele cted as the unit 
for study be cause it was apparent that two adult female depen ­
dents produced a substantial proportion of the food for one 
household although they were not members of the nuclear 
family of the head of that household. Be cause of the complicated 
household arrangements which the Cupola licensees  and project 
group leaders have adopted, their nuclear families were taken 
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as the units for study. Although changes in the system of 
organization of the Cupisi  project were made just prior to the 
survey, the activity patterns of the project group leaders  and 
subsistence household heads included in the samples were 
probably affected only slightly . The Cupola block licensees 
may have spent slightly less  time on Cupisi project activities 
under the project group system than under the smallholder 
system but from casual observation it is  doubtful whethe r the 
differences will produce marked changes in the area of their 
subsistence gardens . However the change may have affected 
their sago -making activitie s .  
Table 2 4  shows for each nuclear family or house ­
hold in the sample, measurements which give indications of the 
methods by which each of the three sample groups obtained 
their food . The nuclear familie s of the Cupola licensee s and 
project group leaders have planted substantially large r areas 
of land with food gardens per person in the family, averages  of 
0 .  1 1  acres and 0 .  1 0  acre s, than the members of the five 
subsistence households - average 0 .  06  acres . The reason for 
this is not clear, but pos sibly the smallholders  have increased 
the area of  gardens in order to substitute garden produce for 
sago in their diets . There was no significant diffe rence be ­
tween the three samples in the proportion of  new gardens to 
gardens producing currently. 
The number of hours spent on sago -making by the 
subsistence households averaged 1 3 . 0 per person over the 
month of the survey. In contrast, only one of the nuclear 
families of the four Cupola licensees and the two project group 
leaders made sago during the month. Pres sure of time 
virtually excludes the smallholders from making sago, but in 
the case of the group leade rs this is not so .  
The nuclear families of the Cupola licensees  and 
project group leaders bought substantial amounts of sugar and 
starchy foods,  but the members of the subsistence households 
purchased only small quantities of these foods . It is clear 
that the nuclear families of the Cupola licensees and proje ct 
group leaders  relied mainly on subsistence garden products 
and starch foods bought with cash for their bulk food intake . 
In contrast the subsistence households relied more heavily on 
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Table 24 
Indicators of Food Sources 
Nuclear family of Cupola Nuclear family of project Subsistence household 
licensee number group leader number number 
Av. for Av. for 
Nuclear family or household number 1 2 3 4 sample 17 18 sample 24 25 26 27 28 
Area of subsistence garden made per person 
in nucl�af family or household per year 
(acres) 1 0. 13 0. 06 0.  12 0.  18  0 .  1 1  0 .  1 1  0 . 1 0  0 . 1 0  0 .  1 1  0 .  0 7  o .  0 3  0 . 05 o. 06 
Hours spent making sago over 1 month 
(hours per person in nuclear family or 
household) 2. 0 - - - - - - - 1 2 .  0 3. 6 1 9 .  7 2 3 .  9 6. 9 
Starchy food (imported and traditional) 
bought per person in nuclear family or house-
hold per day (calories) 1 180 730 370 660 730 900 600 800 - - 350 15 335 
Hours spent hunting and fishing over 1 month 
(hours per person in nuclear family or 
household) 2. 5 2. 6 4. 0 2. 3 2. 8 6. 3 6. 4 6. 4 - 13.  7 14. 4 1 1 .  2 12.  3 i 
Protein food (imported and traditional) 
bought per person in nuclear family or 
household per day (ounces) 0. 8 0.  8 0.  7 1 . 1 0.  9 0.  2 0. 2 0. 2 - - - - 0. 2 
Able -bodied adults in nuclear family or 
household 2 2 2 2 2. 0 3 2 2. 5 2 3 3 4 5 
Children and infirm people in nuclear 
family or household 2 5 2 2 2. 8 3 3 3. 0 4 4 4 5 6 
Total people in nuclear family or 
household 4 7 4 4 4.  8 6 5 5. 5 6 7 7 9 1 1  
( 1 )  For a discussion o f  the method of calculating the area o f  subsistence garden made pe r  person i n  the household pe r  year see Crocombe and Hogbin ( 1963b: 9 )  
Av. for 
sample 
0 .  06 
13. 0 
1 6 0  
10 .  3 
-
3. 4 
4. 6 
8. 0 
the sago which they produced for their starch supply. 
Hunting and fishing were more important for the 
five subsistence households than for the nuclear familie s  of the 
two project group leaders and the four Cupola licensees ,  
though the wive s of  the proj ect group leaders s pent a con ­
siderable amount of time fishing. The nuclear families of the 
Cupola licensee s  relied heavily on foods bought in stores,  
especially canned meat and fish, for their protein intake . The 
nuclear familie s  of the project group leaders,  who spend more 
time hunting and fishing, buy smaller quantities of  protein 
foods , while the subsistence households buy only negligible 
quantities of prote in . The data colle cted indicate that with 
increased participation in the cash e conomy the villagers have 
tended to substitute purchased protein foods for traditional 
protein foods . 
Non -traditional experience of the men in the villages 
The men in the survey cate gories  have received 
little formal education ( see  Table 2 5 ) .  These  figure s are 
based on estimates which people gave at interviews and there 
can be no check on the accuracy. 
Table 25 
Average Years of Schooling of Four Categories of Men from Cupisi Project Villages 
(The numbers of men from each category who attended schools in the three locational 
divisions are shown in parenthesis) 
Schools in Schools elsewhere Schools elsewhere 
local villages in Gulf District in Papua 
Cupola block licencees 
and station area tappers 
(13 men) 2. 5 (1 1 )  o .  7 (2) o. 5 (1 ) 
Ipisi block tappers 
(3 men) 3. 0 (3) - -
Project group leaders 
(7 men) 2. 0 (6) - -
Sample of 5 men from 
Siviri village not receiving 
regular cash incomes 1 .  8 (4) - -
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The Cupola block licensees,  station area tappers 
and lpisi  block tappers had little experience of paid employ­
ment: none had been employed in semi -skilled or skilled 
occupations, though twelve had brief periods of employment in 
unskilled occupations . ( 1 ) The project  group leaders,  on the 
other hand, had much wider experience of paid e mployment: 
all except two had been employed in semi -skilled and unskilled 
positions for more than three year s .  All except one of the 
heads of the subsistence households had likewise been in paid 
employment for two years or more ( see Table 2 6 ) . 
Table 26 
Average Years of Paid Employment for Four Categories of Men from 
Cupisi Project Villages 
(The numbers of men from each category, who had been employed in each employment 
division are shown in parenthesis underneath) 
Unskilled occupations Semi-skilled occupations 
A B c D A B c D 
Cupola block licensees 0. 2 0. 4 0. 3 - - - - -
and station area tappers ( 1 )  (5) (3) 
( 13  men) 
lpisi tappers 1 . 0  - 1 . 5  - - - - -
(3 men) ( 1 )  (2) 
Project group leaders 0. 6 3. 7 2 . 2 1 . 1  - 0. 5 - 0. 6 
(7 men) (3) (6) (3) (2) ( 1 )  ( 1 )  
Sample of 5 men from Siviri 
village not receiving regular 0. 9 3 . 0  - - - - -
cash incomes (3) (4) 
A = in village 
B = elsewhere in district 
C elsewhere in Papua 
D = in New Guinea 
( 1 )  Skilled occupations are considered to be those requiring several years of training. 
Semi-skilled occupations are considered to be those which require some special know­
ledge and perhaps entail some responsibility e .  g. vehicle drivers. Unskilled occupations 
include ordinary manual labouring jobs which require only very limited amounts of 
training. 
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As the majority of the Cupola block licensee s ,  
station area tappers, and Ipisi block tappers were young men, 
unde r the age of 2 7  at the time of the survey and under 2 5  
when the Cupisi  project began, it would b e  unusual if they had 
much experience of paid work . It is pos sible that the lack of 
experience of these  men may inhibit the future expansion of the 
project . It is of interest to note that the project  group leader 
who had two years of schooling to standard 1 and had been 
employed first as a labourer and then as a miss ion teacher for 
a total of 1 5 �  years was the one who had a block of land in the 
Murua Land Settlement Scheme and at the time of the survey 
had the greate st diversity of s ource s of income of all the 
project group leaders . He claimed also that on his own 
initiative he cleared some of his own land for coffee,  but that 
when he was allocated the Murua block he de cided not to plant 
the coffee on his own land . 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the first 2 �  years the Department of Agricul ­
ture base d  the Cupisi project  on group participation and 
provided succe ssive European managers to train the local 
people in the techniques of tapping, processing latex, main ­
taining mature rubbe r trees  and planting rubber .  The group 
leaders were responsible for organizing the work and distri ­
buting payments, and they apparently received substantial 
income s .  The tappers also received substantial immediate 
rewards for their work . Other village rs were expected to 
contribute labour to the project  when necessary, but they 
considered that the rewards were inadequate . Late in 1 9 62 
the last project manager was withdrawn. At the be ginning of 
1 9 63 the Department changed the organization, as far as 
circumstances allowed, to a smallholder system.  From then 
until the time of this survey the smallholders,  aided by the 
factory foreman, were largely responsible for organizing work 
at the project  and they were no longer closely supervised . To 
a large extent the change made the project group leaders 
redundant . Three of them no longer received income from the 
project and the others,  the four Siviri group leaders,  received 
substantially lower incomes than before . Those men who were 
selected to become smallholders  were in a pos ition to obtain 
substantially higher cash income s than under the previous two 
systems of organization . 
In the three years since June 1 9 60,  when production 
began at the proje ct, 1 1 0, OOO lb . of dry rubber valued at just 
over £ 8, OOO were produced.  The money from the sale o f  this 
rubber increased the cash incomes of  a significant riumber of  
Kerema Bay people . Furthermore, the Department gained 
much useful information on systems of organizing the pro ­
cessing of latex and the marketing of rubber produced by 
Papuans . At all time s the quality of the produce was remark ­
ably good . 
Looking at these achievements against the back ­
ground of the obje ctives ,  the project cannot be re garded as a 
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failure . On the other hand, at the time of the survey, neither 
the Department nor the villagers counted it an unqualified 
succes s .  The Department considered that output ought to have 
been greater;  that maintenance work in the blocks of rubber 
was not done adequately and that villagers  ought to have 
planted larger areas with high -yielding rubber .  The villagers 
were not highly enthusiastic about the proj ect and this dis ­
appointed officers of the Department . When the project was 
based on group participation, the disappointing feature s and the 
lack of enthusiasm of the villagers  seem to have arisen at 
least partly from problems of group organization with the 
related problems of income distribution and land tenure . 
The charge that output ought to have been higher 
carrie s with it three corollaries .  Either the tree s  ought to 
have been tapped more frequently or the tappers,  because of 
poor technique s,  were not collecting the maximum available 
latex each time they tapped a tree or the tree -s crap and cup ­
s crap were not being collected .  Let us examine these  corol ­
larie s .  Fir st, an analysis of attendance records showed that 
in the financial years 1 9 6 0 - 6 1  and 1 9 6 1 -62  the rate s of tapper 
absenteeism were 4. 6 per cent and 5 .  9 per cent .  Although 
these  rate s do not seem excess ive it is clear that output could 
have been higher if tree s  had been tapped more frequently . 
Second, I have estimated that the yield of dry rubber from 
the Ipis i  plantation was 4 1 0  lb . per acre in 1 9 6 1 - 62 . This 
seems to be a relatively high yield for tree s  of  a low -yielding 
variety which suggests that the tappers for that block could not 
have been gros sly ine fficient .  The re is no reason to believe 
that the Ipisi tappers were more skilful than the tappers  for 
the other blocks . Third, if the tappers did not collect the 
tree - and cup -scrap it is  not surprising, for groups were not 
paid for scrap rubbe r  until the second system of organization 
was introduced . I do not suggest that in total the groups were 
underpaid during the first system of organization, but under 
the circumstance s it is understandable that nobody exerted 
himself to colle ct the scrap . 
The charge that the maintenance work in the blocks 
of mature rubber was not done sati s factorily under the group 
system was, from all reports, well founded .  The problem 
here seems to have been one of an unrealistic approach to 
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incentive s and of  inadequate de finition of  re sponsibilities . For 
a large part of the time the people were expected to contribute 
labour but for no immediate reward, although later they were 
given small payments . The prospect of future rewards for 
such work seemed to the people to be remote . Moreover, 
those who were receiving re gular incomes from the sale of 
produce from the project  and who could reasonably have been 
expected to do the maintenance work were uncertain as to what 
constituted their share of the work . Tappers  considered that 
group leaders and other villagers should contribute some 
labour; group leaders  conside red that their own role was one 
of supervision and other villagers were not prepared to work 
because of inadequate incentives .  
The unsatisfactory progre ss with the planting of 
new areas with rubbe r seems to have been a classic example of 
the re sults of a venture based on group participation but with 
the groups ill - suited to their purpose , This organizational 
problem was coupled with problems of incentives and of land 
tenure . Immediate rewards for labour were initially non ­
existent and later, when labourers were paid,  considered by 
them to be inadequate . Furthermore, the example of the lpisi  
block apparently convinced the majority of  the people that the 
prospect of future rewards for work done in the new block was 
too uncertain to warrant their participation . It was never 
clearly unde rstood which people would have usufructuary and 
proprietary rights to the tree s  when they came into production . 
It is doubtful whether outright purchase of  the land by the 
groups would have solved these  problems because the problem 
of distribution of future income within a group would still have 
remained .  Howeve r, rationalization of the land tenure either 
by outright purchase or by a formal rent agreement and the 
organization of planting by small groups or individuals may 
have been a more suitable approach . ( 1 ) 
( 1 )  Crocombe1s (1 964a) study showed that all attempts at developing communal cash 
cropping among the Orokaiva have been failures and that each venture has been 
associated with problems of land tenure , work organization and motivation. However 
he points out that to be successful communal farming must be coupled with appropriate 
organizational structures, sanctions and incentives as well as with extension , processing 
and marketing facilities. 
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Furthe rmore ,  the high technical standards enforced 
by the Department may have discouraged the pe ople from 
planting. They had observed that the Cupola and Ipisi  blocks 
were not contoured and that the trees  had grown satis factorily. 
Although the reasons for contouring were explained repeatedly, 
they still suspe cted that the work was unne ces sary and they 
were reluctant to do it . 
The problems encountered under the group systems 
were aggravated by a dramatic fall in the world prices  for 
rubber with a resultant fall in the returns to the proj ect 
groups . In June 1 9 60 ,  when the Department was responsible 
for process ing the crop, the rate of payment for latex from the 
Ipisi  block was equivalent to 3 4d per pound for dry rubber - the 
price on the Singapore Rubber Exchange at the time was 
fluctuating around 44d per pound for R. S ,  S ,  No . 2 grade 
rubber .  By January 1 9 6 1 , the price paid for Ipis i  latex had 
fallen to the equivalent of 18d per pound for dry rubber after 
the Department of Agriculture ' s  proces sing and marketing 
costs had been covered.  Moreover, the Administration was 
subsidizing this price in order to keep it up to the minimum 
required under the licence agreements . At the time of the 
survey, producers were being paid approximately 2 0d per 
pound for dry rubber, but they were then proces sing the latex 
themselve s .  From the 2 0d per pound, one penny was being 
deducted for the use of the Department ' s  factory facilitie s and 
in the case of the Cupola licensees, 2d per pound for rent for 
the trees . The fall in prices led the people to suspect that 
they were being defrauded .  Repeated explanations by officers 
of the Department partially convinced the people that they were 
receiving the full payment for the ir products ,  but neverthele ss 
they were still doubtful . This was not the first time that the 
Kerema Bay people had felt victimized as a re sult of falling 
world price s .  For example, the Res ident Magistrate in his 
report on the affairs of  the Gulf District for 19 1 4- 1 5  made 
reference to the fall in copra prices from 1 0 /  - pe r bag when 
people were be ing encouraged to plant coconuts,  to 6/ - per bag 
when the palms be gan to bear .  Although the price recovered 
in the early 192 Os,  this feeling of victimization was probably 
revived and re inforced in the depre ssion period from 1929  to 
the late 19 3 0s when the price of copra fell to even lower 
levels . 
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Officers of the Department were also  disappointed 
with the results under the smallholding system.  They con­
sidered that the trees ought to have been tapped more frequently 
and that more maintenance work should have been done . The 
survey of work organization showed that smallholders on the 
average were engaged in activitie s associated with the Cupisi 
project and in productive subsistence activities for a total of 
more than 40 hours per week . In vie w  of this ,  the Depart ­
ment ' s  expectations seem, at least, demanding. If  a man i s  
to work for more than 4 0  hours per week the incent ive must be 
high .  The rate of return per hour of labour input is probably 
about 1 /  l Od and this is  equivalent to £ 2 .  1 3 ,  4 pe r week. More 
maintenance work would, in the short -run, reduce this rate, 
although in the long-run it may pay dividends (though not 
necessarily to the man who did the work) .  The returns from 
more frequent tapping of trees  need to be examined in the light 
of the amount of utility a Kerema Bay person place s on cash. 
From a Kerema Bay person ' s  point of view, the added income 
resulting from an increase in working hours, over and above 
the hours which he is  already working, may not buy sufficient 
goods and service s to compensate for the los s of  leisure time . 
If the opportunitie s for spending money in Ke rema were more 
dive rse or i f  the norm of cash income s  to which the Kerema 
people aspire was higher, the smallholders may have been 
prepared to work longer hours . 
The disposable cash incomes which the people 
participating in the Cupis i  project have re ceived from the sale 
of rubber have been used to buy mainly non -traditional foods 
and clothing and to give · cash gifts to others .  The people have 
shown a tendency to substitute foods such as rice, sugar, 
flour, processed flour foods,  canned fish and canned meats for 
sago and fre sh fish.  While the range of foods in their diets 
has undoubte dly increased, the additional labour input required 
to produce the income which allows the villagers  to buy the se 
foods i s  considerable . It is poss ible that the labour input 
required to produce a unit of food by traditional methods i s  
smaller than the labour input required to obtain sufficient 
money to buy an equivalent amount of food in the cash economy 
markets . Further study of the labour require ments of sub ­
sistence crops is  needed to substantiate this point . A high 
proportion of the income s of the people participating in the 
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Cupisi project was used to buy clothing.  However the social 
occasions at which a person can display his modern clothes are 
limited and the amount of clothing which a pe rson feels he 
needs may not be great . Apart from food and clothing the 
range of goods and services which can be bought with cash in 
Kerema is restricted .  This suggests that the incentive for 
village people to acquire money is limited .  The low incentive 
to acquire money may be another of the reasons for those 
aspects of the Cupisi  project which have disappointed the 
Department . 
At the time of this survey there was little evidence 
of  emerging entrepreneurial activity amongst the group leaders  
and smallholders . For example, it would perhaps be possible 
for a smallholder to plant rubber on land in which he holds 
permanent cultivation rights . He could do this by paying an 
assistant either to tap the trees  in his licence area or to do the 
planting. However, most of the proje ct group leade rs were 
over 40 years of  age ,  and perhaps beyond the age when entre ­
preneurial ability is likely to emerge . ( 1 ) On the other hand, 
the tappers were mainly young men with little past experience 
in paid employment and with little schooling. Evidence 
collected from the Northe rn District and from the Erap 
Me chanical Farming project,  Morobe District, suggests  that 
experience in paid employment may be an important factor in 
the development of entrepreneurial ability ( Crocombe and 
Hogbin, 1 9 63 a: 84 -5  and 1 9 6 3  b: 2 1 -2 ;  Crocombe, 1 9 6 4  b ) .  
At  the time of this survey the proje ct had been 
functioning for three years and had provided opportunities to 
experiment in methods of organizing production of  rubber by 
Papuans . It had provided a considerable cash income for the 
indigenous sector of the Kerema Bay economy and it had con ­
sequently changed the buying and consumption patterns of 
those  people who had obtained income from it . Labour which 
might otherwise have been underemployed had been channelled 
into productive activity . It is too early to judge whethe r the 
venture has be en e ffective as an example to encourage other 
people in the area to grow rubber as means of  increasing their 
participation in the cash economy.  
( 1 )  One project group leader, who i s  younge r  and has had far more non-traditional 
experience than the others, has shown considerable interest in commercial activity (se e 
pages 106-108. 
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Appendix I 
Summary of Rainfall Statistics for Kerema Station<1 > 
(for the 13-year period to the end of December, 1 962) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept 
Mean Rainfall 
(inches) 9. 36 9. 17  10. 1 1  1 1 .  98 16. 73 1 4. 93 14. 76 12 . 34 15 . 33 
Average number 
of rainy days 15 16 17  1 7  20 19  2 1  2 1  2 1  
(1 ) Rainfall statistics supplied by the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, Victoria . 
Oct Nov Dec Year 
1 1 . 13 7. 76 8. 06 141 .  66 
1 6  15  14 212 
Appendix 2 a  
Tapping Equipment 
Estimated value at the time 
of establishment of project 
7 ,  OOO (approx . ) latex cups 
10 ,  OOO  (approx . ) latex spouts 
24 tapping knives 
53  latex buckets 
Appendix 2b 
£ 1 03 
2 2  
5 
2 4  
£ 1 5 4  
Factory Buildings and Equipment at Cupola in 1 96 0  
Factory building (beyond useful 
life ) 
Smoke house 
Guthrie Automatic Safe rollers 
Guthrie "Cadet " rollers 
2 x 2 40 gal .  latex coagulating tanks 
2 x 2 40 gal .  latex coagulating tanks 
Rubber presses  
Scales 
Spring balance 
Estimated value at the time 
of e stablishment of proj ect 
£ nil 
2 5 0  
1 ,  2 2 9  
700  
52 0 
1 5 0  
Engine s,  pumps , water equipment etc . 
Sundry latex process ing equipment 
4 
2 0  
6 
43 1 
( strainers,  acid measuring 
glasses ,  hydrometers, etc . ) 
1 1 6 
3 1  
£3, 3 4 1  
Appendix 2 c  
Factory Buildings and Equipment 1 96 0 - 6 1 
(minimum of available equipment used) 
E stimated value at the time 
of e stablishment of project 
Factory building (beyond useful 
life ) 
Smoke house 
Guthrie Automatic Safe rolle rs 
2 x 2 40 gal . coagulating tanks 
Rubber press  
Scales 
Spring balance 
Engines,  water equipment 
Sundry latex proce ssing equipment 
Appendix 2d  
£ nil 
2 5 0  
1 ,  2 2 9  
5 2 0  
4 
2 0  
6 
43 1 
3 1  
£2, 49 1 
Processing Equipment Required by Smallholders 
17 sets of coagulating pans (each set 
consisting of 12 pans at 1 5  I - each) 
17 containers in which to bulk latex 
(£ 3 each) 
2 "Metrolacs ' ' and jars 
2 Sieve s 
4 Handrollers ( smooth) @ £2 7 each 
2 Handrolle r s  (marking) @ £32 each 
Sundry equipment 
1 1 7 
Value 
£ 1 53  
5 1  
4 
2 
1 08 
6 4  
25  
£407 
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